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HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL

This manual is designed to orient the reader to the Proposal
Development instructional- padcage which is Mbdule 3 of the Educational

Project Management Instructional System (EFMIS).

The Introduction to EPNRS (page 3) briefly describes the growing
need for management techniques in American education, and introduces the

EPMRS program. Brief summaries of each of the EPMES modules will be

found on page 3, followed by the goals of this particular module (page 4).

The sections and organization of the nine lessons which make up
this module are described on page 5, followed by directions for using
the lessons on an individual and a group basis (page 6).

This is followed by a Glossary of important terms (pages 7-14)
and Bibliography (page 15), both of which you may find useful as you

proceed through the lessons.

*L.
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mmonumai TO EMS

During the roast ten years,'the federal, state, amd local govern-
ments have become increasingly active in funding projects and programs
designed by educators to provide a vaxiety of *pm/laments in public
education. Educators engaged in experiftentation, curriculum revision,
aud other projects now abound.

Along with these public funds, however, has come public accounta-
bility, and the need for special emphasis on designing, administering,
and evaluating new programs. Aa the scope of funded projects increases,
as the amount of funds involved becomes greater, and as the project
efforts become more ambitious and complex, the need for a skilled
project manager becomes more apparent:

The Educational Project Management Instructional System (or EPNRS)
is being developed by the Project Management Component of the Adminis-

tering for Change Program of Research for Better Schools, Inc. It is

intended to train public school personnel in the project management
skills vital to the success of these projects.

The EPICS package includes three instructional modules and some
supplementary materials. Each module deals with a distinct aspect
of project management and includes.complete directions for use which

make'the materials self-instructional. The lessons....are structured4

for use by both individuals and groups. Each lesson 'Wit4in a given

module contains introductory materials to orient the readerl,tests
to .help the learner measure his progress, specific instructio ob-

jectives, reading references, and other materials.

The paragraphs below describe the three modules of the EPMRS progr

1. Project Manirment Executive arientation. ,This module is
designed to introdua-TOF5Vel administration to the concepts
of "project," "management," and "project management."
Topics such as the advantages and limitations of project
management and the requirements and organization of a project

management system in a local .school district are emphasized.

2. Project Management Basic Principles. This module is designed
for acting or potenfrirproject directors in a local school
district and covers the four major phases of project manage-

ment: project planning, preparation, operation, and termination. .

3. Pro osal Development. Thiq module is designed to assist local
schoof district personnel in the management of project pro-
posals and covers the four major phases of proposal manage-
ment: proposal planning, preparation, operation and termination.
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GOALS OF MULE 3

As a result of this instructional package, the learner should be

able to:

1. Plan a proposal development effort including:

a. Making a work breakdown structure of the tasks needed to

develop the proposal.

DeviSing a work flow for these tasks.

c. Estimating time and develop a schedule for these tasks.

d. Estimating the resources needed to develop the proposal.

e. Deriving a budget of expenses for the proposal development.

f. Writing a plan for developing the proposal.

2. Prepare to conduct a proposal development effort including:

a. Obtaining proposal development personnel.

b. Arranging for equipment and facilities.

c. Setting up,an initial meeting and information syStem.

3. Operating the proposal development effort including;

a. Defining the proposed 'project's objectives.

b. Selecting the approach for achieving the objectives.

c. Producing management, cost, and technical sections of the

proposal.

d. Preparing the detailed proposal document.

e. Conducting activities necessary to the final editing and

submission of the proposal.

4. Terminatin the proposal development effort including:

a. Submitting, amending, and negotiating the proposal.

b. Conducting activities associated with terminating the

proposal development effort.
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LESSON stcrIoNs AND ORGANIZATION

Thii Proposal Development instructional package includes a. module
manual laidnine lesson booklets, one for each lesson.

Eallic lesson has the same sections organized in the same order.
The fiibt section is the Introduction to Lesson which lists the page
number$ of the various lesson parts.- An Overview of the lesson is
next; 4t describes the relationship of thine-arm tolhe ones following

and prceding. A. Statement of Ob ectives give both general and specific
instructional obje--ier-fiTavethe lesson. This is foliaged by the
LessOn Location Chart which shows the learner the location of this lesson
withrn the segueCoe-5f the Proposal Development instructional package;
it is designed to supplement the OVerview.

The Pretest is next (pink color-coded), followed by a page which
gives the correct answers to the pretest plus suggested options for
you to follow depending on your performance on the tett. The Lesson
Abstract and Content Outline provide condensed views of the lesson,
a-iiraiefolloithe Lesson Text itself.

The Exercises (green color-coded) follow to give you practice for
the skills and knowledge contained in the lesson. Upon completion of
the last exercise.in the lesson, several options are suggested for you
to follow depending on your performance on the exercises. The

Post-test (also pink color-coded) allows you to check your performance,
lia-TiiaTto several suggested options, such as moving to additional
examples for study, reading reference materials, or reworking some

of the exercises;

II m
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GROUP ush

Although this module is.designed to be self-instructional, so that

an individual learner can work through the materials completely inde-

pendent of anyone else, the lessons adapt easily for group presentations.
Here are some suggestions you might find helpful for group situations:

1. Equipment - pie presentation might be aided by having on hand

a chalkboard and an overhead projector (complete
with overlays and grease pencils). This might be
.especially helpful in solving exercises as a group.

2. Group directions - The group leader should:

A. Provide each learner with a 1'3dule Manual, and the

nine lesson booklets.

B. trave each learner read and camplete the Mbdule
Manual and all lesson mate ials by himself.

C. Bring the learners toge er for a discussion of the

text, exercises, and t ts so as to exchange ideas

and solutions.

4.!
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GLO§SARY
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This glossary of terns4s gesigned to give you a reference to the

definitions of terms'used.in tM module. In addition to the .definitions

themselves,atma other aids. have been Wed to make the glossary more
A V 1".

First, at the end of the definition of many of the terms, you will

r'elfind a reference to the..modulp and lesson where that term is diScussed

in more detail. A shorthand foim of referring to the module and lesson

numbers has beenbused for this purpose.

jo

For example, if you fodad this reference at the end of the defi-

nition-of the tem you were looking up -- (see 3/5-7) -- you would know

that'a further discussion gf the term would be found in Lessons S

through 7 in Mbdule 3..

These end-of-definition references refer you only to Nbdule 3

Proposal Development and Nbdule 2 Project Management Basic Principles.

Second, &quick index to the glossary has been provided for you

on the next page._ This quick index lists all the terns defined in

the glossary. Bylooking at this one page, you can see immediately

if the tempt' want is in the glossary. You don't hatie to leaf through

all the pages of the glossary to find if the tera is there.

useful to you. ,

-

The qui* Index to the glossary is on the next page. The glossary

itself begins on the page after the index.

Witectioa4: TuAn to Le66on 1 wki.ch i4 titted Ptopo4a2 Devetopment

and Its Re2ati.on4h4 to Schoot Aatttct Ptanning and Pkoject

Management.

4
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-- A Quick Index to the Glossary

abstract
administration
assurances, legal

(see legal assurances)
audit, educational program

(see educational progran audit)

authority
budget
calendar, task-event

(see task-eyent calendar)

controllihg
cost plan
critical path
decision-making
deviation
diagram, work flow

(see work flow diagram)

directing
director, proposal

(see proposal director)
educational program, audit

evaluation
Gantt chart

(see task-event calendar)
goal
grantsmanship
history, project

, (see project history)
internal review
legal assurances
'lead time
limits
line-item budget

(see budget)

management
management information system

management plan
milestone
mission

.1

negotiatian
objective
objective-referenced budget

(see budget)
operations phase
organization chart
organizing
path; critical

(see critical path)
PERT (see Program Evaluation

and Review Technique)

planning
rdanning phase
policy
preparation phase
problem
problem analysis
procedure
Program Evaluation and Review

Technique (PERT)

project
project history
project management
proposal
proposal development
proposal director
Request for Proposal (RFP)

resource allocation
review, internal

see internal review)

RFP (see )equest for Proposal)

scheduling
task
task-event calendar
technical plan
termination phase
work breakdown structure
work flow diagram
work package
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Glossaii.Terms'and Definitions --
0 '

abstract.--"that section Of the proposal document which provides a

-----E7Ief condensation of the proposed project, emphasizing the major

objectives and Procedtires. (see 3/8)

, administration -- a process,involving the execution of management de-

cisions *thin an'organizational framework utilizing pre-established

rules for decision-making.

assurances, legal (iee.legal assurances)

audit, educational prograr5, (see educational plEslamaudit)

au the right to act, to make decisions, or to command others.

budget -- the expression in financial terms of a management plan for

a project. Nbudget may be written as an objective-referenced

budget in.which a,Separate cost can be derived for each project

objective; or it play be a line-item budget showing a cost for

each categoky of expenditure (e.g., personnel salaries, equipment,

etc.) .(see 2/6.and 3/7)-

calendar, task-event -- (see task-event calendar)

controlling -- in project management, a three-step process involving

(1) identifying the problem, (2) solving"the problem, and

' ,(3) implementing the chosen solution to the problem. (see 2/9-11)

cost plan -- that portion of a proposal document which presents the

p an for expending project monies; equivalent to a budget.

(see 2/6 and 3/7)
C.

critical pat -- the longest or most time consuming pathway within a

networ of various paths which connect the activities required

between the start and finish of a project. (see 2/4)

decision-making -- identifying or selecting a course of action from

among two or more possible alternative courses of action.

deviation a difference between a planned situation and an actual

siiiiation; a proect management problem.

diagram, work flow -- (see work flow diagram)

directing -- in management, the activity of motivating employees to

accomplish their tasks. (see 2/1)

1
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director, proposal =- (sei proposal director)

educatibna1 proratn audit -= a study conducted by a person not directly

involved with aliiject to verify the results and conclusions

of the project's own evaluation of how well it accomplished (or

is accomplishing its objectives. (see 3/6)

evaluation -- an'activity whose purpose is to verify if the patdect

has achieved its intended process and product objectives.

Gantt chart -- (see task-event calendar)

goal -- a broadly stated end point to be reached in the future. In
4

a project, a goal is the identified end product\and is at the

top level of the work breakdown structure. (see\2/2 and 3/4)

grantsmanship -- in proposal development, informal knowiedge, skills,

techniques, and experience whidh may be brought to the proposal

development situation to help improve the quality of the final

proposal document. (see 3/7)

history, Project (see project history)

internal review -- in proposal development, the review of the proposal

7-7-Rbierirrn a near finished form for the purpose of obtaining

comments suggestions, criticisms, and approval of persons

within the school district; conducted prior to a final revision

and submission to the funding agency. (see 3/8)

legal assurances -- that section of a proposal document which presents

assurances to the funding agency that the project will observe

laws and regulations related to racial discrimination, equal

employment opportunity, invasion of privacy, etc. It must be

signed by the proper school district officials and is often

simply a printed form. (see 3/8)

lead time the time between the order of a resource and its need or

use in the accomplishment of an activity. (see 2/4-5)

limits the allowable tolerance for acceptability of the standards

specified for time, cost, and performance at project control

noints. Limits may be either positive or negative or both with

respect to the standard set.

line-item budget -- (see budget)

management the method of attaining organizational goals by (1) develop-

ing a plan, (2) arranging operations in conformity to the plan, and

(3) creating an .environment which is favorable to the performance

of the people belonging to the organization. Mese three steps

are usually referred to as planning, organizing, and directing. It

is a process which involves a high degree of uncertainty and

unprogramed decision-making.

1 3
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management pla. -- that portion of a proposal document.which presents

the plan for managing the activities of the proposed project.

It usually includes a work breakdawn structure a york flow,

time estimates and schedides, and resource estimates. (see 2/1-6 and 3/7)

milestone -- important .fents identified in the work flaw of roject

such that if not completed on time the project goal will it be

attained on schedule or possibly not achieved at all. (see 2/3)

mission -- a mission is composed of several tasks and is itself a sub-

goal. AL mission is a focused activity, or package of work, using

a limited amount of project resources and staff at the middle

level in the hierarchial work breakdown structure. (see 2/2 and 3/4)

negotiation an activity conducted between persons submitting a pro-

posal and representatives of the funding. agencx *which differences

are resolved concerning the management, .cost, and technical plans

of a proposal. (see 3/9)

objective -- statements which specify a desired outcome. The statement

can be one which includes a broad area of concern,or need or it

can specify an extremely narrow concern.

objective:referenced budget -- (see budget)

operations phase -- that phase in the management of a project during

which the project is actually operated and monitored for problems

or deviations which are then analyzed and solved. In proposal

develogment, the operations phase is called the proposal o ration

and is the period in which the proposal for a project is crea e .

(see 2/9-11 and 3/4-8)

organization chart -- that portion of a management information system

which gh-1517iin graphic form the authority and responsibility of

the project staff and the reporting channels for the flow of in-

formation. (see 2/8 and 3/3)

organizing that activity by which the manager established an inte-

grated system of authority and responsibility relationships in

which' the members know what their tasks are and how they fit into

and responsibility to accomplish these tasks.

path, critical (see critical path)

PERT -- (see Program Evaluation and Review Technique)

planning the management process of determining objectives, defining

and evaluating alternative courses of action, and selecting the

course which will most effectively and efficiently achieve the

established objectives.

1
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policr -- a general statement or rule which guides or channels thinking

Ln decision-making. It can be formally stated or a result or

practice over time.

preparation phase -7 in project management, that phase of activities

involving the acquisition of equipment, and facilities, the

establishment of an information system, and the organizing of per-

sonnel. ln proposal developmeart, it is that periodwhen the pro-

posal director acquires needed equipment, facilities, and materials;

organizes the proposal developmant team and assigns task responsi-

bilities; and develops an iLformation system. (see 2/7-8 and 3/3) .

problem -- a deviation from a plan or a discrepancy between what is

and what is desired.

problem analysis -- the process of identifying and defining a deviatIon

-E0111 plan and determining its specific cause. (see 2/10)

procedure Guide to routine actions emphasizing a chronological se-

quence. Practices which are so recurrent and routine as tO lend

themselves to formalized response.

Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) a management system

for planning arid-COTiTiiilling many activities related to the

accomplishment of aa objective in a once-through effort. (see 2/3-5)

project -- an activity which possesses the following five Characteristics:

-(1) finite in character With a singie goal to be accomplished;

(2) complex in nature involving A large number of tasks;

(3) unique in that it involves a one-time,only effort; (4). uncertainty

about the path or series of activities leading to the goal;

(5) producing a definable end product within time, cost, and per

formance specifications. (see 2/1 and 3/1)

project histofv a written account of the major events, problems,

solutions, actions, etc. of the project te be kept as a record

for reference and guide. (see 2/12 and 3/9),

project manageMplit the activity of managing a project. The activities

are classified into four phases of project planning, project

preparation, project operations, and project termination. (see 2/1

and 3/1)

proposal a document which can be submitted to a funding agency to

apply for support to operate an educational project. The document,.

describes the need for the projeCt, its objectives, and a management,

cost, and technical plan for achieving the objectives.
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proposal development -- the activity of managing the development of a

proposal. It is analogous to the managenent of a project. Pro-

posal development activities are classified into four, phase of

proposal planning; proposal preparation, 'proposal operations and

proposal termination. (see 3/1)

proposal director the person charged with the responsibility to

manage the development of a proposal document.

Request for Proposal (RFP) -- a solicitation from a funding agency for

proposaE for an educational project usually in a specified area

of concern.

resource allocation translating an approved plan into a schedule by

assiiriniiiiairces to accomplish the planned activities during

a specific calendar period. The process of applying resources

toward the accomplishment of a plan, procedure, policy, tactic, or

strategy. (see 2/5)

review, internal -- ( see internal review)

RFP (see Request for proposal)

schedulill -- the translation of a plan into a time table showing the

specific calendar dates for the start and completion of work

and tasks to reach the project goal. ( see 2/5)

task the smallest unit of action in a work breakdown struCture. It

is a single activity or an element of a.work package which

uses a single person of the staff and little resources.

task-event calendar -- a tool for planning work and relating activities

to time or schedule. Fri such a chart or calendar, the horizontal

axis represents time and the vertical axis lists tasks or activities

to be accomplished. (see 2/5)

technical phase -- that portion of a proposal document which identifies

the needs, proposed solution, procedures, rationale, and evaluation

of the proposed project. (see 3/6)

termination Oase in project management, the final phase in which

the project is simply ended or integrated into the system as an

ongoing activity. In proposal development, the phase in which the

proposal development is ended by submission and negotiation of

the proposal and the release of personnel from their proposal develop-

ment duties. (sec 2/12 and 3/9)

wod- breakdown structure a hierarchical arrangement of the tasks

involved in achieving a given goal. (see 2/2 and 3/2)
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work flow dia ram -- a diagram illustrating the tasks from the work .

break own in the order and relationship in which they will be
accomplished to achieve a project's objectives. (see 2/3 and 3/2)

work package -- a specific job to be accomplished which is usually within
the responsibility of one operating unit in an organization and

makes up one item on the work breakdown structure.
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Introduction to Lesson

This lesson contains the following items. Make sure that each item is

present before starting to work through the lesson.

Booklet containing the following items. Page

Introduction to lesson . 1

Overview and objectives 3

Pretest
4

Lesson abstract and content outline.... 7

Lesson text
9

Practice exercise
21

Post-test
26
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Overview and Objectives

OVERVIEW

The purpote of this lesson is to introduce thp concept of project

inanagement as aiplied to the development of project proposals and to describe

the relationship between school district planning and thne proposal development

process.

In subseqUent lessons the management of a proposal development,effortAs

examined,in 'detail. as one progresses through the. phases of the pro/posal deve-

lopment process.

CRJECTIVES

The siUdent in completing this lesson should be able to define the concept

k
of the proposal development process and describe its relationship to school

district planning and project management. The specific objectives of the

lesson are as follows:

1. The student should be able to define the concepts of school district

planning, proposal,.project, the project management process, project

implementation, and the proposal development process.

,b

.2. The student should be able to describe the relationship between pro-

,

posal development and school district planning.

3. The student should be able to describe the relationship between pro-

posal development and project management.
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Pretest

D.Otection4 Pteoose tde time to anaweA. can:4)24 the inatipte Mace and
time./ babe quedtiona gtven below. Fon. the multiple chotee queAtionts you
alte to aiLete one cohneet on. be.st an61Ueit CA,8,C oit. In and SOIL the time.

1 and .ialae yoit air to indizate. the eolot.eat it.e..6pon4e ntith the tetta T oh. F.

,

1. What statements would most accurately describe a project?,

A. A project is'a complex goal-oriented activity Which, has a finite

life span, a cost limit mid uncertainty about the accomplishment

of its goal.
M. A project is a plan to achieve a goal.

C. A, project is an activity scheduled to reach a goal at a specific

time.
D. ,A, project is an activity that does not have specified start and

completion dates but does have a goal and a budget.

2. What phase of the project management process usually involves the

acquisition of work facilities?

A. Planning
B. Fteparation
C. Operation
L. Termination

3. When is a priority list of needs usually generated in the school

district planning process?

A. After funding sources have been identified.

B. Immediately prior to the identificatian of funding sources.

C. Usually after needs assessment data have been collected relative

to school district goals.
D. School district planning is a continuous process and therefore a

list of priorities can be identified at any stage of the school

district planning process.
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4. What'phase of the Proposal development process normally includes the actual

writing of the proposal?

A. Planning
Pteparation

C. Operation
D. Termination

5. In which phase of the project management process does budget preparation

occur?

A. Planning
B. Preparation
C. Cperation
D. Termination

a

6. In which phase of the project management process are personnel organized to

achieve tasks?

A. Planning

B. Preparation
C. Operation
D. Termination

7. When is the search for funding agencies usually undertaken in the school

district planning process? -

,

Prior to the development-of a list of school district priority needs.

B. After program alternatives have been evaluated for cost-effectiveness.

C. After the list of school district priorities has been developed.

1

Indicaze whethek the 4tatement4 tisted betow ate-tItUe Ok iat6e by wating

a T ok F on the'tine.

8. The management of a proposal developmeat effort is similar to the

'Management of any project.

9. While the specifAc format of a proposal may vary among funding agencies,

most proposal documents include a Technical Plan, a Nhnagement Plan, and

a Cost Plan.

10. The decision of a school district to operate a project is one possible

output of school district planning..

EuLn the.page and check yowt anzwem.



Directions Following Lesson Pretest

flte-ti.ona: The co/meet outuvc.6 .to Le.64on I Pitzte.st Me Latal down the
Ai& mangin. Check youn comect M.4pon4e4.

you an.sweiLed ieurea que4tiona
comealy, you. have not aeceptabAj demon6titz2e4 know-
Ledge o picopoliat devetopment and ..i.tos heta2:0n4 itip

Achoot gaming and pitoject Irfanagement. You.

.6houtd /Lead the .te.s.son abz.tAact and e.ontent outline on
Flage4 7 and 8. Then begin the content pA.e.sentation
on page 9.

Ditecti_on6: 16 you an4weted nine oh moht que6tion4
coitheaty, you have acceptabty demon4tAated.hnout-
Ledge oi oppo4a2 devetopmemt and 4,t4 Aetati.on.ship

to Achooe ptanning and pkoject manageMent. You

4houJ4 Azad the te44on ahatitact and outtine.be-
ginning on page 7. Then you de.s.iite to 4kip

the content p4e4entation, you may do 40 by pko-
ceeding dimetty to the pkactice exena4e on
page 21. 16 you deaite to Azad the content
ptuentation, tuAn to page9.

4,

6
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Multiple Choice

l. (A) B C D'

2. A (B) C D

3. A B (C) D

. 4. A B D

5. (A) B. C D

6. A (B) C D

7. A (B) C D

True/False

8. T

9. T

10. T

Number Correct =



Lesson Abstrtct and Content CUtling

ABSTRACT

Proposal development is an activity undertaken by.a school district

when a decision is made to operate a project in order to fulfill a need

in the school pirogram. The decision to operate a project is usually an

output of school district planning. The.development of a proposal is

usually begun when there appears to-be a possibility of securing funds

'for the project. The development of a proposal is by its very nature a

project. Proposal development can be perceived as proceeding through the

phases of the project management process.

corrrENT OUTLINE

4"

A. The proposal development process may be better understood with

reference to the following concepts:

1. school district planning,

2. proposal,

3. project,

4. project management process,

S. project implementation,

B. School district planning is a continuous process of determining

what needs to be accomplished in order to realize school district

goals. The planning process involves several ongoing activities:

1. developing goals and objectives,

2. collecting data describing the achievement of these goals,

3. data analysis and identification of priority needs,

4. identifying alternatives,

S. cost-effectiveness analysis of those alternatives,

6. selection of alternatives,

7. identifying possible funding sourceA.i.



C. A proposal is a document presenting an initial plan for a project

designed to,accomplish school ,district Jags. The proposal includes

project plan, budget, documentation of need, and data supporting

the approadh indicated by the project.

D. A, project is a couple.x, goal-oriented activity, having a finite

life span, a cost lidit, and some uncertainty about the accomplish-

ment of its goals.

E. The project management process includes four periods termed the

planning, preparation, operations, and termination phases of a project

1. Plafining includes goal-setting, specifying tasks, developing

a work flow, estimating time and cost, estimating and scheduling

resources, and budgeting.

2. psevIation involves obtaining and organizing personnel,

equipment, materials, and facilities, and creating a project

information system.

3. OTerations activities encompaSs problem identification, prob-

lem solving, and solution implementation.

4. Termination may iavolve activities appropriate to halting a

project upon completion of goals, or integrating project

activities into ongoing institutional programs.

F. The provosal development process consists of the four phases of

the project management process (planning, preparation, operations,

and termination) as applied to the creation of a proposal

document.

G. Project institutionalization refers to the transition or merging

of a project's end-product into an on-going program. Such a

merger can involve further use of project management techniques

and should include the feedback of information into school district

planning activities.
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Lesson Text

Introduction

The purpose of this lesson is to introduce the proposal development' -

process and to place it in proper perspective within a local school district

setting. In order to fully-understand this process, it is necessary to de-

fine the following concepts:

o school district planning

o proposal

o project -

o project management process

o project implementation

Each of these concepts'and the proposal development process is discussed in

some detail in the sections that follow.

School District Planning

School district planning involves the development of goals and objectives,

the collection of data related to the achievement of these goals and objectives,

the analysis of the data, the identification of priority needs. or problems, the

search for feasible.alternatives to satisfy these needs, the analysis of the

cost-effectiveness of these alternatives, the selection of alternatives, and

the search for possible funding sources to help implement the chosen alternatives.

School district planning is a continuous process that is usually performed

on the basis of an annual cycle. The planning process is depicted in Fi,gure

1.1 which has been modified from a model being used to develop a Comprehensive

Planning Instructional System at Research for Better Schools, Inc.

29



Develop Goals ColleCt and Generate Priority Search

and Objectives Analyze Current Feasible.A1ternarList of District

Status Data Needs or Problems tives to Meet
District Need6

Analyze Cost/
Effectiveness of
Feasible Alter-
natives

Select
Alternatives

Figure 1.1--Steps in the School District Planning Process

(Modified from Comprehensive Planning Instructional System,

Research for Better Schools, Inc.)

31



InformatiOn is gathered annually, including indicators of pupil performance,

pupil perceived needs and community perceived needs. The analysis and

interpretation of this information may result in changes in school district

gol and curriculum objectives and/or the identification of needs that are

currently only being partially met. Next, a search is begun for alternatives

to improve the situation relative to each identified need. In addition, the

cost-effectiveness of each alternative is analyzed. Finally, possible funding

sources to support these alternatives are sought. With this information at

hand, a decision is made to go ahead with certain alternatives. In some

cases this decision may be to plan and operate a new trial progtam or project.

Planning, then, is a process which assists in the specification of what

needs to be accomplished to move toward the fulfillment of the stated goals

of the district. That is, school district planning is concerned with the

determination of what is to be done in the district.

proposal

One of the possible outputs of the school district planning process is the

decision to plan and operate a project. If information gathered during the

planninfl pfocess indicates that there is a possibility of obtaining funding

for a particular activity or project, it is usually necessary to develop a

proposal document. Even if funding is not likely, it is still advisable to

develop a proposal, since it can serve as a plan for accomplishing the activity

or project regardless of where or when the necessary resources are obtained.

A well written,proposal document cons:Ists of a clearly sfated proposed

project plan and budget, documentation of the need being addressed by the

project, and data swporting the approach indicated by the project.

32



The documentation 'and apportive data are, of course, based upon information

gathered and analyzed in the school district planning.process. A well

written proposal document communicates clearly a;m1preasely !that a sbhool

district wants to accomplish. Thus, in addition to helping a school district

obtain funding, a proposal document serves as.an initial plan for accomplishing

a desired end or goal. This initial plan is usually modified to same extent

prior to or during the operation of the proposed project.

Although the format of a proposal document often vaiies, there are usually

three main sections called the Technical Plan, the Menagement Plan and the

Cost Plan (or budget). Details regarding these section's will be discussed in

the subsequent lessons of this module.

Project

A project is a complex, goal oriented activity having a finite life...v..21a,

a cost limit and some uncertainty about the accomplishment of its goal." Goal

oriented?' means that the activity is aimed toward some identifiable end product

or capability. It is characteristic of project activity that this end product

or capability be defined or specified in sufficient detail (calledhperformance

specification")sothat the outcomes,and a means for assessing the outcomes,are

readily apparent to the individuals involved in the project and to individuals

monitoring, auditing , and evaluating the project.

Uncertainty is a main characteristic of projects because they are usually

a unique or once-through kind of effort, and often there is uncertainty about

when, how, and the extent to which the goal will be accamplished. The amount

of uncertainty varies from project to project, depending upon factors such as

the uniqueness of the effort and the inherent complexity of the overall project

task. 33
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Although there is same uncertaintylwith regard to how tho project will'pro-

ceed, there is usually less uncertainty regarding when it will begin and,end. .

A project has specified start and completion dates. Thus, it'has a finite'

life span and, codsequently, can be:thought o%s a temporary effort.

Finally, the project goal is achieved within a specified coii limit.

Project efforts involve the use of resources.such as time, people, facilities,

materials, equirment and services. These resources are usually translated in-

to dollar amounts in a budget document which specifies the project cost limit

that is not to be exceeded.

In summary, a project is a temporary effort with a gbal to develop an end

product or capability within stated performance specifications, start and com-

pletion dates, and a cost limit. There is usually uncertainty about when, how,

and the extent to which the goal will be accomplished.

The Project Manarment Process

The project management process consists of four periods, termed the plan-

ning, preparation, operations, and termination phases of a project. The project

planning phase includes setting goals for the project; specifying the work to

be done with a, descriptive flow of the tasks; determining time schedule, cost

and manpower needs, and preparing a budget. The preparation phase involves

obtaining and organizing'personnel, equipment, materials, facilities and in-

formation so that the project can be initiated and operated as planned. The

operations phase is concerned with the actual conduct or operation of the

project. Regaidless of the best planning efforts, actual operations do not

always go as planned. The project director must have a system or procedure for

knowing the status of the project (at all times) so that problem arcas can be

identified and corrective actions taken. Problem identification, problem
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solving, and solution implementation are the pTimanrimmagement activities

of the operations phase of a,project. Finally, the termination phase includes

those activities .or efforts dealing with the ending of the ,project. Such

activities.include reporting about the project, transferring personnel land

equipment, and retaining important recOrds and doaments. This phase may

focus upon stopping a project in progress,ending a project when its goals

have been achieved, or integrating the project activities into an ongoing

institutional program upon completion of the project.

.Proposal Development Process

The activity of developing a proposal document meets the definition of a

project. It is a complex activity and has a goal, finite life span, cost

limit, and some uncertainty about the accomplishment of its goal. Efforts

to develop proposals, frequently involve staff at various levels (administrators,

supervisors, teachers, counselors, students, and sometimes community groups)

from several school buildings and offices, each performing a variety of pro-

posal development tasks. Such efforts have as their goal the development of

a proposal document (and ultimately the funding of the proposed project).

This development is accomplished within a finite period of time, often a few

months, and within the bounds set by a fixed amount of resources that have

been allocated by the school district or obtained from an external source

(e.g., by means of a planning grant). Since much of the work in developing a

proposal often involves.the planning of a new trial program, there is usually

a considerable amount of unCertainty associated with the task.

The effort associated with the develepment of a proposal document will be

referred to as a proposal developmeajwoject in this module. The management

of a proposal development project is similar to the management of any project

and, consequently, follows the same four phases of the project management

35
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process--project planning, project preparation, project operation, and project

termination. To distinguish between proposal efforts and other project, efforts,

this instructional packagerwill refer to the four phases as proposal planniRg,

proposal preparation, proposal operations, and proposal termination. Figures

1.2 and 1.3 may help to clarify the relationship between project management

and proposal development as presented in this nodule.

irlanning the overall proposal development effort involves aril activities

as establishing communications w*th the funding agency, reviewing the Request

for Proposal and the outputs from the school district planning.process, speci-

fying the work or tasks to be done in order to create the propoial*document,

and making time and resource estimates for the accomplishment of taskt.

The Preparation phase involves identifying individuals to work on the

proposal, obtaining release time for the proposal development team, acquiring

any-necessary facilities and materials, and arranging for the initial meeting

of the proposal development team.

The operations phase of the proposal development process is the phase

during which the actual proposal document is created. This phase involves

developing a detailed plan for the project being proposed, conducting and

presenting a technical analysis that supports the approach spkified by the

project plan, and documenting the school district's need for the project and

its capability for implementing it.

The termination phase involves submitting, amending and negotiating the

proposal document; writing a brief history of the proposal development effort;

and releasing personnel from their responsibilities.

The development of a proposal is a project and, consequently, involves the

application of the skills, techniques and procedures of the project 4pnagement

process.
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1HE MAUS OP ME

PROPOS/L DEVELMMENT

6 PROCESS

PHASE II

1 Proposal - 1

Planning I
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1
r
1 Proposal
1 Preparation I

L

1

Project PHASE III
1., Proposal

Cperations Operations 1

1

Project
Tennination

PHASE IV
Proposal

1 Termination

Figure 1.2--The Relationship of the Proposal Development Process and the
Pro j ect ganagement process (General lei-at-Ions-hip)
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Project Management -- Proposal.Development -

Phaissa ard Generel Activities Phases'and Specific Activities

aWliftwriMminom Immwes orim
I. &nag& the project I. Planning the proposal development

a. SpecIfy project goal or end-product a. Define the proposal am an end-product

b. .Specify. tasks .to be accomplished b. Specify tasks in producidg proposal

c. Put tasks in order and time schedule c. Put tasks in order and time schedule

d. Determine manpower, cost, and resource d.. Specify persons, resources, and.cost

needs of proposal development .

a. Prepare a .budget e. Write budget for proposal development

f. Write A plan for the project f. Write plan for developing proposal

II. Preparin& to operate the project

a. Obtain and organize personnel

b. Obtain equipment and facilities

c. Set up an information system

Preparing to develop the proposal
a. Obtain proposal develoilient personnel

b. Arrange for equipment and facilities

c. Set up initial meeting and information

Operating the project

system .1

III. Operating the proposal development

a. Monitor status of the project a. Define proposed project objectives

b. Identifying and analyzing problems b. Select approach for achieving objectives

c. Taking corrective actions c.

d.

Produce management, cost, and technical

sections of proposal
Prepare the detailed proposal document

IV. Terminatirm the project IV. Terminating'the proposal development

a. Reporting about the project results a. Submit, amend, and negotiate the proposal

b. Transferring records, personnel, and

equipment

b. Write a brief history of the proposal
-development effort

c. Ending the project or'integrating it c. Release personnel

into the on-going program d. Sort 'and select records for retention

*dole 3 Proposal Development --
Lessons about specific activities

:2 Proposal Planning

3 Proposal Preparation

aildolosolor

4 Proposed Project Goal Definition
5 Proposed project Approach
6 Proposed Project Support Activities
7 Developing the Detailed Proposal
8 Preparing the Final Proposal Document

9 Proposal Termination

FigLre 1.3 - The Relationship of the Proposal Development, Process and the_ProAect, Management Process

(Specific Relationshio)
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Proposed Project Implementation

Once a pioposal is submitted, approved, and funded, the project that was

described in it can be started. This -pribject represents the implementation

of the plan detailed in the proposal document (with modifications) and serves

as one of the meiths by which the desired end identified in the school district

planning process can be reached. The skills, techniques and procedures of

project manageemt Lam utilized in this effort.

Mien the project ends, as all projects must, a decision ant be made

regarding whether the project will be phased-out or institutionalized in the

fom of an ongoing program. . The phasing out of a project refers to the

smooth termination of all project activities. With large projects it can be

a somewhat complicated undertaking. The institutionalization or transition

of the results of a project into an ongoing school program can often represent

a rather complex project effort7ggain involving the application of the pro-

ject management process. Regardless of hav a project ends, information re-

garding its funding, operations, and termination should be fed back into the

school planning and needs assessment activities of the school district. This

permits school planning decisions to be based upon the most current information

regarding student performance and school program operations.

Summary

School district planning, proposal development and project management are

three interrelated processes which can be viewed as occuring in a periodic

cycle throughout the school year or annually. This is represented in Figure 1.3.

For simplicity, these processes are presented in consecutive order. Howevex,

all three are often conducted simultaneously.



Management of
Funded Pi-oleo:Th-0

fre,'sdedtiro7-40:Pinoni:Lr.
mina o

Information for Planning

* School District Planning is an ongoing cyclical process. Information regarding the

funding, operations and termination of projects is periodically fed into tIle process.

Figure 1.4--The School District Planning, Proposal Development and

Prolect Management Cycle

41
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Note in Figure 1.4 that one of the outputs of the school district

planning process are ideas for possible future projects. For eadh of

these ideas, a proposal development effort can be undertaken. This

proposal development effort is a, project itself. The termination of

proposal development results in the submission of a proposal document

which rspresents the plan 63r a proposed project. If the proposal is

approved, the proposed project is likely to be funded by a local, state,

or federal agency, foundations or other funding agencies) and the

project begins. This project eventually reaches an end which usually

results in the orderly phaseout of project operations or the transition

of the project into an ongoing part of the school program. Information

regarding the funding, operation, and termination of the project should

be fed back into the school planning needs assessment activities.
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Exercise A

1. Although school district planning is a continuous and complex process,

the basic steps of the planning process caa be seen as invceeding in

a logical fashion. Eight basic steps of the planning process are pre-

sented below, cut of sequence. Indicate the praper sequence by'

placing a 1 before the first step, 2 before the second step, and so on.

The recognition of priority needs

The cost-effective analysis of all alternatives

The development of goals and objectives

The search for funding sources

The analysis of data

The search for feasible alternatives

The collection of goal-related data

The selection of alternatives

2. The four phases of the project management process can be applied to

proposal development. Listed below are a number of proposal develop-

ment activities and the four phases of a project. Mhtch the activi-

ties with the appropriate project phase by placing the/number con-

ceding the phase in which the activity occurs in the space beside the

activity.

Activities
Negotiate proposal

Etvelop detailed plan for project

Acquire necessary resources

Plan for initial team meeting

Conduct technical analysis

Determine cost and manpower needs for

proposal development

Submit proposal development plan

Establish communications with

the funding agency

Phases

1. Planning Phase

Z. Preparation or start-up

Phase

3. Operational Control Phase

4. Termination or Transition

Phase
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3. Mbst school districts are involved in a set of continous activities

which can be divided into school district planning, proposal de-

velopment, and projectmanagemnt. Presented below are various

activities associated with one or the other of these three tasks.

Identify to which process each activity belongs using the following

classification:

A. School district planning
B. Proposal development
C. Projectmanagement

Prepare responsibility guide

*site goals and objectives for a project

Implement the project

Prepare the budget

Search for funding sources

Develop the audit plan

Hire the project personnel

Identify priority needs

Supervise the preparation of the finalreport to the funding agency

Do cost-effectiveness analysis of alternatives

Develop goals and objectives for the district

Submit the proposal document
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Exercise ASolution

The couect an4wen4 to the puetice exexase axe given betow. Check pm
tooth and then tan the Page. .

1. Although school district planning is a continuous and conga process,
the basic steps of'the planning process can be seen as proceeding in
a logical fashion. Eight basic steps of theplanning process are
presented below, out of sequence. Indicate the proper sequence by
placing a 1 before the first step, 2 before the second step, and so on:

4 The recognition of priority needs

6 The cost-effective analysis of all altetnatives

1 The development of goals and objectives

8 The search for funding sources

3 The analysis of data

5 The search for feasible alternatives

2 The collection of goal-trelated data

7 The selection of alternatives

2. The four phases of the project management process can be applied to
proposal development. Listed below are a number of proposal develop-
ment activities and the four phases of a project. Match the appro-

priate project phase with the activity by placing the number pre-
ceding the phase in which the activity occurs in the space beside the
activity.

Activities Phases

4 Negotiate proposal

3 Develop detailed plan 1. Planning Phase

2 Acquire necessary resources 2. Preparation or start-up

2 Plan for initial team meeting Phase

3 Conduct technicalanalysis 3. Operational Control Phase

I Determine cost and manpouer needs for
4. Termination or Transitionproposal development

4 Submit proposal document
Phase

1 Establishing communkations with

the funding agency
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Most school districts are involved in a set of continous activities

which 'can be divided into school district planning, proposal de-

velopment, and project management. Presented below are various

activities associated vrith one or the other of these three tasks.

Identify to which process each activity belongs using the following

classification:

A. School district planning
. B. Proposal development
C. Project management

C Preptire responsibility guide

B Wtite goals and objectives for the project

C Implement the project

B Prepare the budget

A Search.for funding sources

13 Develop the audit plan

C Hire the project personnel

A Identify priority needs

C Supervise the preparation of the final report to the funding agency

A Do cost-effectiveness analysis of alternatives

A Develop goals and objectives

Submit the proposal document

",!?
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Directions and Choices Following the Practice Exercises

'Baud upon the self-evatuation of yowt peqoamance on the

exeteae4 you have either,.

A. acceptahtysati4fied the objective of defining the concept

of the pnoposat development *mesa and deiciabing 4t4

telationship to sehoot distxict planning and puject manage-

ment, aee shofar' nolo twin t4 the post-teAt found on page 26

Relfekences ohaddLona t teading ate tiated on page 16 o
the Module *mat.

not satiAged the objective, and should /Lead the section

in the Lesson Text that dealt with Iht top& of the
Exekcise Queston which you did not save satisfactatity

and then 40404k that portion o the Exeteiae.
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Post-Test

V4iceetiOn4 Ptezse take .to anaweiL canziaty the nuttipte Maize and
time/ itite que.s.tiona given below. Fok Ae watipte akar-I quedtiono you
atm to elute oae connect on beat anatem (A,8,C on, V) and 04 At ttute
and latise you arre to indicate t!te connect ne4spon4e witit the tette*. T on. F.

In which phase of the project management process are personnel organized to
achieve tasks?

A. Planning
B. Preparation
C. Operation
D. Termination

2. .Nhen is the search for funding agencies usually undertaken in the school
discrict planning process?

A. Prior to the development of a list of school district priority needs.
B. After program alternatives have been evaluated for cost-effectiveness.
C. After the list of school district priorities has been developed.

3. What phase of the proposal development process normally includes the actual
writing of the proposal?

A. Planning
B. Preparation
C. Operation
D. Termination

4. When is a priority list of needs usually generated in the school district
planning process?

A. After funding sources have been identified.
B. Immediately prior to the identification of funding sources.
C. Usually after needs assessment date hue been collected relative

to school district goals.
D. School district planning is a continuous process and therefore a list

of priorities can be identified at any stage of the school district
planning process.

4
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an.

S. Mat statements would roost accurately .describe a project?

A. A project is a =Flex goal-oriented activity which has a finite
life span, a cost limit and tmcertai.ntY about the acccuplAshment
of its goal.

B. A project is a plan to achieve a goal.

C. A project is an activity scheduled to reach a goal at a specifiec

time.

EL Aproject is an activity that does not have specified start and

completion dates but does have a goal mid achudget.

6. In which phue of the project =Payment proiess does budget preparation

occur?

A. Planning
B. Preparation
C. .Operation
D. Termination

7. 'that phase of the project management process usually involves the

acquisition of work facilities?

A. Planning
B. Preparation
C. Operation
D. Termination

8. The decision of a school district to operate a project is one possible

output of school district planning.

9. The management of a proposal development effort is similar to the

management of any project.

10. While the specific format of a proposal may vary amang funding agencies,

most proposal documents include a Technical Plan, a Mknagement Plan,

and a Cost Plan.

Tuu the page and check yowl. anamm
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. Directions and Choices Following Lesson Post-Test

Viitectiono: The cOnIter.,t an61eelt4 to Le66on .1. Post-Test GM Listed down

the, tigkt matgin. Check you.A.COAltect 10.41201t4e4. .all ,

.11111=0.

Ditection4: 16 you anAwyted eight 04 Oget
que4tion4 comeetty, you have nat acceptabty
demonAttated 1nowtedge'o6 ptopoAat devetop-
ment and tetationAhip to Achoot ptannthg
and ptoject management. You 4hou2d setect one
o6 the dottmang cout4e4 o6 action.

1. Read the te44on text beginning on

page 9.

2. Reigotk the. bason post-test.

VitectionA : 16 you answeted nine ot mate ques-

tions contectty, you have acceptahty demonAtAa-

ted knowtedge o6 ptoposat development and 4tA

tetationAhip to Achoot ptanning and ptoject

management. Retietences ion additionat /Leading

axe Listed on page 16 o6 the Modute Manuat.

Termination Instructions

Mhltiple Choice

1. A (B) C D

,2. A (B) C

3. A B (c) D

4. A B (C) D

5. (A) B C D

.6. (A) B C D

7. A (B) C D

True/False

8. T

9. . T

10. T

Number Correct =

r

This tesson on Plcopo4at Devetopment and It4 Retation4hip to Schoot

DiAttict Ptanning,-And Pxoject Management aL4 now compteted.

Le44on 2 entitted "Ptopo4a2 Ptanning" Zs the next tesson in the sequence.
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Introduction to Lesson

.1

it

-

This lesson contains the following items.,Nlake sure that each item is

present before starting to work through the lesson.

Booklet containing the following items.

page

Introduction to lesson 1

Overview and objectives. 3

Pretest . 4

Lesson abstract and content outline 7

Lesson text 9

Practice exercise
Pos t - t es t

21

34

41
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Overview and Objectives

-OVERVIEW

In the preceding lesson the reader was oriented to proposal development

through the concept of the project management process and the definition of

certain key terms.

_This lesson applies the planning phase of the project monument process

to proposal development. The text details essential steps and concepts neces-

sary to produce a 5-10 page plan for the development of the proposal document.

In the next lesson the second phase of the project management process,

preparation is applied to proposal development. It describes activities to

be carried out in preparing for"the actual production of the proposal document.

OBJECTIVES

The student, in completing this lesson, should be able to develop a

plan for a proposal development project. The specific objectives of the

lesson are as follows:

1. For a proposal development project the student should be able to

do the following:
a. create a work breakdown structure

b. create a work flow diagram

c. estimate task completion times and the time for completion

of the entire project

d. estimate and schedule resources

e. estimate costs and prepare a budget

2. The student should be able to state why it is important to

have proposal development plan formally approved.
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Pretest

JItai0114: Moose take. time to anatoex comically the multiple .chaice and
tAue/tialose. que4.tion4 given below. Fox the mitt-tip/2 choiez que.s.liona you
am to cbccle one comect ox be.it .mm0. (A,13,C, o/c 17) , and ion the tute
and &The you a e .indicale the comect xelspowse with Ae team T ox F.

1. What is the chief product of the proposal definitian.activity?
'

A. Detailed project schedule
B. Mbrk breakdown structure
C. Project work flow
D. Evaluation plan

2. Who is probably the most significant person in determining the success

or failure of a project?

A. Project *user
B. Project Evaluator
C. Project Finance Officer
D. Project Auditor

3 . What general relationship exists between scheduling find work flaw?

A. Scheduling provides the constraints necessary for work flow development.

B. The development of a project work flow and schedule occur simultaneously.

C. Work flow provides the framework for scheduling.

D. Scheduling is a more complex:activity than the specification, of project

work flow.

4. Wat part of the proposal planning phase is concerned with determining the

type and number of personnel required to complete the project effort?

A. Proposal definition
B. Scheduling
C. Bu4get considerations
D. Resource estimation
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Maude whetha the 4ta2ement4 Vosted below au time ot iat.4e by maim a

T ox F o,t Ae

5. The costs of the proposal development effort should not be stmarized in a

-typical line item budget because the line item budget has an input

orientation.

6. 'An essential part of the Project Cost Plan is the identification of

resource needs for the project.

7. Informal communication between the proposal director and the funding

agency should be kept to a minimum because the funding agency provides
all necessary guidelines in the Request for Proposal domment.

8. A proposal director should be selected as soon as possible after the

decision has been made to develop a proposal.

9. After securing approval for the proposal development plan, the project

moves into the proposal preparation phase.

10. Resource estimation can be facilitated by using the lists of tasks in the
work breakddwn structure for proposal development.

ITutt.n the page and cheek. yowt
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Diroctions Follming Lesson Pretest

Dinectiona: The connect anAwen4 to Le44on 2 PneteAt ane Liated down the night
mangin. Check youn connect neApon4e4.

Dime-aorta: IS. you. anAwened aght on ieweA. queationa
c.onneetty, you have not acceptabty demonstr.ated
knowtedge ot5 pnopoziat pto.nning and ahoutd /mad the
te.4.6on ab4tArtet and content outtine on pageA 7
and 8. Then begin the content pntsentation by
tunn.i.ng to the te.44on .text on page 9.

1010.

AaeCtion4: l you anzwened nine On mote que4tion6
conneetty, you have acceptabty demonstnated know-
tedge otS pnopo.sat ptanning and Ahoutd xead the
te6.6on aluititact and content outti.ne on page 7.
Then, 44 you deaiite 4124.p the content pneAenta-
tion, you may do 40 by pnoceeding diiteetty .to the
pitac.Ace. exeitase on page 22. 16 you de.6.0t.e. to
/Lead the content pke4sentati.on, tunn to the te640n
text on page 9.

Multiple Caoice
1/4

1. A (B) C D

B C

3, A B (C) D

4. A. B C (D)

True/False

S. F

6. F

7. F

8. T

9. T

10. T

iiumber Correct=

e:



Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

ABSTRACT

Proposal planning is the first phase in the proposal developilent process.

The proposal directpr is responsible for completing the proposal planning

activIties. These activities include developing a work breakdom structure,

creating a work flow diagram, working task tie estimates and a schedule,

estimating and scheduling resources, and prepkrim.a budget for the proposal

development effort. The end product of this phase is a 5 to 10 page approved,

written plan for developing the proposal document.

mama OUTLINE

A. The proposal director is responsible for creating a 5-10 page writt

plan for the development of the proposal document. Thc plan shoul

include:

1. A definition of the project,

2. Work breakdown structure,

3. Work flow with time estimates,

4. Estimate of resources needed for the proposal development

effort or project.

B. A proposal director must be selected to manage the development of the

proposal document.

1. Studies have shown the director to be the most critical element

in the success of any project effort.

2. Ideally, the proposal director should be chosen to manage the

proposed project once it is funded due to his knowledge of and

commitment to the project.

C. A proposal dlifinition is prepared containing information on vital

questions:

1. Project purpose,

2. Goals and objectives,

6
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1

3. Limitation and constraints,

4. Size and complexity,

5. Staff and resources.

D. important sources of sudh information include: *funding agency per-
sonnel, the "Request for a Proposal", unofficial.queries, local .

-school district planning offices and files.

E. The work breakdown structure specifies the major tasks necessary in
a particular proposal development effort.

F. A work flow diagram places the items in the work breakdown structure
in relation to each other.

1. Time estimates should be made for the completion of each task
listed.

2. Calendar dates can now be applipd.

G. Resource estimation specifies the types and amounts of resources
nee5T7THEMIETEonsultants, typists, consumable materials and
supplies. Classifying resources into categories (personnel,
equipment, materials, services, and travel), is helpful.

H. A budget determines the dollar amount necessary for the needed re-
sources, summarized in a line item budget.

I. The proposal director should secure formal approval of the proposal
development plan before moving into the proposal preparation phase.



Lesson Text
V.<

Introduction

As discussed in the previous lesson, the proposal development process

consists of four phases, called proposal planning, pamal_preparation,

proposal operations, and propo,l termination. This lesson is concerned with

the first of these phases--the proposal plannink phase.

Planning the development of a proposal involves such activities as

specifying the tasks to be done, estimating the needed 'resources, determining

the schedule for completion of the various tasks, and estimating the,dollar

costs involved in the effort. The output or end product of the proposal

plamning phase is a brief writ)en plan of about 5-10 pages designed to guidp
\/

the development of the proposal. It willl describe the tasks to be done Ind t ;

specify the order in which they will be accomplished, the people who will per-

form them, and the resources that are needed.

The Proposal Director

Once the decision has been made to develop a proposal document, someone

must be selected to manage the effort. The title of this person who is given

responsibility for development of the proposal varies. Often he may carry

the title of Director (or Coordinator) of Projects, Assistant Superintendent

for Instruction, Curriculum Supervisor, or Director (or Assistant Superinten-

dent) for Federal (and/or Special) Projects. This person, designated as the

manager or director of the proposal development project, will be referred to

as the proposal director in this module.

62
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The selection of the proposal director should be made.at the time (ar,

soon after) the decision to develop a proposal is made. .It is the proposal

director who initiates the proposal development project by perform4ng the

proposal development planning activities.. That is, planning for proposal

development is typically a one-man.process carried out by the proposal 4:77

director.

Care should be taken in the selection of the proposal director.'

Studies hwe indicated that probably the most important factor in determining

the success or failure of a project is the performance of the project director.

Also, there are indications that the extent of the proposal development activ-

ity in a school district is dependent upon the aggressiveness, or lack of it,

of one'individual--the person given overall responsibility for the.development

of proposals. Thus, the proposal director is the most critical element in

the proposal development process.

In addition to managing the proposal development project, the proposal

director should ideally also manage the proposed .eroject after it is approved

and funded. A school district benefits considerably by selecting the pro-

posal director to manage the proposed project, since he will almost Certainly

be highly comm'tted to the project and-be more familiar with it than anyone

else in the district.

Proposal Definition

In order to,prepare a proposal definition, it is necessary to acquire

some general information about the nature of the proposed project, including

any procedural or budgetary limitations or constraints that may be place

63



upon the project. Data Bust be gathered to answer questions such as: "What

is the proposed project going to do? What school goals or objectives is It

_ .

aimed at? What general limitations or constraints are to be Tdaced upon the

project? How large and complex will the project be? Will it require a large

staff amdmany resourcos?"

Information must also be gathered regarding constraints on the proposal

development effort itself. Questions that)rust be answered are: "Who are

the likely fundiRg.sources to which the proposal will be submitted? What

,guidelines or specifications for the preparation, format and submission of the

proposal do these funding sources have? How much time is available for the

development of the proposal?"

It is the responsibility of the proposal director to identify sources

of information regarding constraints upon both the proposed project and the

proposal and to gather the needed information.

Sources of information can be mumw and varied. The proposal director

may want to talk with people at the funding agency. If the proposal is done

at the request of an outside agency, such as the U.S. Clfice of Education,

the Request for a Proposal (RFP) may place specific requirements or guide-

lines upon the project and the proposal. Not all of these guidelines will

be expressed formally. Same will have to be obtained through informal, un-

official communication
with the funding agency.

For-example, a limit will

be,expresSed on the amount of money a proposal may request. Small project

grants may often have'an outside limitation of, say, $10,000. In other cases,

no funding limitation may be expressed and the proposal developer will-have

to use experience, judgement, and informal communication to find out that he

can get funding of $20,000 for a given project, but not $30,000. ,
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The local school system is an important source of information. If the

school system, has an office that deals specifically with the management of

projects, that.office can pl.obably provide a wide range of information.

Even without such an office, chances are that the school system, maintains

a file ,of proposals that can be used for reference. Local school personnel,

particularly those who will be involved in the work of the prOject, should

be contacted. Teachers in the area of concern addressed by the project can

provide information which will help to specify the nature of the project.

Also, valuable information can often be obtained from the school district

planning office or the assistant superintendent of instruction. After you

have obtained the information necessary to answer such questions as those

stated above, you are ready to define the proposal to be developed.

Proposal definition is a process of specifying the missions (major

task groupings) which' will be undertaken to produce a proposal document, and

the tasks necessary to accomplish-the missions. The end product of the defin-

ition phase is referred to as the work breakdoInstneq.

The prof,osal director should develop the work breakdown structure to
.*

meet the unique conditions-of the particular proposal development effort.

There are, however, manylmissions, tasks, and subtasks that are common to

most proposal levelopment projects. These missions and tasks are presented

in Figure 2.1 in the form of a sample work breakdown structure for proposal

development.

If you feel you need some

work flow and time estimation,
want tn refer to Lesson 2-6 on
EPMIS series, Basic Princinlps

review of how to do a work breakdown s9lucture,
resource estimation and bliigeting, you might
these topics contained in Module 2 of the
and Techniauysipf nroject Management.
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Figure 2.1--Sample Work Breakdown Structure for Proposal Development

1.00 Develop Techni-
cal Plan

.

1.10 Spec Goal and
Ob'%... ves

.

.

I r .1.1.7 rEljec

AR..oach

.

. er n orma ion
.

1.22 Analyze Information
,.

,

1.23 Synthesize Infoimatith

1.24 Select BestsApproach

1.30 Plan Project
Support Activities

1.31 Develop Evaluation Plan

1.32 Initiate Audit Activities

N

,

1.33 Develop Dissemination Plan

1.34 Plan Community Involvement

2.00 Develop Manage-
ment Plan

2.10 Develop Project Work Breakdown Structure
.

r
,

2.20 Develop Detailed Work Flow

2.30 Develop Detailed Schedule

2.40 Specify Resources
,

3.00 Develop Cost
Plan

3.10 Estimate Cost

3.20 Prepare Budget Documents

4.00 Prepare Final
Document

4.10 Prepare Abstract

4.20 Prepare Agsurance', Section

4.30 Prepare Target Popta.otion Section

4.40 Prepare Community/School/Personnel Descriptions

4.50 Edit. and Format Document

4.60 Arrange Final Reviews, Clearance and Approvals

5.00 Terminate Pro-
Develop-

5.10 Submit Proposal Document
posal
ment 5.20 Negotiate Proposal and Contractual Arrangements

5.30 Write History and Store Records
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I.

The missions of a typicaf proposal effort are the development of the

Technical Plan, Management Plan, and Cost-Plan; preparation of the final

Document; and the Termination of the proposal development effort.

The development of the Technical Plan is primarily concerned with

specifying the proposed project goal and objectives; gathering, Analyzing

,and synthesizing information in order to specify the "best" approach for

achieving the project objectives; and planning such project support activi-

ties as evaluation, auditing, dissemination, and community involvement.

The development oi the Managembnt Plan involves developing the work

breakdown structure, detailed work flaw, and time schedule, and specifying

resource needs for the proposed pi-eject.

The development of the Cost Plan involves estimating the dollar cost
1

of the needed project resources a9d summarizing the costs in both a typical

line item budget and in terms of,the cost of each project missidn'or major

task.

Preparation.of the Final Document involves writing a project abstract,

assurances section, target populat* section, and community, school, and per-

sonnel descriptions. This phase also, involves editing and formatting the final

document; and arranging for final revtews, clearances, approvals, and signatures.

The termination of the proposal development project involves submitting

'thc%proposal document to funding agencies, negotiating the proposal and

contractual arrangements, writing a brief history of the proposal develop-

ment effort, and storing important records.

Specific kinds of proposals may require the performance of proposal

development tasks or the creation of proposal sections other than those

described above. TO° examples may help to show some of these variations.

6 i?
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For a proposal Which seeks to develop a product such as an instructional

system, curriculum, or set of visual alas, the proposal director may have

to include in his plan a means of writing proposal secticms on topics

such as:

1. Reasons for creating the product,

2. Adetailed description of the project,

3. The performance criteria or standards which the product will have

to satisfy,

4. The target population for which the product is intended,

S. What special equipment and production techniques might be used.

Still another proposal might seek to install an already developed cur-

riculum or other product into a school district. In this case, the proposal

director will need to consider including sections on:

1. A training program whereby teachers and administrators will be

trained to utilize the new curriculum properly,

2. A delineation of strategies for installing the curriculum,

3. The target population for which the curriculum was designed, who

is included in it, and why it was chosen.

It is important to note that in the proposal planning phase, the pro-

posal director is not actually writing all these sections of a proposal or

doing the tasks needed to complete the final proposal. He is deciding what

tasks need to be done to complete the proposal, haw and when these will be

done, who will perform them, and what resources will be needed.

Nork Flew, Time Estimation and Scheduling

Having made a work breakdown structure showing all the items that need

6
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17.9

to be accomplfshed, che proposal director cirithen proice4d'to piace them in'

relationship to each,other by creating a work flow diagram. The work *flow

diagram will show which tasks or proposal'sections use the results of pre-

vious ones and which tasks can be performed simultaneously. An exagple of

a possible work flow diagram resulting from the work breakdown structure

shown in Figure 2.1 is presented in Figure 2.2,

After making a workflow diagram of the tasks to be accomplished in

developing the proposal, time estimates should be made for the completion

of each task. Individual task times are then summed aloRg all possible paths

of the work flow diagram. The path with the highesc total time is called the

critical path. The critical path time is the time for the completion of the

proposal development projecti It is possible that this time may be longer

than the time remaining before the deadline date for submitting the proposal

document to the funding agency. If this happens, the work flow can often be

rearranged so that more tasks are done simultaneously, rather than one after

another, or more people may be assigned to particular tasks along the critical

path of the work flow in order to shorten their completion time. When the

work flow and time estimates are finalized, calendar dates can be applied to

the start and finish of each proposal development task.

Resource Estimation

After the work breakdown structure, work flaw, time estimates and

schedule for developing the proposal have been completed, the type and

amounts of resources needed must be specified. Questions such as those that

follow must be answered. Will consultants be needed? What expenses are

PJ



TASK MUMMERS AND DESCRIPTIONS

Task Number Task Description Task Number Task Desuiption

1.10 Specify project goal and objectives 3.10 Estimate cost

1.21 Gather information 3.20 Prepare budget documents

1.22 Analyze information 4.10 Prepare abstract

1.23 Synthesize information 4.20 Prepare assurances sections

1.24 Select best approach 4.30 Prepare target population section

1.31 Develop evaluation plan 4.40 Prepare community/school/personnel

1.32 Initiate audit activities
description

1.33 Develop dissemination plan 4.50 Edit & format proposal document

1.34 Plan community involvement 4.60 Arrange final reviews, clearances,

2.10 Develop work breakdown structure
approvals and signatures

2.20 Develop detailed work flow 5.10 Submit proposal document

2.30 Develop detailed schedule 5.20 Negotiate proposal and contractual

2.40 Specify resources
arrangements

5.30 Write history and store records

4HHt

The task or activity numbers correspond with the task ?lumbers In the work breakdown structure appearing In Figure 2,1.

The triangle repiesents a milestone event (i.e., the completion of a major piece of work or the achievement of a project objective).

The dotted line represents a dummy activity (i.e., a constraint upon the completion of an event). It does nOt consume time or resources.

Figure 2 . 2Sample Work Flow Diarar.: for a Proposal Development Project
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associated with them? Will a typist have to be hired? What consumable

materials and supplies are needed? Resource estimation can be facilitated

by groUping resource items into categories of personnel, equipment, mater-

ials and supplies, services and travel.

The estimation of personnel resources may be the most complex decision.

Not only does the proposal director have to decide what kinds of personnel

will be needed for the proposal development, but he also has to see if he

can make arrangements within his organization for work time. Otherwise, he

will have to hire new people. The length of time each person will be needed

and whether to hire full-time or part-time help must also be specified.

Perhaps the easiest way to organize the resource estimation task is

to use the list of tasks in the work breakdown structure for the proposal

development. You can go through the items one-by-one and decide what re-

source categofies of personnel, equipment, materials, services, and travel

will prove helpful in making sure that all the resources required for each

task have ,Deen specified.

It is also important to look at the work flow diagram and determine

what equipment and materials might be shared by different tasks. Only then

can ane-accurate estimate of the amount of resources needed for the overall

development project be made.411,

Butet Considerations

Once the resources have been determined, the cost or dollar amount

associated with each must be determined. Of course,,some resources may not

have a cost that is charged to the proposal development effort. Often school

72
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personnel may participate in the proposal development effort as an activity

performed in addition to their regular job wiihout receiving extra pay.

Determining the costs associated with different resource items may require

some checking with other organizations that have already developed similar

proposals or with the finance director or business manager of the school

district.

When all costs have been determined, they should.be summarized in a

typical line item budget. It is also advantageous for the proposal director

to develop a "program" or "objectiven-referefted budget. Such a budget,

with cost data summariti5d by mission or major task, can be helpful in attempt-

ing to secure local funds for the proposal effort or in trying to control

costs during the operation ol the proposal development project.

Approval of Proposal Plan

The development of a proposal document often involves the contribution

of the time and effort of many persons within the school district. Released

time may have to be obtained for same staff members. 'Persons such as Con-

sultants and typists may have to be hired from outside the district. Since

the proposal development effort involves such-time, money, and other resource

commitments, the proposal director should secure formal approval of the pro-

posal development plan from the superintendent or other approPriai:e offices.

. Once the plan is approved, the propqsal development project moves into the

Proposal Preparation Phase.

Sununary

At the finish of the planning phase of the proposal development process,

7,3
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the proposal director has written a 5-10 page plan for developing the pro-
,

posal which includes the work breakdown structure, a work flow with time

estimates, and an estimate of the resources and money needed to prepare the

proposal. If necessary, the plan can be submitted to appropriate offices

within the school system for approval. Once this plan is completed and

approved, the proposal director can proceed to the next phase, that of pre-

paring for proposal development.



Exercise Setting

flaeaton 4: On the tioUotang page.4 44 the 4ezting 6cot the exeita6e.4 ion
Luzon 2. It intitoduee 6 a sehoot Aostem and .selds up a Ailiw.ti.on wheite a
pitopasat coat be devetoped. The exeAciAes which iottow a.siz you to peA-
4o,un vaitiou4 activitLea utith Ite4peet ptanning the devetopme.nt oi the
pitopo4at.

Read the Aetting and then tau to Exaciu A and begin to.wotk.
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General Setting for Exercise A s . .

The school district of Harrison, a chiefly middle-class suburb o about
.

.
..,

250,000 residents, built a new middle school about three years ago whichwas'

designed to incorporate a number of innovations. Sanders Middle School was

built on an open-space plan with few interior walls. It houses abojit 400"s)

students in the sixth, seventh and eighth grades. .The building is fugy

carpeted and.air-conditioned. Teadhers are organized into teaching teams

of four or five members each by general tubject areas of math, sdience, social

studies , and English. Visiting teachers handle instruction in music, art,

and foreign language.

The teams can instruct a large group of about 100 students at a time

while covering basic information on a topic. The large group caa be divided

into middle-sized groups of about 20-25 students each for further instruction.

Sometimes students who have special difficulties or who are working on indi-

vidual projects can be placed in even smaller groups of five to ten students,

so that they may receive more specialized, individualized help from the teacher.

In fact, the present trend of all teaching teams in the past three years has

been toward the more specialized individualized mode of instruction.

The math team has been especially interested in individualizing instruc-

tion in its subject area. Some of the reasons for this are:

1. Instruction in their area ha,not been individualized to the extent

that it has been by other teams. This i'partly because the math

team had little experience ift such teaching and has tended to gravi-

tate toward more traditional large-group instruction.

2. There has also been a. lack of.materials available for such instruction

in math; teachers have found it difficult to use current texts in an
hy

(6
IP

-400."
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individualized situation.

3. Student attitude toward math.is generally poor. A survey conducted

by the Evaluation and Research Clfice indicated that students were

not interestedln math and liked most other subjects better.

4. Students at the school were somewhat below average in math achievement

as tested .by the Ioda Test of Basic Skills. While the difference

was not laxge, the team .(and some parents) felt the studenti should

be doing considerably better.

5. The team was also aware from daily observations that many students

had individual problems needing attention, but these studentiwere

not being helped. The wide variation in students' needs might be

helped by individualized instruction.

6. Unlike the math team, other teams at Sanders Middle School provided

much in the way of individual study projects for the brighter stu-

dents. For example, bright students can do papers for English,

Social Studies, or. Science, but the activity of writing papers in

the area of mathematics is very difficult. Nhny of the bright student

\

who tried to write mathematics papers became bored with the activity.

To solve this problem, the math team conferred with the school's prin-

cipal and the school system's math curriculum director, and established a

study committee to find ways of implementing individualized instruction in

mathematics. The study committee conducted interviews with principals and

teachers in other districts who had individualized instruction programs in

mathematics to gain an understanding'of individualized instruction in math-

ematics and potential problem areas. The committee also examined the kinds

of materials available from publishers and other developers which could be
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used in the individualized instruction.mode.

After this investigation, the committee reccemiended implant:lain the

Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI) program in mathematics developed

by Research for Better Schools, a regional educational laboratory located

in Philadelphia. The program includes an extensive set of instructional

materials and teacher training manuals. It was the opinion of the dommittee

that the IPI program was the best in lividualized math program available for

their school.

Implementing IPLinvolves purchasing materials, training teachers and

aides, hiring additional aides, and other activities which require the ei-

penditure of funds. Fortunately, the school board is usually willing to make

available grants of up to $20,000 for pilot projects sudh as curriculum in-

novation, if it appears that the project will be of value to other schools

in the district as well. The mathematics curriculum director has expressed

a strong interest in expanding individualized math instruction to other

schools in the district and wishes to implement the IPI math program in

Sanders Middle School. In order to obtain money for the effort a proposal

must be developed for submission to,\and approval by, the board.

To this end, the math curriculum director, along with the leader of

the math team from Sanders Middle School, has contacted the Harrison School

District's Project Management Office (PM0). For the purposes of the exercises

in the remainder of this module, you are to assume that you are a professional

in this office and that the director of the P40 has assigned you the responsi-

bility of providing assistance to a proposal team headed by the math people.



Exercise A

Vilt,ectionAv Fo1L AAA ezeaciase, you ate to auume the Ito& oi aaoistant to
the phopo4a2 developnent tem a4 indicated in the exekase 4ati.119. The
team ha Itequeated yoga aid in conatAucting the conk tatealtdown Atm auke
(MS) icott, the ptopo4a developaent ei6o4t. Auume that the iota Levet I
taola o6 the WBS ate 46 gottowa : A. Develop Technical Plan; B. Develop
Management Plan, C. Develop CoAt Plan, V. Pxepart.e..Rwpasat Document and

Teimanate Mont. LiAted below an t.a numba o6 Level 11 iteme which you
arm to include undex the apptoptiate Level 1 taiska by placing .the tettea
ion the mast apptoptiate Level 1 task on.the Apace ptovided be6ide the
Levet 11 tusk. Whe.n c.ompee,ted, .turtn the page.

Level I Tasks

A. Develop Technical Plan

B. Develop Management Plan

C. Develop Cost Plan

D. Prepare Proposal Document and Terminate Effort

Level II Sub-Task

1. Develop Project Work Break- 9. Develop Project Evalua-

down Structure tion Plan

2. Write Abstract and 10. Negotiate Proposal

Assurances

3. Store Prnposal Develop- 11. Develop Project Community

ment Records Involvement Plan

4. Specify Project Goals
and Objectives

5. Prepare Project
Budget Document

12. Specify Project Resources

13. Begin Project Audit

Edit and Format 14. Develop Project Schedule

Proposal Document

7. Select Project 15. Develop Project Dissem-

Approach ination Plan

8. Develop Project Work Flow



Exercise ASolution

Diuctiona: The musulem to the puctice exermiae ate g.iven betow. Cheek

yowt with and &An the page when Iiini4hed.

Level I Tasks

A. Develop Technical Plan

B. Develop Management Plan

C. Develop Cost Plan

D. Prepare Proposal Document and Term/nue Effort

Level 1I Sub-Task

Develop Project Work
Breakdown Structure

A 9. Develop Project Evalua-
tion Plan

2. Write Abstract and V 10. Negotiate Proposal

Assurances

3. Store Prop .e' Develop-

ment Recor

A 11. Develop Project Community
Involvement Plan

A 4. Specify Project Goals

and Objectives

B 12. Specify Project Resources

C 5. Prenare Project Budget A 13. Begin Project Audit

Document

0. Edit and Fermat B 14. Develop Project Schedule

Proposal Document

A 7. Select Project Approach A 15. Develop Project Dissem-
ination Plan

B 8. Develop Prnject Work Flaw
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Exercise B

A woAk ow diagitam whith exhibilz atong a time tine the taAk4 tiAted

bt the wokk bkeakdown Atkuctuu haA been devetoped. The ekificat path
time haA been computed and it haA been tiound that the time to comptete the
pxopoAatpkoject cactend6 one week beyond the deaatine iak Aubmitting the
pkopasat. Do you'think thiA LS a pubtem which /aqui-tea the attemtan oi
the phopoAat diAectot? 16 .!ou do not, Apace haA:been ptovided betow ion
you to 4tate yam. teakonA.

Reasons for not considering the week time delay a problem:

V
if you would consider the delay a problem, rank the suggested solutions

listed belowrn-The order in which you would choose to implement them. For

purposes of choosing a solution, accept the premise that the time lag was

analyzed as being caused by unstructured ambiguous tasks. Space has been

provided for additional solutions.

1. Wait until the next deadline to submit the proposal.

Assign more people to particular tasks in order to shorten
their completion time.

Delete some tasks which could possibly be completed after the

proposal is submitted.

4. Request an extension of the deadline date from the funding agency.

5. Rearrange th work flow so that more tasks may be done

simultaneously.

6. Reexamine the nature of the ambiguous tasks te see if they could

be better defined and thus provide better time estimates.

7. Take no action; accept a risk that the project will end on time.

8. Arbitrarily cut one day from each task since time estimates are

probably inflated anyway.

9. Other:
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Exercise 8Solution

Whethen ot not you woutd conzidet the one week time tag a mobtem

needing the pnopo4a2 ditectoez attention woutd depend on the totat

amount o6 time altotted 6on the pnopoult development pnoject. In a one-

month pnoject, one week become4 ctiticat. 16, hawigven, the pnopo4a2

devetopment e66on2 144 been attocated 4ix montA4 6on comptttion, a

potentiat one week detay might conk itzetli out by the deadline date

zince zome tazkz might be 6ini4hed ea/aie . than expeCted.

The onden in which you 'tanked the po44ibte 4o1ut4on4 dependz upon

the ctZtution you emptoyed to make you/E. deci4ion4. Fon exampte, ii one

o6 youn cutetia wuz nezoutce avaitabitity, you coutd not a44ign mone

peopte to each tazk (#2) i6 onty Zimited pet4onnee ate avaitabte. Lt

might be impo44ibte to wait untit the next deadtine date (01) becau4e

o6 the conzequencez o6 detaying beginning the puject. The lioutth

4uggation, neque4ting an exten4ion, might be a viabte 4hotution az tong

az the 6unding agency knowz the pnopozat iz on it4 way ,and haz weed

to accept it tate.

No matte& which decizion you make, incLuding taking no action (#7),

it 414 impenative to cowhide& the cowequence4 o6 youn chaice. You&

action may aiteviate the pubtem 6on now, but damage the ptho4pect4 holi a

4ucce466ut p&opo4at ptoject becau4e o6 the tong tange con4equence4 o6

the decLsion.
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Lesson 2Proposal Planning,

Exercise C--Part I

A6 dikeeton oi the pkopasat devetopmemt ei6o4t, you mu4t e&timte
tesounce6 needed to comptete thi6 ebcoAt. In the 6pace6 beim, Ust
the bkoad teaotace cateowtie4 which mwst be conaideud. Then tam .

and check yowl_ anzwvt.

1.

2.

3.

4.

S 3



Exercise C--Part 1--Solution

r

A6 di/team oti the pAopozat devetopment eont, you mat

e4timate te4mace4 needed to comptete th,i4 eti6coa. In the 4pace6

pte4ded betow, Zi4t the &toad Auounce categoniu which mat be

, :-,n4ide-ted.

1. Pmsonnet

2. Equipment and Facaitiez

3. Matutiat6 and Supptiez

4. SeAvice4

5. Ttavet



Exercise C--Part 2

A44ume you'llAtie been given the a44ignme.nt o6 e4t-inoraing the.
4e-sou/weds ne ,, d to compttte the ptopo4at developytent Wont.t

Ideai6y ox 'It categoag one wt. mom inavaluat item ot
demott5 neededin (Ada accomptizh the pit.opo.sat pufeet.
Fc.t example, "typeumiteit." might be tioted undeft Equipment and

L._
I. Personnel

Ati54

II. Equipment and Facilities

III. Materials and Supplies

IV. .Services

V. Travel

5 ;
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Exercise CPart 2Solution

Theke i4 no one connect satution to thit eacenci4e. The nesounce4

ted woad depend on each individua pkojeet. it LS impontant,

,loweva, to take into considenation al items needed to accomptish

each ta4k. In doing AO, decide which oi the pensonnet mat be hiked

and whickwitCbe a-sized to patticipute in the eiciOnt undek a nataAed
time agxeement on in addition to theiA xegutaft dutieA. Equipment

need4 4houtd be checked to Aee shaning with anothen pnoject is

pos4ib1e. Mateniats and Aumtia might be pnovided by the school.

dist/Lief.

I. Personnel
Ptopohat dixectak
Subject ama. specAatat
Evatuation con4uttmat
Technicat wtitek

II. Equipment and Facilities
Typemitek
Dictating machine
Cateutatoa

Materials and Supplis
066Lle suppla
1?talit4man'4 toa4

IV. Servies
OupticatLn2
Stata.acai
Coqiputet

Sr;

Trawl
TA4 OA pAppa5ex2 diuctok to 0Ain9 agency

ComuLtant ttava to puject 4.ite
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Directions and Choices Following the Practice Exercises

5a.4e.d upon the 4e4-evauation oti yout putiomnance on the. exeita4e4,
you have. atiten:

A. acceptabty 4ata4 ied the. objec.time oic c.A.e.a.ting a rotopo4at devet-
apnea ptan , ana 4howed ttan to the. po4t-te4t Sound on page 34

Reie1Lence4 ot addLtiond itezwling axe lizted on page.16 o6 the
Modute.

B. not zatiised the objec.tive., and 4hould Azad the te64on text
text be.ginning on page 9 and- the.n 4.eatoVa any exeitase you did
not zite.ve. 4a,te.6 6actokay,

6

S



Post-Test

DikeetionA: Ptease take time to amateit cakeatty the mAtipte choice and

tAue/ial4e que4t(.on4 given belmv. Fart the multiple choice queationA you

aAe to citcte one coAAect on but anawex (A,B,C, ot V), and OA the tAue

and 6at4e you alto indicate the coAAect te4pon4e with the tettet T oA F.

dp

1. Who is probably the most significant person in determining the success or

. failure of a p/oject?

A. Project Manager
B. Project Evaluator
C. Project.Finance Officer
D. Project Auditor

2. What general relationship exiSts between Ftheduling and work klaw?

A. Scheduling provides the constraints necessary for work flow development. ,

B. The development of a project work flow and schedule occur simultaneously.

C. Work flow provides the framework for scheduling.

D. Scheduling is a more complex activity than the specification of project

work flow.

3. What part of the proposal planning phase is concerned with determining the

type and number of personnel required to complete the project effort?

A. Proposal definition
B. Scheduling
C. Budget considerations
D. Resource estimation

4. What is the chief product of the proposal definition activity?

A. Detailed project schedule
B. Work breakdown structure
C. Project work flaw
D. Evaluation plan
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Indicate whethet the 4tatement4 tkated betow ate tue OA Latae by waiting a

T 04 F on the tine.

MI/

5. Resource estimation can be gacilitated brming'the lists of tasks in the

work breakdown structure fqt proposal devtlopment.

6. In.formal communication litween the proposal director and the funding

--agency should be kept to a minim' because the funding agency provides

all necessary guidelines in the Request for Proposal document.

7. The costs of the proposal developnent effort should not beisungrarized in a

typical line item budget because the line item budget has an input

oriantation.

8. After securing approval for the proposal development plan, the project

moves into the proposal preparation phase.

9. An essential part of the Project Cost Plan is the identification of

resource needs for the project.

10. A proposal director should be selected as soon as possible after the

decision has been made to develop a proposal.

Tann the page and check yowl.

anatomis.



Directions and Choices Foilowilig Lesson Post-test

Dixection4: The cottect anoweu to Les.son 2 Potit-teat axe asted down the
tight nuAgin. Check yout comet xtbpOn4e6.

DitectionA: 16 you anAweted ot 6ewe1L queAtionA

cottectty, you have not acce .ey demonAttated know-
Ledge oi the pupoAat ganning and 4hou2d Aeteet one
04 mote o6 the 6ottowing coutAea o6 action.

I. RcAad the ttAdson text beginning on page 9.
1

2. ReJ;Avith the tx.AAon po4t-te6t.
Nvk

DiAec-Citins: 46 you an4weAed nine cot moxe qu.e6.tion4
couectey, you have acceptabty demonztuted knoweedge
o6 ptopozat ptanning. Re4exence4 6ot. additional,

;Leading axe Listed on page 26 oic the Modute *mat.

Termination Instructions

MUltiple Choice

1. (A) B C D

2. A B (C) D

3. A B C (D)

4. A ,(B) C D

Tme/False

5. T

6. F

7. F

8. T

9. F

10. T

Number Correct=

Thi4.'&44son on pnopozai ptanwing 4.4 now compteted. Lezzon 3 en-titled

'T4op04at Pupcmation" i4 the next tesson ix the sequence,
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Introduction to Lesson

This,lesson contains the following items. Make sure that each

item is present before starting to "'lark through the lesson.

!se

Booklet containing the following items

Introduceion to lesson -Is

1

Overview and objectives...at
3

Pretest
4

Lessqh abstract and content outline"
7

..,

,,..

Lessdn text
9

'Practice exercise
17

PostAtest
. 25

is
.1
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Overview and Objectives

OVERVIEW

The previous lesson dealt with the creation of a brief written plan

for the development'of a proposal document. This activity was termed the

'proposal planning phase, the first phase in a proposal development project.

This lesson deals with the second phase of a proposal development

project, proposal preparation. The four major areas of.activity necessary

to prepare for the creation and writing of the proposal document are detailed.

The third phase of a proposal development.project, proposal operations,

will be detailed in the next five lessons, presenting management techniques

to facilitate the creation of the three major components of a proposal docu-

. ment. Lesson four introduces these components, and highlights the develop-

ment of proposed project goals and objectives.

011.11rfIVES

After completing this lesson the student should be able to create a

preparation plan for n proposal development project. The specific objectives

of the lesson are as follows:

1. The student.should be able to specify the personnel roles needed

on a proposal development team including the writing of role descriptions.

2. For a proposal development project, the student should be able to

do the following: .

a. create an organizational chart and management responsibility

guide,

b. outline the basic design of the project information system for

a proposal,

c. specify the needed facil. ies, equipment, and materials.



iota eeement4 ot the pkopoul pupoitation krikit
Woio theei etement4 Ziasted lieu* .4satejeekte. Each aettitestafelie
to our oi .0* pacpoltation phahe elcaests. Wok the 4tateitotiOttle: the.
derma to ALA a naata by placing the bettert4 the daieng..14 thc
ApaCt Ma oppnaptiete Atitement. .

A. Ors.anizational Chart-
B. Role Description
C. Management Responsibility Guide
D. Information System

a

1. Specifies the experience and qualifications needed by on individual
staff member.

2. Identifies each staff member's relationship 'to each. proposal
'development task.

3. May' specify both supervieory resicssibility and informatics flow.

4. Provides data to compare planned project status to actual \project

"status.
I.

Wait .the time/ icat4e que6.t2on6 below by ptating a T F on the tine bedate

each 4 uustion.

5. When arranging for the contracting and payment bf outside consultants
the proposal director should coordinate these efforts with the school
district's business administrator.

6. With a relatively small and simple proposal effort, a detailed pro-

posal preparation plan is still necessary.

7. - Arranging for facilities, equipment, and materials for the proposal
development effort should be caipleted prior to the proposal

operation phase.
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Dijectiona :. 16 you cutawytid 1kt :04'4 it: na
eimuctty, you .have not mcceptab4 demonatkittedis

. knot:Ledge lot totopo4at lotowtat.Lot i -and 46hogLir wit
the, te.mon abottact ancl, content outtline on *Taco
and 8. Then. begin th e. content pnettentation by
&ming to.the &mon: text on page 9.

you anaweAcd nine iote que4tion4 comeethy,
_you have acceptabty demonstuted knowtedge oi

lotapo,sat Iowa/Lotion cind 4hou2d Azad the it-won
abistmet and content outti.ne on page 1,* Then 4
you dedsilLe to 4124 the content podsentation, you may
(la AO by Jo/melding di/Leetty .to the. pnactict
exvt.d..se on page 17. 16 you do dedsiae to /Lead
the conten-t pite4entat2on, twtn to the te.mon .text
on page 9.

99

2.) C

3. it

4.. D.

Truea/Palse..

5. ;1'

6. F

7. T

8.

9. T

10. T

-Number Correct=

9



Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

ABSTRACT

Proposal preparation is the second phase of theproposal development

process. As was the case in the planning phase, the Proposal Director is

basically responsible for performing the tasks involved in proposal pre-

paration. The four major proposal preparation tasks are: (1) the selec-

tion and acquisition of personnel for the proposal development team,

(2) the organization of the team and the assignment of responsibilities,

(3) the development of an information system and (4) the acquisition of

facilities, materials, and equipment needed for the effort. The successful

completion of the preparation tasks will reduce the lil.elihood of the

occurrence of many potential problems and increase the probability of

success for the entire proposal development effort.

CONTENT OUTLINE

A. The proposal prelpration phase, which follows proposal planning,
involves four major tasks carried out by the Proposal Director:

1. selecting and acquiring personnel;

2. organizing the proposal team and assigning task responsibilities;

3. developing an information system;

4. acquiring needed equipment, facilities, and materials.

B. A major task of the proposal director is selecting personnel for
the proposal development team.

1. Role definitions are helpful, including diAties and responsibilities,

desired training and experience, and date and extent of projected
work.

2. The director may have access to needed personnel from sources
such as: curriculum or subject)matter specialists, central office
evaluation staff, and communit)tNmembers.



3. Some personnel may be siphoned off from school district staff,

while special arrangements may he made for typists and

consultants.
f

C. The proposal director also organizes the proposal team, and

specified individual authority anii responsibilities.

1. A chart should be employed to clearly show organizational

relationships and information flaw among team members, and

betwem the team and outside agencies.

2. A management responsibility chart should be used to depict

staff responsibility.

D. A simple project information system should be instituted to easily

communicate status reports among team members, including staff

meetings, individual conferences, and internal progress reports.

F. The acquisition of facilities, equipment, and materials should

be accomplished according to needs detailed in the proposal plan.
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Lesson Text

Introduction

The previous lesson on the proposal planning phase had as its enphasis

the creation of an approved, written plan for developing a proposal document.

The second phase of the proposal development process, proposal preparation,

is concerned with those activities that must be.performed before the-actual

creation of the proposal document can begin. As with the proposal planning

phase, the activities of the proposal preparation phase are basically performed

by one individual--the Proposal Director.

The proposal preparation tasks which the proposal director must perform

can be grouped into four broad areas: (a) selecting and acquiring the ser-

vices of personnel to serve on the proposal development team, (b) organizing

the team and assigning task responsibilities, (c) developing an information

system, and (d) acquiring whatever facilities, equipment and materials are

needed. These tasks are not necessarily performed in the sequence given.

Depending Upon the individual situation, the proposal director may do them

in almost any order.

With a large, complex proposal development effort, the proposal director

should create a plan for conducting the proposal preparation tasks. In most

cases, however, the effort is small and simple enough that a detailed plan

may not be necessary. Regardless of size, a preparation plan can help to

minimize problems later on in the development of the proposal.



Proposal Development Team

A major, and perhaps the most time consuming proposal preparation task,

is the selection of the proposal development team and the acquisition of

their services. The proposal director must first determine the skills or

specialties needed for the particular proposal development effort. He can

then write brief, but specific, job or role descriptions, including qualifi-

cations for each specialty. These role descriptions will facilitate the

selection of the proposal development team by permitting the proposal director

to match each potential team member with the needed specialties. A typical

role description would include information such as: duties and responsibili-

ties, desired training and experience, amount of time required and when

needed. An example of a role description for a proposal team member is pre-

sented in Figure 3.1.

The proposal director must next determine where and how to obtain the

specified personnel. The'following persons are typical of the type of per-

sonnel often chosen to serve on a proposal development team.

1. Curriculum or subject matter specialists

2. Central office evaluation staff

3. Director of finance or business manager

4. Subject matter or evaluation consultants

S. Conmaulity members

O. Typists and clerical assistants

Members for a proposal team may be recruited from within the local school

district, within the local area, or from outside the local area-.-as in the case

of consultants. School district staff members may he required to devote some

time in addition to their usual job tasks. rn such case, the proposal director will



1. Project Title:

2. Project ninager:

3. Role Title:

4. Schedule and

, Role Description

Individuatized Reading Ptoposat

John Smith

Hanna/White (Reading Speciatilt)

SelOtemben 10, 1972 - Novem'bet 30, 1972

Time Required: Appkoximatety 5 houlo pek week

5. Duties and Responsibilities

,1 A4.6i,st in the oecigication og the pkopozed pkojea goat and objective4

b) 'A.6.6izit in the oecigication og the pkopo6edpkoject appkoach

c) Wit-Lte p&opozat Aection4 on the pkoject'goat and objectivez, the pkoject

appkoach (inauding wokk &teal-Mown zttuctuke and ta4k debutiption),

and the di44emination 4ection

d) Az6i,st in the development og the Co6t Han

e) A4.6i6t in the deOelopment og the Management Mtn

f) Review att 4ectionis og the pitopo4at

g) Avsist in wiLiting the. pitopmd dvvetopment hiztoky

U. Experience and Qualifications

a) Gwduate degftee in 4eading inztAuction

b) SeveAca yeak4 teaching expaience

c) Supekviaoty expekience in teading, inctuding impkovement in

in/stAuction ryLogicam6

Figure 3.1--Example of a Role Description for a Proposal Team Member
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have to estimate carefully the amount or percent of their time that he will

be needing. For some school personnel such as teachers, it may be necessary

to obtain released time from their classroom duties. Typing and clerical

assistance can usually be (Attained from a project officer or central office

department. It is possible, however, that a typist may have to be hired for

a brief time. This might occur toward the end of the propOsal development

project when many pages of the final copy require typing and the date for

submission of the document is rapidly approaching. In the.case of outside

consultants, arrangements for their services, including contracts and payment,

will require the careful attention of the proposal director and the school

district Business Manager.

Organization and Responsibilities

Ailother important responsibility of the proposal directdr is that of

organizing the proposal team and assigning appropriate responsibilities to

each manber. In organizing the team, the proposal,director should first

specify the organizational relationships within the team and between the team

and other personnel within the school system. These relationships should be

depicted graphically by the use of an organizational chart. The organiza-

tional chart may be used to indicate both supervisory responsibilities and

the flow of information. An example of an organization chart for a proposal

development effort appears in Figure 3.2.

After the organizational structure has been specified, the authority and

responsibilities of the members should be determined. A managanent responsi-

bility chart can be quite helpful to the proposal director in summarizing

task authority and responsibility. The chart shows each staff person's

105-



Assistant
Superintendant
for Instruction

Proposal Director
(Elementary
Curriculum
Superivisor)

University
Reading

Consultant

1

District
Reading

Specialist

1111IP

Community
Action
Council4.1

District
Research 6
Evaluation
Director

District
Business
Manager

Reading Reading Research Evaluator/
Teacher Teacher Associate Statistician

Fiure

--I Typist/Clerk

Writer/Editor

.2Exam:le of a Pro osal Develo ment Pro ect II anizational Chart
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relationship to each proposal task. An example of a management responsibility

chart is shown in Figure 3.3.*

Project Lnformation System

An important concern of the propOsal director is to develop an informa-

tion system that both facilitates the communications among meMbers of the

proposal team (which may include staff members from several buildings), and

serves to rePort the actual progress of the effort in comparison with the

planned status at any given time. The information system designed for pro-

posal development usually does not need to be sophisticated. A simple,

flexible system that provides clear communication channels to all parties

concerned is usually all that is needed. Members of the team need to be able

to communicate with. one another easily and to know what should be happening

in the development effort as well as what is actually happening.

In order to facilitate communications, the proposal director may schedule

periodic staff meetings, arrange for individual conferences, and provide for

the distribution of frequent internal progress reports. In designing the

format for internal reports, it is important to consider the kind of data

that is needed to effectively monitor and control the proposal development

effort. This will give some idea of the type and frequency of reports that

will be needed from the various members of the proposal team.

*If you feel you need some review of how to write job descriptions and

how to make a project organizational chart and management responsibility

guide, you might want to refer to the lessons on project preparation contained

in Module 2 of the EPMIS series, Basic Principles and Techniques of Project

Management.
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Figure 3.3--Partia1 Management Responsibility Guide for a Proposal Development Project.
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Acquisition of Facilities, Equipment and Miaterials

Another important task that should be performed prian to the actual

proposal development is the acquisition of whatever facilities, equipment

and materials that may be needed by the poposal team to do their work. The needs

of the proposal team for facilities, equipment, and material:3 should have been

described in the proposal plan. Although this task is generally not too

time consuming, advance arrangements need to be made in order to avoid unnec-

essary delays once the team has been assembled.

Summary

The tasks of the proposal preparation phase are: (a) selecting and

acquiring the services of personnel to serve on the proposal development team,

(b) organizing the team and assigning task responsibilities, (c) developing

an information system, and (d) acquiring whatever facilities, equipment and

materials are needed. Once these tasks have been performed, the proposal

preparation phase is complete, and the effort moves into the next phase--the

proposal operations phase.



PART A. Proposal Development Taam--Role Categories

PART B.. Role Description-
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PART A: Proposal Development :.Team--Role Categories

1. Proposal Director
2. MathTeam Leader
3. Math Team ?slathers

4. Consultant for Individualized Instruction

S. araluation Specialist

6. Budget Specialist
7. Typist

PART B: Role Description

Does your job description:

1. Identify the -role?

2. Indicate the amount of time the person will spend in the role?

3. Indicate the duties and responsibility of this role?

4. Indicate desirable experiences and qualifications for the role?

1.12
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Bxercige Bm-Solution

Superintendent

Assistant Assistant Assistant Assistant

Superintendent Superintendent Superintendent Superintendent

For Research For Finance For Curricolum For Planning

Evaluation

Evaluation
Specialist

Budget
Specialist
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Director

lypist

1 15

Math Team
Leader

Math Team
Members
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,ler4son 3Proposal,Preparation

Exercise C

As soon as the 'personnel are assembled for the proposal developent

effort and the organizational structure is determined, authority and

responsibility for each task should, be assigmed., One graphic method

for showing these assignments is the Mhnagement Responsibility Guide.

In the partial form presented below, place an R in the,box to show which

team member or office would have immediate responsibility for seeing

that the task is accomplished; a C in the box of the person should be

consulted about the task, or an N in the box if the person needs to be

notified of the progress of completion of the task.

PARTIAL MANAGEMENT RESPQNSIBILITY GUIDE

Personnel

Task

Project
Management
Office

Superinten-
dent

.

Proposal
Director

TYpist
.

I Evaluation
Consultant

1

Math Team
Leader

..
,

Math Tea, :

Mellbert,
.,...

'i

4.10
Prepare
Abstract ,

:

...mow

.4.20
Prepare
Assurances,
Section

.

4.30 Prepare
Target
Population
Section

.
.

.

....
. .

4.40 Prepare
Conmunity/
School
Personnel

.

. .

.

4.50 Edit
and Format
Document

.

.

-

4.60 Arrange
Final Review
Clearances

,Approvals

,

,

,

CODES: R--immediate responsibility
C--should be consulted
N--needs tb be notified
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tixercise C--SoIution
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As soon as' the personnel are assemblod for; the. propos4 (11.4velop

ment effort aad the organizational' stntcture is dete*thed, authority

:4 ..

'

and responsibility for each task should be assigned. One graphic method

for showing these assignments is the Management RespolisikiXj,ty atide.

In the partial form presented below, place an R in the box, to show

which team member or office would have immediate responsibility for

seeing that the task is accomplished, a C in thebox of the person

should be consulted about the task, or an N in the box if the person

needs to be notified of the progress of completion of the task.

PARTIAL MANAGEMENT RESPC. tiSIBILITI GUIDE

Personnel

t.,

Task

Project
horagement

Superinten-
dent

Proposal
Director

Typist Evaluatiai
Consultant

Meth Team
Leader

Meth Tess
Members

4.10
Prepare
Abstract

N

...

R

,

i 4.20
Prepare
Assurances
Section

C R
, .

4.30 Prepare
Target
Population
Section

F,..................
4.40 Prepare
Community/
School
Personnel

,

C N C.

C
.

C

.

C

_

R

RC N

rm..

4.50 Edit
and Format
Docusent

N

.

N C
,

C ' R

4,60 Arrange
Final Review
Clearances
Approvals

C C R N

lemmOMIIP.

,

N N

CODES: R--immediate responsibility
C--should be consulted
N--neads to be notified
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Post-Test

IMAecti.ona: Read the daectiona and itema io4 each pant cartegutly, then
Itespond in the manneit. diftected.

illdIM/M1101.14110...111.11011.6.

..monmmmr.r.

11.1

Foca e2emerit.4 oi the pit.opo46 at pupa/tag:on pho.se paviented.betmo.
Below the.se elements me tiAted gowt. Atatements. Each 4We:stmt./Lege/us
to one oi the pupa/cation phaa. dement6. Match the 'statement lath the.
etement toil t.ch ne2ate4s by plaang the tetteot off Ae e2ement in the
Apace next -to the 4pp/top/Litt& 'statement.

....

A. Organizational Chart
B. Role Description
C. Management Responsibility Guide
D. Infornation System

1. May specify both supervisory responsibility and information flow.

2. Provides data to compare plannoi project status to actual project
status.

3. Apecifies the ex2erience and qualifications needed by an
individual staff member.

4. Identifies each staff member's relationship to each proposal
development task.

Anziwet the tiate/15a26e que4.aon4 betow by ptacins a T on F on the tkne betiake

each queation.

5. In designing internal reports for the proposal development effort,
the focus is upon the data needs of the proposal director and
team.

6. The basic responsibility for comleting proposal preparation
tasks is usually shared by the proposal director and the school
district's business admini:trator.

7. In arranging for teachers to work on the development of a
proposal, it may be necessary to formally obtain their release
from classroom duties.

.00
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8. oWith a relatively small and simple proposa1 effort, a detailed pro-
--posal preparation plan is still necessaiy.

9. Mei arranging for the contracting aviipoymemt of outside Consultants
the proposal director should coordinate these efforts with the school L,

district's business administrator.

10. Arranging for facilities, equipment, and materials for the pioposal
--development effort should be conpleted prior to the proposal operation

phase.

Euut the page atd cheek yotut cutisuret.j

. .

r !
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-Directions and Choices Following Lesson Post-Test'

Via.e.etiona: If you anAteeked eight ox au queU2orta
eon/Lee-ay, you have not acegjotabty demonaltated
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Puposat Puject Goat Detiinition i4 the next tu.son in the 4equence.

Termination Instructions

Nhiching

1. A

2. D

3. B

4. C

1 True/False

5. T

6. F

7. T

8. F

9. T

10. T

Number Correct=
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Introduction to Lesson

This lesson contains the following items. Make sure that each item
is present before starting to work through the lesson.

Booklet containing the fallowing items.

Introduction to lesson
Overview and objectives 3

Pretest
4

7
Lesson abstract and content outline

9
Lesson text
Practice Exercise 17

Post-test 22

Page

1
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Overview and Cbjectives

(YVERVIEW.

The preceding lesson described four major task areas of concern in the

preparation phase df a proposal development p/oject. These areas were

selectihg and acquiring personnel, organizing the proposal team, developing

an infbrmation system, and acquiring necessary facilities, equipment, and

materials.

This lesson introduces a series of lessons focused upon management and

control of activities in the operations phase of the proposal development

project. These activities are concerned with the creation of the Techuical

Plan, Management Plan and Cost Plan components of the proposal document. The

present lesson focuses on setting goals and objectives for the proposed

project, the first step in developing the Technical Plan.

The next lesson continues the Technical Plan development through

discovery of possible alternative approaches to realizing the project's goals,

and the selection of a "satisfactory" approach.

OBJECTIVES

The student in completing this lesson should be able to guide a

proposal development team in creating a goal definition for a proposal project.

The specific objectives of the lesson are as follows:

1. 'flie student should be able to prepare an agenda for the initial

meeting of a proposal development team.

2. The student should be able to write project goal and objectives

statements correctly.

1`)



Pretest

Vaectiona. Ptea6e tske time to answea eakeiculty the queations betow

&Wools; the speeige diaectiono given.
ir...1111010M11AMMWMII.

4

The List on the night named thme inajoit 4eatiinto (4 eve)* pnopo4at.
The tiAst on the teit is a seniefs oap46, each oi which woad be inetuded
in one (and onty one) oi the iajon. 4ection4 thste,d on the nigkt. Match the
topia lath the:a, appltopiciate 4ec-tion by ptaeing the te.ttens (04,8, ox C) on .

the Line beolte each .topic.

1. sed so,lution for the A. Technical Plan

p lem which the project
is addressing B. Mainagement Plan

2. Matrix budget C. Cost Plan

3. Personnel descriptions

4. Dissemination plan

5. Organizational plan

In dicautiAg up an agenda ion the initiat meeting oi the
team, you will want to c.on.sideA centain topic's 604 the
hateA by the one topic in the fiat below witich not
tiolt the agenda oi the ii)at meeting.

pupasat deve2opmint
meeting. Wm& the
a tikety candidate

6. A. The proposal development plan

B. The boundary of the project

C. The goal and objectives of the project

D. The project work breakdown structure

E. The reasons for the proposal development

128



Mite the comeci an4alem to the que4tion4 belay on, the Limos pnovided.

7. The third phase of the proposal development process emphasizes the

need fOr the proposal dzrector to exercise the management

function of

8. Identify two sources of information and/or assistance which will

help the proposal director to write and refine the project goal

statements:

a.

b.

1.101..11

t

.4:
,;/.

Citete the
ehoitac2eniastic4

tette& oi the chaaea betolowhich LS not one oil the time' &mental H

(36 a 1QU-iota-tot objectIve.

9. A. The output

B. The eva3uation method

C. The conditions of achieving the objective

D. The subject

[Ptace a T (Ttuef on F (Fat4e) on the tine beim the que4tZon betow.

10. Expressing each objective of a project as a nleasurable activity

--Makes it possible to determine project effectiveness'and to

schedule and monitor project activities.



lesson 47-Prcpoted Project Goal Definition

Directions Foliating Lesson'Pretest If
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Lesson 4 -Proposed Project Goal Definition

Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

ABSTRACT

This lesson begins the third phase of the proposal development process.

This phase emphasizes the management function of controlling or guiding the

tne development process. Attention is given to development of the Technical

Plan and the supporting sections of the Mhnagement Plan, and the Cost Plan.

Lesson 4 emphasizes the process of setting project goals or objectives, the

first step in developing the Technical Plan.

The project goal statement consists of an outline of the goals and sub-

goals that the project will be designed to achieve. Project objectives should

specify (1) the output to be accomplished, (2) the conditions under which

the desired output will be achieved, and (3) the personnel responsible for

achieving the objective. These objectives should be stated so that their

accomplishment can be measured. They can then be assessed to determine

project effectiveness, to schedule and monitor project activities, and control

project expenditures.

CONMNT ()MINE

A. The operations phase of the proposal development process focuses on
the management function of controlling the proposal development
effort in order to produce the three major components of a proposal
document: the Technical Plan, NWnagement Plan, and Cost Plan.

1. The Technical Plan deals udth the if_alv and how of the proposal,
including identified needs and concerns, siiiiitions and rationale,
procedures and evaluations.

2. The Management Plan represents the when, where and who of the

project, including work flow, schedules, resources, personnel
descriptions, etc.

3. The Oast Plan translates the above data into dollar cost,
simmarized in a budget.

131



B. Planning for goal definition begins with a proposal development team

meeting, organized and chaired by the proposal director. The agenda

should include:

1. reason for proposal development, as determined by the local needs

assessment,

2. project goals and ob'ectives, based upon available research

studies, and the project goal description developed during the

planning phase,

3. boundarr of the project, as determined by funds available, goals,

and available guidelines.

C. A project goal definition should be.written so as to describe in a

statement what the project should adhieve.

1. Objectives may be further specified in an outline, including sub-

points and measureable activities.

2. Objectives should meet the criteria of (1) specifying output to

be accomplished; (2) identifying conditions of achievement;

(3) specifying those responsible for adhieving the defined output.

1 32



Lesson Text

Introduction

The previous lessons have been concerned with the planning and prepa-

ration phases of the proposal development process and with their associated

management acy_vities. With this lesson the, discussion of the third phase

of the proposal development process, the operations phase, will begin.

The primary emphasis in the next five lessons will be upon managing the

development of the actual proposal document by the proposal development team.

Emphasis is given to the need for the proposal director to exercise the

management function of control. This function focuses upon the process of

determining the status of the proposal development effort from time to time

and taking those actions necessary to make sure that the team is moving along

toward the successful completion of the proposal document. The management

actions associated with the developMent of the three general or major

components of a proposal document are discussed. For convenience, these

ccaponents have been called the Techni,pal Plan, Management Plan, and Cost Plan.

The Technical Plan deals with the identified need or problem of concern

and presents the proposed solution and its supporting rationale. Sections on

procedures, evaluation, dissemination, target audience, and similar elements

are part of this component. Briefly, this component presents the why and

how of the proposal.

The Management Plan presents work flow, schedules, personnel descriptions,

number and types of needed resources, organizational charts, and similar

items which tell when, where, and who will help carry out the project when

it is funded.

The Cost Plan is basically a translation of the two previous plans into

1 33
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a common denominator of dollars. The cost of project resource needs are

estimated and summarized in what is coMmonly known as the budget. These

three components, when assetbled, make up the basic elements of a proposal.

Different funding agencies often have various labels for the several sections

or subsections of a proposal. Mbst of these sections, however, are encompassed

by the three components noted above. Since the sequence of development of

the components (or sections) o. a proposal might vary from district to district,

the sequence in which they are presented in this series of lessons is arbitrary.

This lesson focuses upon the development of the goal and objectives of

the proposed project. Lesson 5 presents the management activities associated

with the specification of the pro:.ect approach and its rationale. Lesson 6

reviews the elements of an evaluation plan and a dissemination plan, and

discusses the relationship of auditing to tht3 evaluation plan. Lesson 7 covers

the development of the Management and Cost Plans for the proposal. Lesson 8

outlines the management actions necessary to the preparation and processing

of the final proposal document.

Let us now turn our attention to the development of the first element

of the Technical Plan--the development of the project goal and objectives.

Planning for Goal Definition

One of the first actions taken by the director of the proposal develop-

ment team is to call an initial team meeting. A few preparations are needed

beforehand. In addition to notifying the team about the place and time of the

meeting, it is necessary to provide each teamimember (either before or at the

meeting) with the agenda or outline to be followed during the meeting. Some



of the items that should appear on this first agenda are: the goal and

objectives of the project, the boundary of the project, and the 2.1mgal.

develpment plan. The proposal director should chair the meeting.

Reason for Proposal Development.--The discussion of the first item on the

agenda, the reason or rationale for the proposal development effort, points

to the local needs assessment already completed. An understanding of this

rationale will provide both a direction for the proposal development effort

and motivation for the team members.

GOal and Objectives of Proilect.--The most important agenda item is the

discussion of the statement of the goal and objectives of the project. The

project goal should bsOmsed in part upon data concerning the needs of the

0
cschool district which has previously been collected from sources such as local

research studies; needs and goal statements of local, state, and federal

agencies:, and local demographic, economic, and social studies. The project

goal description that you developed during the proposal development planning

phase will serve as a first draft. Additional sources that may be helpful

in refining the goal statement can be found by reviewing various reports or

guidelines obtained from the federal or state funding agencies and the proposal

request (RFP), if you have one. All this information will need to be analyzed

by you and the other members of the team before a clear, precise project goal

can be stated.

Boundary of the Project.--The boundary of the project is very much tied in

with the objectives and goals of the project. For exawle, the proposal
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director may specify in his presentation that the project will be limited

to Harrington Elementary School, rather than including all the elementary

schools within the district. Further, the objectives may also indicate that

only the math teachers will participate. The amount of money available

will have some impact on the boundary, of course, but a consideration the

proposal director may want to discuss with his team members is whether the

project should attack the problem in depth, or across a large area. If

"Guidelines" were received from the funding agency, they should be.check

to see if they outline any project boundary.

Proposal Development Plan.--A discussion of the proposal development plan will

provide the team members with an idea of what activities must be done in a

given amount of time. It will include the preliminary work breakdown structure,

the workflow, time estimates and schedule. Additionally, it will provide a

thwful tool for discussing communication.flow and reporting procedures within

the proposal development team. It is at this point that you can assign tasks

and specify completion dates to the various team members. You might also

suggest possible approaches for completing the different proposal development

tasks.

Developing the Project Goal Definition

The project goal definition consists of an overall project goal statement

and two or more project "mission," or major objectives statements. The major

objectives represent a further specification or refinement of the overall

goal statement.

This project goal definition will be revised and specified in much greater



detail later in the proposal development effort, when the work breakdown

structure for the prqposed project is created. AL the time of the initial

meeting of the proposal development team, only a goal statement and a few

major objectives are needed to, give direction to the proposal development

effort.

The project goal statement should answer the question "What is it that

the project should achieve?" For example, the goal statement might read:

"To establish a diagnostic teaching model for individualized instruction in

Harrington Elementary School." Once the goal statement is written, it is

necessary to further specify what activities or performances are necessary

to achieve the goal. This can be done by organizing the objectives in an

outlifle-fashion. For example:

A. ro develop by August 15, 1974 a nrogram fnr n nre-service training
workshop on the utilization of the diagnostic teaching model for
individualized instruction.

B. fo install by September 20, 1974 a pro2ram of weekly individual con-
ferences between diagnostic teaching specialists on the staff and
participating teachers.

Objectives A and B should be broken down further in order to provide meaningful

and measurabl,, ac.ivities. _These activities can then be assessed to deterrine

project effectiveness, to schedule and monitor project activities, tn cpcn,.

zest estimates, and to control project expenditures. Snme nhiPctivpc mnv

have to be specified in greater detail than others.



It may be helpful to illustrate the hierarchical arrangement of the

goal statement and objectives in the manner shown in Figure 4.1.* This method

affords an overview of all project activities. Note that the start and

completion date should be included for each objective. A

I:..diagnostic teaching model

Goal Statement

18/1 to

Ob'ective A

8/15* 9/1 to 9/20*

...Teacher training workshop

*:Thirt and completion dates

Figure 4.1

OhtLItive B

...Weekly individual conferences

*This ElerarchicTII arrangement represents the first two levels of the work

breakdown structure for the proposed project. The goal statement and ob-

jectives will be modified and specified in greater detail later in the

proposal development effort, WA/ 011 the work breakdown structure is created.
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Regardless of the level of detail, each objective should meet or satisfy

the following criteria:

(1) Specify the output, or what ip to be accomplished. Such output might in-
clude a report, a decision, a model, etc.

(2) Specify the conditions of achievement, identifying the conditions umder
which the desired output will be adhieved. This might include schedules,
a budget or cost listing, types of personnel, and similar factors.

(3) Specify responsibility. The objective should specify those project per-
sonnel, agencies, or components which will be responsible for achieving
the defined output.

Let's check one of the statements of objectives in the previous example to
see if it meets the criteria.

"To install by September 20 a program of weekly individual conferences
between diagnostic teaching specialists on the staff and participating
teachers."

(i) The output: weekly individual conferences program,

(2) The conditions of achievement: "by September 20" and "between diagnostic
teathing specialists on the staff and participating teathers."

(3) The res onsibility: The subject is implied, as it often is. Here the
subject wou FUethe project team.

The above criteria are guidelines and should not be slavishly followed.

It is essential, however, that the proposal director present his team members

with a methodology to be used in the development of project goal and objective

statements.



Conclusion

The operations phase of a proposal development project begins with the

initial meeting of the proposal development team. The proposal director must

organize the initial meeting which includes making arrangements for a time,

date, and place, and preparing an agenda. Topics to be covered at the meeting

include: the rationale or reason for the proposal development effort, the

specification of the goal and objectives of the proposed project. a considera-

tion of the boundary of the proposed project, and the proposal development plan.

The proposal director should assign preliminary proposal-writing tasks to

the various team members before the meeting adjourns.
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Lesson 4--Proposed Project Goal Definition

I

ixercise D

The proposal development team has been assembled and an initial

meeting,of the team has been called. What general topics.are likely

to be discussed it this first meeting? A preliminary draft of the

agenda is presented below. Your first task is to review the.items on

the list, delete by marking a line through those which would not be

part of the agenda of the first meeting. Your next .task is to number

the items in the order in which they should appear on the agenda. Then,

add any topics which you feel have been neglected. There is space pro-

vided for additional topics.

A. Arrange for clearances from the proper school district officers.

B. Specify goals and objectives of the project.

C. Delineate the boundary of the project.

D. Discuss proposal negotiation and which strategy to adopt.

E. Outline the proposal development plan.

F. Introduce proposal team personnel.

G. Identify possible funding sources.

H. Write community involvement plan.

I. Review local needs assessment.

Other topics:

1.

2.

3.,

1 43
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Eimavise B--Solution

^

:

The choice of.which items would, be included on the agenda for the

initial meeting of the proposal development teaa depends on how the

Proposal Director perceives the purpose of the first meeting. Mose

topics likely to be included in the firstMeeting and their sequence

on the agenda are presented below. Some additional topics are also listed:

1. Introduce proposal team personnel.

2. Outline the proposal development plan.

3. Review local needs assessment.

4. Specify goals and objectives of the proposal project.

S. Delineate the boundary of the project.

Somd additional topics:

1. Discuss needed facilities and equipment

2. Approve organizational chart.

3. Develop management responsibility guide.

4. Review funds available.

S. Review Project Management Office guidelines for submitting proposals

through the school district.
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Directions and Choices Foilowing the Practice Exercise

Batted upon the Aeti-evatuation 06 youic pek6okmanee on the exekei4e,

you have tithe's:

A. acceptabty 4at446.1.ed the objective o guiding a phopasat team
Lit cuating a goat detinition Lot a pnopased o feet, and

ohoutd now twat to the po4t-teot Lound on`page U.

Re6mence2 Lon additionat ae.ading axe asted on page 16 oi the
Modute Manual.

B. not hatlaged the objective, and 'showed /Lead the teuton text

oginning on page 9 and then Aewonle Exencise A on page 17.



Post-Test

DiAection4: Ptea6e take time to anAwek ca4e6utty the queAtiono below
6ottowing the Apecitic ditection4 given.

marawir, 411101.111M.MINO11.1.111MIMININONk .111=111,

The liat on the A29ht name4 thkee majon 4ection4 o eveki,pkopobat.
The Ust on the Zeit its a 4enie o topica; each o6 whtch w6aZ4 be incturled
.in'ont(and onty one) o6 the majox Aectiona tiAted on the tight. Match the
topica with theilt appkowtiate 4ec2ion by ptacing the tette/E. (A;8 Oh C) on
the tine be6ote each topic.

1. Organizational plan A. Technical Plan

2. Personnel descriptions B. Nanagement Flan

3. Mhtrix budget C. Cost Plan

4. Dissemination plan

5. Proposed solution for the
----problem which the project

is addressing

Place a T (rue) on F (Fat4e) on the Zine be6oke the queztion beim.

6. Expressing each objective of a project as a measurable activity
makes it possible to determine project effectiveness and to
schedule and monitor project activities.
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7; A. .The .nutput

B. The evaluation od

C. The conditions of achieving the objective

D. The subject

....moirmomrmrma

In ditatang up an agenda 60A. the 'Lai-UAL meeting o6 the pnopota2 development
team, you oat want to con4idex eentorin tap4r...6 kJt the meeting . eincite the
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iolt the agenda 06 the, tpat meeting.

Nommemeaa....41.1...10.

8. A. The proposal development plan

B. The boundary of the project

The goal and objectives of the project

D. The project wirk breakdown structure

E. The reasons for the proposal development

(kite the covt.eaVanzweu to the que6tioni beZow on the tine4 p4ovi4ed.

9. The third phase of the proposal developrent process emphasizes the

need for the proposal director to exercise the management function

of =111=11

10. Identify two sources of information and/or assistance which will

help the proposal director to write and refine the project goal

statements:

a.

b.
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Directions and Choices Folic:wing Lesson Post-Test

OWN.

Dikeetions: 16 you anmeA,eight 1:2weA queAtiona
coAuctty, you .have not acceptabty demon4tAated
knowtedge o6 puject goat degnition and hhoutd
betect one o/c mote o6 the Weaving coume6 o6
action.

1. Read the tesson text beginning on
page 9.

2. RewoAk the tesson Po4t-Te6t.

ViAections: 16 you answened nine oA moke quebtion6
amitectty, you have acceptab4 demon4tAated knOwtedg
o6 puject goat de6inition. Reiekence4
additionae 'Leading ake tisted on page .16 o6 the
Moduie Manuat.

Matthia.

'1. B

2. B

3. C

4. A

5. A

True/False

6. T

7. A (B) C D

8. A B C (D) E

Completion

9. control,
operational control
or similar words

10. (gossible correct answers include: (1) local research
stUdies and needs assessments, (2) needs and goal statements of
local, state, and federal agencies, (3) teports and guidelines
from funding agencies, (4) the request for proposal, (5) local
demographic, economic, and social studies).

Number Correct=

Termination Instnictions

]

Th4.6 eesson on opposed ptoject goat de6inZtion 4.4 now compteted. LeA4on 5
entitted hopo4ed Puject AppAoach is the next tesson in the 6equence
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Overview and objectives
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Lesson text
9
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13

Post-test
16
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Overview and Objectives

OVERVIEW

The preceding lesson introduced a series of lessons dealing with the

operations phase of the proposal development process. Specifically, the

) lesson focused on project goal definition through the use of an initial

meeting of the proposal development team.

This lesson is the second dealing with the operations phase, focusing

on management by the proposal director of the effort to discover alterna-

tive approaches to achieve the stated goals and objectives of the pro-

posed project. When matched with selection criteria, a "satisfactory"

approach may be chosen.

Project "support" activities, such as evaluation, auditing, sharing

information, and involving the community will be discussed in the next

lesson.

(miammi

The student in completing this lesson should be able to guide the

proposal team hi selecting a satisfactory approach for a proposed project.

The specific objectives of thc lesson are as follows:

1. The student should be able to list the management tasks the pro-

posal director performs in the operations phase of a proposal development

project.

2. The student should be able to outline a procedure to be followed

by a proposal team in generating alternative approaches ainl selecting

a most satisfactory approach for a proposed project.
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Pretest

,............P....m.aporom14.0...
Aiiceeti.ona: Pteaae take. 'time to mawe.'t ameicatty the. queationa given bazar
sallowing Ae aspecige clbtecti.on4 given.

.......meimminaw

Dikectiona: eine& the team beOme the activity below whicit ia not a like4
pkoceduAe OA method oti exptoning atteknative puject appkoaches in:Tiopoaat
deveZopment.

1. A. Setting up an experiment comparing two methods
B. Reading a journal article which deals with the problem

C. Looking at records fram previous projects
D. Interviewing a university pTofessor

Peace a T (Tnue) on F (Fatze) on the tine be6otte tke 4tAtementz betow.

2. The best way to explore alternative approaches is to divide the
workaiiiing team members.

3. Once an approach has been chosen, information about other
alternative approaches should be destroyed.

[Peace the Oteowi.ng isteps in exptoting atetnative appitoache6 in the wpmottde4 o6 accomptiohment by ptacing 1, 2, 3, etc. on the &nu beeow.

4. A. Analysis of information

B. Securing the information

C. Synthesis of information

D. Selecting the best approach

i. Defining content to be explored
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Cbte-cii the Lettem .oi ad many cod. the gactoico Lidteti' betoe'v ad might be
inetuded in a Ata64e.44niint.di /LeAocacta adept I.et aeki.eang the ptopased
pAoject'a objective4.

S. A. Time available for various approaches

B. Capabilities of the staff

C. Availability of an auditor

D. Financial help likely to be obtained

E. Support of professional groups

F. Physical facilities available

,

rot Que4t2on4 6-9 mank T (Tue) 4 the taa tiAted one which might.5e.

andentaken by the ptopozat Cutecton. duAing the ongoing expLoAation oi at-

teknative4. Mar& F (Fathe) it is not.

6. Wide and motivate team menibers
7. -----Help obtain consultant help and arrange for their payment

8. -----Set up the audit plan

9. Monitor proposal development budget deviations

Compiete the 4entence betaw on the tine puvided.

10. Selecting an approach is essentially a matter of comparing various

possible approaches against certain

1

Twat the page and check yowl. an4wen4.
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' DixectionA: The co/meet anwera to Le46on 5 Ptetost ake tiAted down the
'Light mavin. Check youx comect AtAponAeA. Ali paAtA oi quotionA 4

and-5 *Mt be a4 AhoWn to be counted coAxect:
..,

,`,V;:

Directions Following Lesson Pxutest ,-

.

de

ViAectionA: Ii you anmexed e2qh.t ox 4ewex queAtionA
confictty, you have not acceptabLy demonttuted
knowtedge oi the. Aetection oi a pxoject apptoach

and 4hou2d Azad the Luzon abAtxact and content out-

tine on page6 1 and 8. Then begin the content

pkeoentatton 6y tuitnAg to the teAAon text on

page - 9.

DilectionA: I you anAwexed nine on moAe quation4
a Aectty, you have acceptabty demonAtuted knowtedge
oi the setection oi a pxoject apptoach and Ahoutd Aead

the te6Aon abAtutzt and content outtine on page 7.

Then, you duiAe to gap the content ptebentation,.
you may do ao by puceeding diAecay to the pucace
exmciAe on page 13. IA you do claim to Azad
the content p4e6entation, tau to page 9:

Watiple Choice

1. (A) B CD

True/False

2. 1F

3. F

Ordering

4. A 3

713 2

C 4

D

E 1

Multiple Choice

5. (A)(B)C039E(F)

True/False

6. T

7. T

8. F

9, T

Completion

10. criteria

Number Correct-
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Lesson Abstract and ConL'ent Outline

ABSTRACT

After settin goals for the project, consideration must be given to

what approach will \be taken to achieve those goals. Various alternatives

can be explored by looking at educational literature and the experience of

other projects, plus consulting experts. It is the proposal,directorts

task to manage and supervise the activities involved in the search for alter-

natives as well as assisting in the search. Once a number of alternatives

have been identified for consideration, a choice must be made for the project

by devising a list of selection criteria and comparing each alternative to

the criteria. The alternative which best satisfies the selection criteria

is the one to be employed as.an approach to achieving the goals of the pro-

posed project.

CONTENT OUTLINE

A. As the operation phase of proposal development continues, possible

approached and strategies to achieve the desired goals and objectives are

considered, and a Choice of a satisfactory approach is, made. This activity is

critical to the creation of the Technical Plan Component of the proposal

document.

B. The proposal director organizes a search for data to discover all

possible alternatives, using sources such as: professional books and maga-

zines; existing projects in local schools and districts; and knowledgeable

i'ldividuals, including teachers, administrators, and consultants.

1. The proposal director oversees the search, securing, analyzing, and

synthesizing of information.

2. lhe information area desired should be carefully specified.

1



C. Throughout the operations phase, the proposal director must:

1. guide and motivate team members,

2. facilitate access to resource people and vital documents,

3. chair periodic staff meetings,

4. arrange for payment of consultants,

5. obtain release time for staff members,

6. monitor deviations from the proposal development plan,

7. help solve problems discovered through this monitoring.

D. Selecting the best approach is accomplished through comparing alter-

native approaches against a list of selection criteria.

1. The demands of a particular approach must be matched against

school district resourcer.: (time, space, money), capabilities

of staff, and obtainable extra funds.

2. The "best" or most satiscactory approach best satisfies the

election criteria while capitalizing on available resources,

and ndnimizing limitations.

15-



Lesson Text

Introduction

By now, the boundary of the project and its goal and objectives have

been specified. At this point the proposal team is ready to consider the

possible approaches, or strategies, they might take.to achieve the .objectives.

The approach finally chosen will answer the question: " What steps are needed

to accomplish the objectives?" It i.s the same question asked when planning

a vacation trip to Podunk or when planning a way of asking the boss for a

raise. For example, you can reach Podunk by car, train, bus, or plane. Which

approach is best? You can use either a direct or indirect approacht with the

boss when appealing for a raise. Which approach is best?

The approach chosen represents the procedures of the proposed project

and is usually specified hi detail in the procedures section of a typical pro-

posal document. It corresponds with the task and sub-task levels in the pro-

posed project's work breakdown structure. lbe goal and major objectives

(missions) already specified correspond with the goal and mission levels in

the work breakdown structure.

Gathering Information

The director of the proposal development team will have to make cer-

tain that all possible alternative approaches for achieving the project

goal are explored, so that the final choice can be the best possible. The

sources consulted for this type of exploration are (1) the "literature,"

i.e., professional books, magazines, journals, etc., (2) existing projects

within your own or other schools or school districts, (3) knowledgeable

individuals, i.e., experienced teachers/administrators, intermediate unit

or state department personnel, tntiversity consultants, etc.
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11(nowing the resources that can be consulted, the choice is now one of

attacking all three sources at once by dividing up the work among the team

members or of attacking eachsource one at a time. Whichever approach

is chosen, the proposal director will have to oversee the necessary steps of

securing the information, analyzing and synthesizing it, and finally select-

ing the most satisfactory approach. The word "satisfactory" is used here to

convey the idea that no ideal approach will probably be found.

It is important to carefully define the.content area to be explored.

There is often too much information available to explore, considering the limited

amount of proposal staff available. For example, it would be unwise to simply

spec i fy the area of "reading" for explorat ion. Is it critical reading or

recreat tona 1 reading? For 3rd graders , teen-agers or adults? 'Io be done

individual 1 y or in ct-roups?

The Proposal Di rector' s Role

Once the various tasks involved in this explorat ion are in progress , the

proposal director wi l need to involve himself in various management at. t ivi

t ios Some of these are:

o
.

PU I00 and motivate teamtnembers in the performance of their ta,!..
v izi ind iv idat or group con ferences

o help arrange and/or coordinate school district visitatiow,,

with knowledgeable individuals both within and outside 01 t he ...:.,hoo

d ist rict , and provide accessi bi I i ty to document s Hr inc I us ion in the

1 i term ure rev iew

0 Chai r periodic staff meet ings

arraw for tne payment of consultants

0 obt a in released t i me for some st a if members

0 mon i tnr schedule, budget int.I performance dev i at ions In t he pr-
posa 1 development plzui



o help solve problems discovered while monitoring the
the proposal by

dcvelopment of

a. helping on task
b. re-assigning taskIrespoli jilities
c. assigning additiotial p sonnel to the task
d. obtaining consultant help
e. contacting the/fundinA agency for clarification.

Most of the above management activities carried out by the proposal director

are performed throughout the operational _ontrol phase; therefore, they will

not be repeated in subsequent lessons covering this phase.*

Selecting the Best Approach

When all, or nearly all, possible approaches useful in achieving the

project objectives have been uncovergd, it will be necessary to judge each

alternative against the existing resources of the school district, the

capabilities of its staff to Diplement the proposed approach, and the

additional resources to be obtained through the funding of the proposed

project. Rc.;ources include such things as time, space, and money.

Al L of t hese resources may impose serious constraints, or limits, on the

proposed project. Staff capahil ities are a most important resource to assess

You W;int to analyze what useful experiences or qua lifications each

proposed project member has and, therefore, what L...an limitations exist

for the proiect. This ',dud o assessihont process will help determine which

of the possible approaches is the best one for yot4r :,chool district.

* or Thcse Activillos Arc typicA
in thy operations phase of any project.

'-.011` , I() , IflJ I I I I TMIS nxInle

of manawment activities conducted
Fo1 further information, see
Project Manaemcnt Basic Principles
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As the existing resources are analyzed and capabilities and limitations

appear, criteria for the selectipn of a project approach begin to be gen-

erated. When the list of selection criteria is complete, each alternative

generated is compared with the criteria. The "best".approach will, of

course, bc the one which best satisfies the criteria, while also capi-

tilizing on the district's rescurces aPd minimizing its limitations.

kt this point You may believe that the information out. together

by the proposal development team dbout alternative approaches is now re-

duced to the category of "useless." Howeyer, this information can and

4yften does appear as supportive material in an appendix to the Technical

Plan section of.the final proposal document. So, file such information for

future use.

Sumarx

The proposal development team should generate a number of alternative

approaches by exploring three sources: (1) the literature, (2) existing pro-

jects within schools or school districts, and (3) knowledgeable individuals.

The criteria generated for selection of one or those alternative approaches

is largely dependent on the capabilities and limitations of existing school

di,;trict resources and the proposed project resources such as personnel,

v;Ikc, time, and money. There is no possible way of knowing whether the

bcst cho ice ol pro ject approach was , or indeed , c:ui he made. Careful

(:onsideration is in order, for though wveral of tile alternatives may work,

many other alternatives MJV not.

'11,0 !I I I
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Lesson 5--Froposed Project Approach

Exercise A

94fteetion6: Read and an4wen the quistionA below. Wken empeeted tuns the

page.

This exercise asks you to choose certain points mhich might be valuable in

writing tha rationale for a project to install the IPI Mathematics Program

*in Sanders Niddle School.

Given below are a number of points"proposed by your staff which they think

might be used.as a part of the rationale to justify the approadh chosen

(i.e., the IPI Math Program). TO complete this exercise, you are to indicate

next to.each point whether or not it should be included as being relevant

to the rationale section. Use the following key:

l=Definitely should be included in the rationale

2=Possibly should be included in the ratianale

3=Definitely should not be included in the rationale

The'points brought up by the project staff are as folloms:

1. The superintendent of schools has had training in math education.

2. Similar projects in other cities which have used IPI math

can provide an experience factor.

3. There is present in the school system a teacher with training in

IPI Math in another system.

4. Large scale computer facilities are available in the school system

for instructional and accounting purposes

S. The president of the Parent-Teacher Association in the school dis-

trict favors the IPI approach.

6. University consultants have given favorafte opinions of the IP1

Math Program.

7. Research studies on the program have indicaced favorable results.

8. The physical layout of the school makes it easier to use the team

teaching approach characteristic of the IP1 Math program.

C.



1

Vikeetiow The catkeet anAklem to the puctice exeneiAe ate given Wow.

Cheek pia tootle and then twat the page.

4%

Exercise AL-Solution

This exercise asks you to dhoose certain points which might be valuable

in writing the rationale for a project to install the IP1 Mathematics

Program in Sanders Middle Sdhool.

Gives below are a number of points proposed.br your staff which they think

might be used as a part of the rationale to jtistify the approadh.chosen

(i.e., the IP1 Math Program). To complete this exercise, you are to in-

dicate next to each point whether or not it Should be included as being

relevant to the rationale section. Use the following Key:

1=Definitely should
be'included in the rationale

2=Possibly should be included in the rationale

3=Definitely should not be included in the rationale

The points brought up by the project staff are as follows:

3 1. The superintendent of schools has had training in math education.

1 2. Similar projects in other cities which have used IPI Mhth can provide

an experience factor.

2 3. There is present in the school.system a teacher with training in

IPI Mhth in another system.

3 4. Large scale computer facilities are available in the school system

for ingtructional and accounting purposes.

2 5. The president of the Parent-Teacher Association in the school district

favors the IPI approach.

1 6. University consultants have given favorable opinions of the IPI Mhth

Program.

1 7. Research studies on the program have indicated favorable results.

2 8. The physical layout of the school makes it easier to use the team .

teaching approach characteristic of the IPI Math. Program.

.
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Direction and amicei Following the Practice Exercise

16.

Based upon the. isit6-,evoluation 06 pax pogo/mance on the exem44e,
you..have.

A. acreptabty 4ati.66i.e.4 the. objective 06 guiding d pitop0402 teal'
in the selection ot a moposed pito feet applwach, and 4h01114 4014)

ttlhit tO the p042-teefot 6ound.on. page,

Rep/Lome-6 6oit additionat 4eadtng am. List& on page. 16 es5 the Modute Manual.

8. not 4.0246ied the objective, and shoutd atead the Await: oi the
tesson text on selecting the. best apptoack beginning on page -41

and then xerooAk Exe)tase A on page 73.

1136
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Post-Test

aiimetion4: Ptea4e take: time to anityeit. catetcutty the qui4t2on4 given below
6ot-towing the 4peci6ie diAeeficpt6 given.

Cixcte the tettem otfa4'many oti the tiactolo ti4td befog a.4 might be

inctuded in a ke.azieatiment o6 teosauicce4 u6eitLt iLit achieving the ptopo4ed

puject's objective6.

1.1.11111111.1110.11.

1. A. Time available for various approaches
B. Capabilities of the staff
C. Availability of an auditor
D.. Financial help likely to be obtained
E. Support of professional groups
F. Physical facilities available

Vitection4: .Citcte the tedtte't betiou the activity betour which id not a Lady
p4ocedate ot method o6 exptoAing attetnative ptoject apptoache4 in-Fiapo4at
devetopment.

2. A. Setting up an experiment comparing two methods
B. Reading a journal article which deals with the problem
C. Looking at records from previous.projects
D. Interviewing a university professor

Comptete the zentence betow on the tine pri.ovided.

3. Selecting an approach is essentially a matter of comparing various
. possible approaches against certain



Place a T (Tkue) on. F (FaUel on the tine beim. the 6tatement6 befog.

4 The best way to explore alternativt approaches is to divide

the WEI' among teammembers.

5. Once an approach has been Chosen, information about other

alternative approaches should be destrayed.

FOIL Que.ation4 6-9 mank T (Pule) ii the taAk tizted ih One Which Might be

undeAtaken by the pkopozat dikectolt dm-big the ongoing ex0oution o6 aL-

te.xna.tLve.6. Matk F (Fol6e) it £6 not.

6. Set up the audit plan
7.-----74onitor proposal development budget deviations

obtain consultant help and aryange for their payment

9.-----Guide and motivate team members

Peace the iollmaing Ateps in exploting altmative apptoache6 in the pulpy!.

o6 accomptiAment by placing 1, 2, 3, etc., on the Zine4 below.

10. A. Analysis of information

B. Securing the information

C. Synthesis of information

D. Selecting the best approach_

E. Defining content to be explored

ITwat the page and check yom anweius.
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Directions and Choices Following Lessaa Post-Test

a)

Dinections: The cattea an4umA4 to Lesson 5 PoAt.--Test ate liAted down the

'tight maAgin. Check youk cokkect tespon4o6. Att pattso6 Queation4 2 and JO

must be as shown 9 be counted couect.

I)

Dikections: 16 you answeAed eight Ok te64 que.sti.ona

comectty, you have not acceptabty demoneittated knoultedg

06 pkoject appkoach AetectLon and should Aelect one ok

moke o6 the 60.1.owin9 coukses o6 action.

1. Read the tezzon text beginning on page 9. .

2. Rewokk the te44 on po4t-tat.

Ditection4: 16 you arowwted nine t mote quations
cotuctly, you have acceptably demonstkated knawtedge
o6 pkoject appkoach selection. Re4etenceis 6ok additio

/Leading ate aoted on page 16 o6 the Modute Manuat.

MUltiple Choice

1. ( A ) B C D

2.A BCDF
Completion

3. criteria

True/False

4. F

5. F

6. T

7. F

8. T

9, T

Ordering

10. a. 3
b. 2
c. 4
d. 5
e. 1

Number Correct=

Termination Instructions

1

This eeimon on oopo6ed pnoject appAoorh iA now compteted. La6on 6 entitted 1

Pkopooed Puject Suppott Activities i6 the next Lesson in the sequence
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Introduction to Lesson

This lesson contains the following items. Mhke sure that each item
is present before starting to work through the lesson.

page

Booklet containing the following items :

Introduction to lesson 1

Overview and objectives 3

Pretest 5

Lesson abstract and content outline 8

Lesson text 10

. Practice exercise 16

Post-test 26
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Overview and Objectives

OVERVIEW

Discovering alternative methods for realizing project goais and object-

ives, then choosing a satisfactory approach was the topic of the last lesson.

This lesson is concerned with detailing other activities of the proposed

project which will support the activities of the selected approach to achieving

the project goal. The activities or elements (evaluation, educational yrogram

audit, dissemination, and community involvement), are part of the Technical

Plan component of the proposal document.

The next lesson is concerned with the development of the Management and

Cost Plan components of the proposal document.

OBJECTIVES

The student, in completing this lesson, should be able to describe the

basic elements of the evaluation, dissemdnation and community involvement,

and program audit plans for a proposed project. The specific objectives of

the lesson are as follows:

1. The student should be able to describe the feature, to be included

in the development of the evaluation plan for inclusion in the proposal

document.

2. The student should be able to describe the features to he included

in the development of the dissemination plan for inclusion in the proposal

document.

3. The student should be able to describe various means for involv jfli

the Connanity and/or non-public schools in proposal development and proposed

rroject activities.



4. The student should be able to define the program audit concept and

describe procedures involved in initiating a program audit for the proposed

project.

11110,..1." Pm tor I
I Maw 1,"/11111N I r



la

IDi/m2im:5: Ptea6e take time tb anwen cakeiutty the que4tim6 given betow
4-*R.oxing the Oecigic dikeation4 given.

Pretest

[ Compteze the 4entence4 betow on the tine pitovided.

1. The basic function of an evaluation plan is to

2. The basic function of a program audit is to

1

Anzarot T (Pute)ok nabe) to each queztion.betow.

3. One way to help demonstrate that the project has the ability to conduct

an evaluation is to name the persons responsible for it and describe

their skills in the proposal.

4. An initial step in a program audit is a pre-audit critique.

5. A progrmn auriitor should be specially trained and certified as such.

6. A dissemination plan usually specifies the audiences that will receive
---7 information, but does not normally include a listing of ths2 specific

means of distributOn to be usecL

7.. A dissemination plan is esseAtially the same as a managewnt infonn-
ation system in"that it is an aid to 1-c.ject decision-making.
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ICOtete the tetteM belione a4 many item6 ao appty 6on. Ae. queatiows below.

8. 1iat elements might be included in an evaluation plan?

A. A decision responsibility guide
B. A listing of the tests to be used
C. Procedures for reporting data in a final report
D. Data analysis techniques
E. A listing of the dates and locations of test administrations
F. A financial audit plan
G. A definition of the performance areas

9. A dissemination plan might help to distribute information to what persons

or groups?

A. Teachers in local schools not directly involved in the project

operaticms
B. Local.community groups
C. The personnel working for the project
D. The project director
E. A professional person in another state doing research in the project's

problem field

10. What groups might be included as targets of a community involvement plan?

A. Non-public schools personnel
B. University consultants
C. Parents
D. The tepchers' union
E. A local community action agency
F. The school board

1

Twin the page and check
you& anzweiu.
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Directions Following Lesson Ftetest

ar;r447.

4

11.11MIIIDImbImillw.11,111111
Vikections: The couect anAWAA to Lesson 6 pketest ait.e Listed down the
aight ntaAg,:x. Check pun calumet tesponses.

NOTE: On questions 8-10, you mu4t anawek extch item coueetty. That

£4, uou mail not have checked ang choice which shoutd itimt have been checked.

ok have omitted maltking a choice which shoutd have been maAked. It must be

compte-tety-eohkect 6ot the question to be counted as conkeet..

Dikection4: 16 you an4weked eight ok liewa questions
cokkecttg, you have not acceptabty demonstkated
knowtedge o6Iptoject suppatt acttie4 and 4houtd
kead the teAson ab4tkact and content outtine on pages

1

8 and 9. Then begin the content ptesentation by
tanning to the tesson text on page 10.

Ditections: I you an&wek nine 4. mote questions

coktectty, you have acceptabty demonAttated know-
tedge o6 pkoject suppott activities and shoutd tead
the tesson abstaact and content outline on page 8. .

Then, i6 you desite to skip the content pnesenta-
tion, you may do 40 by pkoceeding dikectty to the
paactLce exetcise on page 16. 16 you do de/site to

/Lead the content pkaentation, twat to page 10. .

I 7'4

Completion

1. detail the pro-
cedures to be employed
in assessing whether
the project has achieved
its goal and objectives.

2. verify or attest
the results of the
evaluation conducted
during, or at the end
of, the project.

True/False

3. 1'

4. T

5. T

6. F

7. F

Mhtching

8. A 0) (C) (D) (E)

F (G)

9. (A) (B) C D (E)

10. (A) B (C) D (E) F

Number Correct=



Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

ABSTRACT

In addition to organizing the sections of a proposal that were covered

previously, the proposal director must consider other sections of the pro-

posal such as (1) the evaluation design, (2) the dissemination plan, (3) the

audit plan, and (4) a community involvement plan. The evaluation design

shows how the project plans to assess the achievement of its objectives. It

should include a definition of the performance areas, a means of collecting,

analyzing, and reporting data, the instrumentation involved, and the names

of the persons responsible for carrying it out. The proposal director may

a also have to arrange for an audit of the project to verify and attest the

results of the evaluation.

The proposal's dissemination plan is designed to distribute information

on the project to interested audi.ences. Such a plan should include the goals

and activities of the disseminatjon, the audiences involved, the information

to he disseminated, and the media to be used, along with the names of the

persons responsible for carrying it out. The community involvement section

describes the proposed mechanisms tor involving conununity groups (such as

parents, local organizations, and non-public schook) in the activities of

the project.

CON'IINF OUTLINE

A. The technical plan of the rroposal documfnt includes provisions for

"project support" activities: evaluation, information dissemination,

involvement of community and non-public schools, and (frequentWr

program audit.

B. School district specialists or outide eonsultants mO be hired te

evaluate the project's achievement of goal and ohjeftives, ;Ind

desip,n a prcwwil including: a defilition of perforimnce areas;
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descriptions of instruments to collect data; collection, analysis,
and reporting prqcethares; persons responsible for the evaluation

plan.

1. The definition of performance areas includes both process and'

product..

2. The instrumentation, whether simple (written report) or sophis.

ticated (standardized test), should include a rationale for

its use.

3. The data collection, analysis, and reporting procadures sections

should describe procedures and responsibilities in detail.

C. An audit (a study to verify the results of the evaluation) may be

regifffia.

1. The proposal director is responsible for arranging the pre-audit

critique, or preliminary review of the evaluation plan.

2. Audit personnel must be put under contract, and audit program

outlines secured from them.

D. A plan for disseminating information about the project should include:

audiences sought, media to be used, information to be released, and

task azsignments.

E. Community involvement is highly desirable, and detailed plans shoal

be made.''

1. Invite active commtznity members to proposal development viam

meetings.

2. Solicit advice and aid from community organizations.

S. Include evidence of com.nity involvement in tne proposal

document.

4. Plans should be made for continued community involvement during

project implementation.

Ids



Lesson Text

Introduction

The previous lesson dealt with the management activities associated

with a major element or section of the Technical Plan--that concerning the

goal, objectives, and aiprbach or procedure. There are several additional

sections usually included in the Technical Plan. These are an evaluation

plan, a dissemination plan, and a community and non-public school involve-

ment activities plan. Arrangements for auditing the evaluation and management

plan will have tc be made if the guidelines require that it be done. Eval-

uation, auditing, dissemdnation, and community and non-public school involve-

ment activities are integral parts of most project efforts, and'consume

poject resources such as time and manpower. These activities (sometimes

referred to aS pro)ect samil activities) should be carefully planned along

with the other project tasks.

Evaluation Flan

The evaluation section provides a plan for assessing whether the project

has achieved its goal and objectives. Since evaluation, can require special

skills, the proposal director and proposal development team may wantto solicit

assistance from the local school system's research and evaluation specialists

or from outside consultants. Those specialists will be able to devise all

evaluation plaa for the proposed project or assist the proposal team in doing

.so. This lessc.1 concentrates primarily on the features to be included in the

development of the evaluation plan .for inclusion in the proposal document.

The Administering for Change Program of Research for Better Schools,

Inc., is currently developing a School E'valuation Kit which provides guidance

to school administrators in the planning and dcvelopment of suitable strategies

for the evaluation of curricular programs.



Mbst evaluation plans or designs have the following basic features:

co' a definition of the performance areas and/or a statement of object-

ives awl goals.

o a description of the instruments used in connection-with each

objective.

o a,description of data collection, analysis, and reporting procedures

o a list of those persons responsible for the evaluation plan.

The definition of the performance areas includes both the process, and

product or goals of the project, whether these be student instructional ob,

jectives, attitudes, criteria for a product, or other goals. It is required

that processes or activities occurring during the course.df the project also

be assessed.

The instrumentatim or measurement technique Iled for each objective

ican be very simple or quite sophisticated. Among the inbtruments specified

might be a standardized test, an observer's checklist, a locallytmade question-

naire, or simply a written report from the project worker. A, description of

each existing or proposed inStrument used, however, should be included in the

proposal. There should also be justification as to why these particular

instruments were chosen.

The data collection section should include such details as how, whdft,

by whom, and from whom the data will be collected. The analysis section will

include those statistical procedures to be employed for making interpretations

of the data. The reportini; procedures will describe haw the data is to be

reported to the project staff, other persons in the school system, and the

community, and the means for storing it for future use.

In order to demonstrate the project's ability to conduct an evaluation,

1,93
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it is often necessary to name the person(s) responsible for the evalu-

.ation plan and, to specify their experience and skills. It is up to fhe

propOsal director to see that the necessary information has been collected

from any evaluation specialist who assists in this effort.

The proposal director alo nust be sure that the written evaluation

plan is clear and concise. Finally, the evaluation plan-should be checked

against the requirements for evaluation, if any, put forth by the funding

or approving agency.

The Educational Prosram Audit

In addition to developing an evaluation plan or design for the pro-

posed project, the school.district, state or federal agency to whichthe

iiroposal is to be submitted may either request or require that the pro-

ject be subjected t) an "educational audit". The educational audit con-

cept is relatively new to the field of education. This type of audit

should not be confused with the normal fiscal or financial audit.

Basically, it is concerned with verifying or attestins.the results of the

evaluation conducted during and at the end of the project. General

procedures for the conduct of an audit, including examples of audit

contracts and plans, are contained in the references listed in the

Mbdule Mhnual. Consult your proposal guidelines to determine if there

arc any educaticnal audit requirements.
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The .Dissemination Plan

A dissemination plan for diffusing information about activities and

results should be included in the proposal. This plan is designed to

regulate the distribution of information to interested community groups

and individuals.

The project dissemination plan should include the following features:

o Dissemination activities are designated for each stage of the

project.

o Audiences are identified.

o Information to be released is specified.

o Nbdia used for dissemination are named.

o Person(s)' responsible for dissemination are named.

If the funding agency has provided guidelines for the dissemination plan,

these should be carefully followed. In addition, it is important to

show that a wide distribution of information to interested community

groups and individuals has been provided for, as well as to show that

the school system's capabilities for dissemination through the use of

its regtilar publications, the district media-communications specialist,

regular public meetings, and other established means will be utilized.

Community Involvement

It is often advantageous to have members of the community become

involved in both the proposal development project and tne proposed pro-

ject. It should be noted that community involvement is a high priority

item with many funding agencies. Even if an outside agency is not in-

volved in funding the proposal, it might be pro(fitable to involve the
),-5
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community in pIoposal development in order to obtain their commitment

to the proposed project. In many circunstances the proposed project

will benefit from the inputs of the community.

Mechanisms for involving the community in proposal developmentInight

include inviting active community members to a meeting with the proposal

development team, writing letters soliciting help and advice from various

community organizations, presenting a plan to an esteemed member of the

school community and asking for his br her comment, and solicitingwr'tten

endorsement. It is usually advisable, however, to work through

recognized community organizations. Selected items indicative of

community involvement in proposal developm6nt, such as letters, dates

of meetings, tapes of meetings, written records of meetings, and endorse-

ments might be included in the proposal document.

Community involvement in the proposed project, once it is implemented,

usually occurs in the form of advisory groups or individuals. It is

possible, however, that the community may be involved.more directly in

some project activities. SucriTnialirement should be carefully planned

and detailed in the propoSed project plans. It may also be advantageous

to highlight this-planned involvement in the community involvement sec-

tion of the proposal document.

Input from nan-public schools should not be forgotten. They have an

investment in the community and may be able to provide some significant

contributions in ideas and personnel, or in actual physical space in which

to carry out some proposed project activities.
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The actions taken to involve the community will not only help make

the schools responsive to the needs of the Community,.but will gain

comitment from parents, increase the visibility of schoo). efforts, and

involve parents in their children's education, as well as gain input

and resources for future innovations.

A word of caution is needed here. The proposal director should

become familiar with laws regulating the involvement of non-public schools

in his state. He should also realize that such involvement may meet

with active disapproval from various sections of the community.

Summary

The technical sections of the prOp6i-a1 document disCUised-in this

lesson were the evaluation plan, the educational audit, the dissemination plan,

and the dommunity involvement section. Each of these-activities are

integral parts of any project effort and consule resources such as time

and manpower. Therefore, they require careful consideration and planning.

When all of the sections discussed in this and the two previous lessons

are prepared, the Technical Plan will be nearly complete.
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Exercise A

Vitectiona: FOIL thia exaciae, you witt be pxosented wit# the abatnacta
(i.e., condem6e4 vetaiona) o paxapapha Pam a pxopoaat whiekia b
wxitten to inatatt IP7 Math in the Sandexa Middte &hoot. Beneath

aaph axe a numbex oi etaelaa 6at you to Lae in jmigingt the adequaa
pampaph. You axe atao,to-auggeat aome othex way% in which

paxagtaph might be weak. When iiniahed with att aectiona, tuft the page
pm the aotuti.on.

S.

1. Evaluation Plan Paragraph

The paragraph below deals with the evaluation of one objective. It has

been condensed; somewhat, from the original project proposal. Below
the paragraph are a number of qualities which a good evaluation plan
should exhibit. Place an"rby each quality which is not displayed
by the paragraph. w

Objective C-3 states "Aide training--Teadher aides will be given
training as to the usage of the IPI materials and their duties as aides.
Teacher aides will display an appropriate knowledge of the materials,
their duties, and other relevant items. Thi. s will be evaluated by the

administration of a locally-made test constructed by the project staff
towards the end of the training period for the aides, approximately on
April 15. The,tests will be administered by the assistant project
director. Scores on the test will show at least an 80 per cent compet-
ence level forieach aide to be considered passing. Aides not passing

will receive further training and retesting."

a. A precise definition of the performance to be measured.

b. A spedification of the target group to be evaluated.

c. The general.techniques to be used in evaluation are specified.

d. Any,sfiecia1 conditions for the evaluation are noted.

e. The iristruments to be used are specified.

f. The dates the instruments will be available are given.
-77--

g. The person(s) who will collect the data for evaluation are named.

h. The date for the collection of data is given.
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i. The data ankysis techniques are described.

j. The method of reporting the data is dekribed.

1----

Liat below at tea4t two oth wao in which the evatuati4n ptan given

OA the above objeettve itS degeient.

k. A11 audiences who are to receive the reports of the.data

are named.

wallwwwwww,.

.1%.

C.

d.

e .
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2. DissemiriationDogra.211

Below is a condensed version of the dissemination plan of a proposal.
Indicate, as in previous sections, those qualities which are missing
from the plan.

c,

Disserination Plan. "Dissemihation for this project will be coordinated
with the sChool system's public information officer. Dissemination will
be directed primarily at the local community, especially the parents of
the children involved and neighborhood groups, and at other interested pro-
fessionals in the teaching field. Information to bo disseminated will
be confined primarily to the test performance of the students involved
in the program and results of the IPI program. The project director will
primarily be responsible for the dissemination plan."

a. Dates for the dissemination plan are specified.

b. Costs of the dissemination plan are specified.

c. The goals of the dissemination are specified.

d. Audiences for the dissemination are named.

e. The person responsible for the dissemination is named.

f. Provisions for feedback from the dissemination are made.

g. All the media to be used are named.

h. The strategies to be used in the dissemination are described.

i. Provisions are made for disseminating information throughout
the life of the project.

Indicate betow at Zeast one othek ,seitioub CAA:,ticom which you coutd make

o6 thi4 da.semination ptan.
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3. Community Involvement Paragraph

Read the condensed version of the community involvement section from an
IPI Mhth proposal below. Mick the qualities which the community involve-
ment plan lacks.

Connunityjnvolvement Plan. "There are two basic goals for the community
invo vement p an: irst, to involve parents, particularly as teacher
aides for the IPI Mhth program itself (although not exclusively by this
method), and second, to involve non-public school students in the area
of the public schools served by the IPI program. Parents will have
advisory capacity through the teacher aides and various reports will ask
for their _eedback. Parents will also have extensive opportunity for
conferences with teachers in order to gain their involvement. Partici-
pation will be made available to non-public school students, who will
be bussed to the nearest public school to take advantage of such instruc-
tion."

a. The extent of involvement ot community groups is made clear.

b. The groups to be involved are named.

c. The goals of the community involvement are spelled out.

d. The mechanism for involving parents is described.

e. The mechanism for involving non-public schools is clear.

t. It is clear that funds will not be used for worship purposes
unconnected with the text.

g. Activities will take place ca public property whenever possible.

h. It is clear what person will coordinate action with the commun-
ity groups.

What athek cciom might you make o6 the connunity invotvemext ptan?
(Name at teaot one behiollb detiici.ency.)
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Exercise A--Solution

Dirtectkon,: The covtect anauteu to the ptactice exenci4e au given betow.
Check youh wroth and then ttan the page.

1. ''..Y21.12RIi21.1.12anEa172aM2.111

The paragraph below deals with the evaluation of one objective. It has
been condensed, somewhat, from the original project proposal. Below
the paragraph are a number of qualities which a good evaluation plan

should exhibit. Place an "X" by each quality which is not displayed

by the paragraph.

Objective C-3 states "Aide training--Teacher aides will be given
training as to the usage of the IP1 materials and their duties as aides.

Teacher aides will display an appropriate knowledge of the materials
their duties, and other relevant items.' This will be evaluated by ihe

administration of a locally-made test constructed by the project staff
towards the end of the training period for the aides, approximately on
April 15. The tests will be administered by the assistant project
director. Scores on the test will show at least an 80 per cent compet-

ence level for each aide to be considered passing. Aides not passing

will receive further training and retesting."

X a. A precise definition of the performance to be measured.

b. A specification of the target group to be evaluated.

c. The general techniques to be used in evaluation are specified.

X d. Any special conditions for the evaluation are noted.

c. The instruments to be used are specified.

X f. The dates the instruments will be available are given.

g. The person(s) who will eoltecL the data for evaluation are named.

h. The date for the collection of data is given.

X I. The data analysis techniques are described.

X j. The method of reporting the data is described.

X k. All audiences who are to receive the reports of the data arc
named.
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List betow at teat two othet ways Ln which the evatuatio: ptan
given OA the above objective i4 de6icient.

a. No definition of the construction procedures fcr the test.

b. No indication of the cost of the evaluation plan for this
objective.

c. No baseline data for the aides' performance is given.

d. The instrument apparently will not be pilot-tested.

e. No date for reporting evaluation results.
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2. Dissemination Paragraph

Below is a condewed version of the dissemination plan of a proposal.

Indicate, as in previous sections, those qualities which are missing

from the plan.

Dissemination PLall, "Dissemination for this project will be coordinated
with the sChool system's public information officer. Dissemination will

be directed primarily at the local community, especially the parents of

the children involved and neighborhood groups, and at other interested pro-.

fessionals in the teaching field. Information to be disseminattuilid.p.

be confined primarily to the test performance of the students involved

in the program and results of the IPI program. The project director will

primarily be responsible fior the dissemination plan."

X a. Dates for the dissemination plan are specified.

X b. Costs of the dissemination plan are specified.

X c. The goals of the dissemination are specifi?1.

d. Audiences for the dissemination are named.

e. The person responsible for the evaluation is named.

X f. Provisions for feedback from the dissemination are made.

X g. All the media to be used are named.

X h. The strategies to be used in the dissemination are described.

i. Provisions are made for disseminating information throughout
the life of the project.
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Indicate below at teaht one othen ..seitiou4 ctitic.4rn which you could make

oti thiz diAbemination plan.

a. Not all potential audiences have been identified.

b. The information to be disseminated seems to be excessively limited.

c. No evalUation of the dissenination is stated or implied.

d. Target audiences, while named, are not described in any detail.

e. The dissemination plan does not seem to have any goal of gaining
acceptanoe, changing opinion, or eliciting reactions.

3. Community Involvement Paragraph

Read the condensed version of the community involvement section from an
IPI Math proposal below. Mark the qualities which the community involve-

ment plan lacks.

Community Iiiihoabitent Plan. "Mere are two basic goals.for the community
involvement plan: ,first, to involve parents, particularly as teacher
aides for the IPIllath program itself (although not exclusively by this
method); second, to involve non-public school students in the area of
the public schools served by the IPI Program. Parents will have advisory
capacity through the teacher aides and various reports will ask for
their feedback. Parents will also have extensive opportunity for confer-
ences with teadhers in order to gain their involvement. Participation
will be made available to non-public school students, who will be bussed
to the nearest public school to take advantage of such instruction."

a. The extent of involvement of community groups is made clear.

b. The groups to be involved are named.

c. The goals of the conmunity involvement are spelled out.

d. The mechanism for involving parents is described.

e. The niechaliism for involving non-public schools is clear.

X 1. It is clear that bands will not be used for worship purposes
unconnected with the text.

g. Activities will take place on public property whenever possible.

x h. It is clear what person will coordinate a...7.tion with the commun-

ity.
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What otheit ctiticiAm might you make oi the community invotmement ptan?
(Name at &cot one 4eltiou4 deiency.)

a. More involvement of parents could be obtained through an advisory
council; "through the aides" is a little inefficient.

b. Only the parents and non-public schools are mentioned, but there
may be other community groups.

c. There is no way of evaluating the community involvement mentioned
or implied.

d. No definite statement is made about exactly haw the non-public
school students will participate.

e. Is such bussing of non-public school students legal and if so,
under what regulations?
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Directions and Choices Following the Practice Exercise

Baaed upon the aetii-evatuation oti you& pe404mance on the ezekciAe,
you have eithero

A. acceptabty Aatiqied the objtctive o descia.billg the bas4 c. ete-

muts o6 pito _feet Auppott activi-ty ptan4 and ishoutd now tan to
the po4t-te4t 6ound on page 26.

Re6ekence4 15ort additional. keading ake tiAted on pape 16 oi the Modute Manuat

B. not Aatiqied the objective, and Ahoutd Azad the te44on 'text
beginnimg on page JO and then nu/Nth ExekeLse A on page 16.#
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Post-Test

Dikeetion4: Ptea4e take time to anolvek aate6ut2y the que4tion4 givea betoul
&Wowing the 4pec4iL diuctton4 given.

Comptete the 4entence4 betow on the tine pitovided.

1. The basic function of an evaluation plan is to

2. The basic function of a program audit is to

An4weh T (Tittle) Oh F (Fa-bid io each quation betow.
1./

3. A dissemination plan is essentially the same as a management inform-
ation system in that it is an aid to project decision-making.

4. One way to help demonstrate that the project has the ability to conduct
an evaluation is to name the persons responsible for it and describe
their skills in the proposal.

5. A dissemination plan usually specifies the audiences that will receive
information, but does not normally include a listing of the specific
means of distribution to be used.

6. An initial step in a program audit is a pre-audit critique.

,7. A program auditor should be specially trained ane, certified as such.
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pActe the tetteu belidne az many'itemz az appty.6o4 the quation betow.

8. What groups mdght be included as targets of a community involvement plan?

Npn-public schools personnel
B. Iktversity consultants
C. Parents

ID. The teachers' union
E. A local community action agency
F. The school board'

.dm
9. A dissemination plan might help to distribute information to what persons

or groups?

A. Teachers in local schools not directly involved in the project
operations

B. Local community groups
C. The personnel working for the project
D. The project director
E. A professional person in another state doing research in the project's

problem field.

10. What elements might be included in an evaluation plan?

A. A decision responsibility guide
B. A listing of the tests to be used
C. Procedures for reporting data in a final report
D. Data analysis techniques
E. A listing of the dates and locations of test administrations
F. A financial audit plan
C. A definition of the performance areas

-1

TuAn the page and check
youn alv4we1't4 .
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Directions and Choices Following Lesson Post-Test

Vilma-tons: The commt answem Le4zon 6 po4t-test eute Late() down the
itigitt =Agin. Check yourt coXimet 4e4pon624.

NOTE: On-questions 0-10, you must ansumn each itsm comectty, that is,
you may not have checked any choice which should not have'been checked,
on have omitted maAking a-choice which shoubA have been waked. It rust be
completely comect ion the question to be counted a.6 coMect.

IMMAMMIIMINMN,

Dinections: 16 you answened eight on 6ewen que6tionA
covteezey, you have not acceptabty demonsttated
knowledge o6 pAoject zuppont activiti.eA and 4houtd
6etect one o4 mou oic the Ottowing couraeb oi
action.

1. Read the tevon text beginning on
pa0 10..

2. Rewo4k the tewn post.-te&t.

....=11111=rt, Mom

Oi_nections: 14 you answened nine on make quution4
coviectty, you ilave acceptabty demonztutted knowtedge
o6 pnoject zuppott activitie4. Re6e/Lencez 6ok
additionat /Leading ane tizted on page 16 oA the
Modute Manuat.

Termination Instructions

te44son on puject surpokt activitie4 iz now
compteted. Luson 7 entitted, "Dentopiny the
detaited P4oposa" i4 the nee tazon in the seque.nce.

.1=M1.01!MIN,

Completion

I. verify or attest
the results of the
evaluation conducted
during, or at the end

,of, the project.

2. deta" the pro-
cedures to be employed
in assessing Whether
the project has
a:hieved its goal and
objectives.

True/False

3. F

4. T

5. F

6. T

7. T

Matchia

8. (A) B (C.) D (E) F

9. (A) (B) C 1) (E)

10. A (B) (C) (I)) (E)

F (G)

Number Correct--
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Overview and Objectives

OVERVIEW

The previous lesson was concerned with the proposed project support

activities associated with evaluation, program audit, dissemination, and

community involvement which mmt be detailed in the Technical Plan component

of the proposal document.

This lesson is concerned with the development of the other two components

of the proposal documentthe Management and Cost Plans. Two other topics

of concern when developing the detailed proposal, grantsmanship and brochure

writing are also discussed.

The next lesson is concerned with preparing the final proposal document

including sections such as: proposal abstract, legal assurances, target

population description, special equipment justification, and community,

school, and staff descriptions.

OBJECTIVES

The student in completing this lesson should be able to describe in

detail the steps involved in the development of the detailed proposal,

including Management and Cost Plans. The specific objectives of the Lesson

are as follows:

1. The student should be able to describe in detail the steps involved

in the development of the Management Plan component of a proposal document.

2. The student should be able to describe in detail the steps involved

in the development of the Cost Plan component of a proposal document.



3. The student should be able to describe various legitimate grantsman-

ship activities and brochure writing skills that are helpful in creating a

quality proposal document.
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Pretest

Viuctions: Rea4e take time to amwelt cateiutiy the 4ue4tion4 given betag

iatmging the Apeciiiie dikection4 given.

Cite& the tettet o6 the beat anAteit liat each oi the tiateowing quations.

1. What name is applied to that section of the proposal detailing the work

breakdown structure, time estimates, tentativt schedule, and statement

of personnel services, facilities, equipment, travel itinerary, and

materials to be secured?

A. Management Plan

B. Technical Plan

C. Cost Plan

D. Evaluation Plan

2. Special knowledges, skills, and techniques
brought to the proposal develop-

ment situation in order to help ensure funding for a project are often

referred to as:

A. Negotiating skills

13, Contract negotiation

C. Grantsmanship

D. Sponsorship

3. What are the activities associated with the final production of the pro-

posal document including decisions concerning cover pages, binding, and

art work often called?

A. Brochure writing skills

B. Contract negotiation

C. Proposal management

D. Sponsorship



Li4ted betow, to be u4ed aa teAponaca Aok que4tion4 4 to 7, ake t4jpe4

o eo4t4 a44ociated with the Cast Ptan ok gadget 0 a ptoposat. Choo4e the

tesponoR which be4t 4ui24 the deginiti4n4 pte6ente4.

A. Indirect costs or overhead

B. Direr:t costs

C. Unallowable costs
D. Total costs

4. Costs of project support not easily determined by direct neasurment,

such as heat, light, electticity and custodial services

5. Costs such as coffee breaks and honoraria

6. Costs associated with overall functioning of the project, including

Direct and Indirecf Costs

7. Costs charged to the project for items such as salaries and wages,

travel, equipment and supplies

Fot queAtionz 8 to 9 indicate T (Ttue) 4.6 you agtee with the Atatement and

F (Fat4e) you do not.

8. The Management Plan shows how much money it will cost to perform

each major task of the project.

9. The Management Plan will answer questions such as, "In what

order will the proposed project tasks be performed? When will the

tasks be performed?"

ICottectty comptete the <sentence betow on the tine ptovided.

10. Costs for items such as personnel salaries, travel expenses, and equip-

ment and facilities are exhibited in the proposal by the

[

Tunn the page and check out an6wer4.



Directions Following Lesson Pretest

Ditection6: The cottect ameavul to Lason 7 putea cute tisted down

the tight mama. Check you& comect keapon4/4.

Ditection4: 14 you an4weteid 6Lght on lielvet quation6
contectty, you have not acceptabty demonztAated
knowtedge ()4 devetoping the detailed ptopo4a2 and

shoutd tead the te44on absttact and comtemt outtine
on page4 8 and 9. Then begin the content ptosen-
tation by timing to the te44son text on page 10.

Vitection4: 14 you anoweted nine ot molte que4tion4
cottectty, you have acceptabty demon4ttated knowt-

edge o4 devetoping the detailed pupo4at and 4hou2d

kead the tez4on ab4tAact and contemt outtine on page
8. Then i4 you dui/Tx. to 6kip the content tone-
sentation you may do 40 by pAoceeding diAecttg to

the pnact.Zce exetcae on page 18. Z you do

duae to tead the content pne4entation, tan to
page 10.

Mbitiple Choice

1. (A) B C D

2. A B (C) D

3. (A) B C D

4. CA) B C D

D

(DI

D

True/False

8. F

9. T

Completion

10. Budget or Cost

5. A B (C)

6. A B C

7. A (B) C

Plan

Number Correct=



Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

ABSTRACT

This lesson identifies and elaborates upon several of the tasks in-

volved in developing the detailed proposal. Included in these tasks are

the nature and purpose of the Mhnagement and Cost Plans and the activities

associated with the development of each plan. Also discussed are those

special knowledge, skills, or technioes (gained from experience with

previous attempts to attain funding)t which are brought to the proposal

development effort to help ensure acceptance of the proposal. The two

activities in this area are referred to as Grantsmanship and Brochure

Writing.

CONTENT OUTLINE

A. In order to develop the Mhnagement and Cost Plans, the proposal

team must generate the follaw-Lng information for each task or
work package.

o work breakdown structure

o work flow

o time estimates

o resource needs and schedule

o budget

B. Once the work breakdown structure, work flow, time estimates and

proposal 'schedule have been prepared, they can be consolidated

into one section, labeled the Management Plan, or they may appear
in different sections of the proposal.

C. The information gained from the proposal team regarding costs of

personnel, materials and equipment, facilities and travel is

aggregated into a total cost estimate, budget or Cost Plan for

the proposal project.

21



D. The budget may appear in a line item or objectives-component
format.

1. In the line item format, resources and associated costs are
classified by stated categories representing different resource
types.

2. In the objectives-component format costs are aggregated for
the accomplishment of each major project objective.

E. The Management and Cost Plans should be explicit'enough so that
it ib possible for the proposal reader to know exactly how the
project team proposes to accomplish their objectives, tmder what
schedule, with what resources, and hnw much it will cost to do
so.

F. Some of the many legitimate "grantsmanship" techniques that should
be brought to bear upon the final integration.of the proposal are
as follows:

o writing should be clear, logical, and easy to follow, avoiding
jargon

o local resources available for utilization in the project should
be elaborated

o evidence of community resources and support of polder groups '

should be highlighted

o proposal should be addressed in terms of the Request for Proposal,
priorities of the funding agency, or other appropriate guidelines

o empirical studies supporting claims of problem existence and
adequacy of proposal solution should be cited

o previous related pilot studies hampered by inadequate funds
should he mentioned.

G. Many brochure writing skills such as format of cover pages,
types of bindings, and graphics can result in a more clear end
attractive proposal.
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lesson Text

Introduction

The three prior lessons have discussed the management activities

associated with the development of the TeChnical Plan of the overall pro-

posal document. At the corresponding point in the development of the

proposal some sections may only be sketChed out in basic form and lack detail,

while in other sections detail may have been developed. Some sections will

reflect.only a narrative presentation of the problem and its solution, with

no supporting information relative to the sChedule to be followed and the

types of resources needed. There are still several tasks that must be

accomplished in order to have a complete proposal document.

The two primary tasks yet to be completed are the development of a

Management Plan and a Cost Plan. In developing these sections of the pro-

posal, it should be kept in mind that the total proposal will eventually

serve as the basic reference document for the operation of the proposed

project once it is funded. Although the various elements of the Management

Plan may be treated in separate sections of the proposal, combined together

they should ekhibit the integration of project schedules, costs, and perfor-

mance specifications (goals and objectives).

Management Activities

The development of both the Management and the Cost Plans can be

facilitated by calling together the proposal development team and outlining

the basic purposes of each plan, what it is and why it is needed. For each

major component of the proposal, such as approach or procedure, evaluation

plan, or dissemination plan, the proposal development team should supply

\
1
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the following items:

o a work breakdown structure detailing the major and minor work

necessary to accomplish each objective

o a work flow showing in detail the order of task accomplishment

and milestones showing completion of significant pfoportions of

the effort

o time estimates for each individual task, as well as overall com-

ponent time and total project time

o a tentative detailed schedule, along with a statement of the person-

nel, facilities, equipment, travel and materials that must be

secured to meet the proposed schedule

o a budget set up in matrix form and listing major objectives or

work tasks on one axis and traditional budget categories on the

other

l'ach person or group of persons from the proposal development team

should prepare such information and submit it to the proposal director for

integration into the proposal document. All of the items secured from the

team members, with the exception of the budget figures, can be consolidated

into the section which presents the Management Plan.

The amount of detail to be eXhibited relative to the work breakdown

structure, detailed work flaw, time estimates and schedule, can not be stated

exactly. Too much detail can overwhe2,N the person who reads the proposal,

while too little leaves the reader without muth information About exactly

what will be done and when. It is often wise to theck with the proposal

guidelines to see what is requested or suggested. The proposal development

team, with help from the proposal director, might want to set up their own

criteria for detailed development of these items.

2.ElLern2nt Plan

Once the work breakdown structure, work flow, time estimates and proposed

214
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schedule have been prepared, they can be consolidated into one section,

labeled the Management Plan (or Section). The combining of such items into

a single section is sometimes required in proposal development situations.

On the other hand, Ihtse items might appear in different sections of the

proposal. For example, the detailed work breakdown structure and work flow

'for the approach to be used might appear in the section of the detailed

Technical Plan where proposed objectives and procedures are described. The

project schedule might appear as a separate section itself.

Regardless of how the information is finally assembled ,it is

important to recognize that the several tasks associated with the development .

of the Technical Plan and the Management Plan, plus the preparation of the

Cost Plan as it is outlined below, will form the complete or total project

proposal. The management plan should be explicit enough so that is is

possible for the proposal reader to know exactly how the project team pro-

pcksis to accomplisf- their objectives, under what schedule, with what resources,

and how much it will cost to do so.

Cost Plan

The information gained from the proposal development team regarding costs

of personnel, materials and equipment, facilities, and traveOvill have to be'

aggregated into a total cost estimate, or budget, for the project. Local and/

or agency guidelines should be checked to determine if the budget is to
N
be

prepared in a traditional line item format or if it is to appear in an objec-

tives-component format. In the former case, the'various needed resources

are classified by stated categories, with supporting detail for each item, as

requested by the funding agency. In the case of the 'objectives-component
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(sometimes called program) budget, costs are aggregated for the accomplish-

ment of eaCh major project objective or work task. These costs can be summa-

rized at any level of the work breakdown structure. Components of the pro-

posal such as the evaluation plan, the dissemination plan, project adminis-

tration, and other sections are, thus, costed out ana presented as items in

the budget. Within each item, costs for personnel, travel, services, and

so forth are determined for the adhievement of that particular objective or

actMty of the proposed project.

Expenditures for personnel, equipment, facilities and services obtained

especially for the project are generally referred to as direct costs. Support

costs of the larger organization housing the project such as space, electri-

city, or heat in the building, are generally referred to as indirect costs.

There are other costs, however, that often are not allowed in a proposed

project budget. Examples are costs associated with entertainment coffee

breaks, modification of space, and honoraria.

The development of a Cost Plan using the traditional components budget

matrix is given in Figure 7.1. Ihe items on the horizontal (the row headings)

are drawn from the work breakdown structure, while the items on the vertical

(the column headings) are general categories fram traditional budget formats.

Organizing the preparation of the budget in this manner allows the proposal

development director to have in one place the information needed regarding

the costs associated with each objective, as well as with the traditicnal

budget categories.

The illustration shows that it is estimated to cost $15,500 dollars to

accomplish Objective A.1 of the project. The total personnel costs of the

project are obtained by adding across all objectives. In this case the



Figure 74--Illustration of Budget Matrix

SS Level

Category

Mnjor Goal

Total
......

34,000

,

--,

.4.
,

Subobjective A Subobjective B

Objective A.1

5,000

J00

5,500

1,000

2,000

1,000

500

Objective A.2.

10,000

Ohjective 13.1

3,000

.

.

Objective B.2

.4,000

.

.

Admin.

12,000
1. Personnel

2. Benefits

3. Total Personnel

4. Materials and
Supplies

5. Scrvices

.6. Travel

9. Equipment

777-77)1.1 1
.

.

11. Overhead or
indirect cost 10% 1,550

11.01.1.

.

TOTALS 17 050

--

Notes: 1. Each category would have more detail to show justification

2. Overhead (or indirect costs) are costs not directly charged to project such as heat, light, and electricity.

The amounts allowable are usually specified in guidelines or by local business offices.

3. Costs not associated with any particu1a7 ohiect;ve, hut which cover all obj'ectives, such as

projtxt manager's time, can be collected in the 106 under a general category labeled as Mb id 11 strat ion

2 1 S
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director's salary is shown as an administrative cost in the work breakdown

structure. The overhead, or indirect cost, rate for the local school district

involved in our example is 10 percent. Each district or funding agency would

have its own figure. The proposal director should obtain the appropriate

figure froethe school district finance officer or business manager and

use it in the budget calculations.

It is important to check.the cost figures with local officials such as

business officers or managers. ihe puxpose of this action is to make sure

that personnel benefits are correct, salary increases are included if the

project runs over into another fiscal year, service costs are appropriate,

space or rental charges are approved, and so forth. This can be done

on a rather informal basis by setting up an appointment with the appropriate

person or by using the assembled budget as an agenda item for a team meeting

with the business officer.

Grantsmanship and Brochure Writing

Once the three major components (TeChnical, Management, and Cost Plans)

have been assembled, there are still some developmental tasks which have to

be accomplished, though they are not quite of the saw Character as many of

the previous tasks. To a great degree they depend upon the proposal develop-

ment director's experience with the total process of proposA writing and

submission. They do not often show up on the work plan nor are they included

in the developmental schedule. They consist of knowledge, skills, or teth-

niques which may be brought to the proposal development situation by persons

on the team or may exst elsewhere within the local school district. In

either case, this knowledge has to be brought to bear upon the final inte-

, 21 (4
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gration of the proposal and have to be considered before the final writing

and editing takes place. These knowledges, skills or techniques e often

referred to as grantsmanship and.brochure writing.

Some of the grantsmanship activities have already been introduced in

previous lessons, such as the involvement of various canmunity members. It

is appropriate to outline some legitimate techniques to insure proposal

funding or approval. Examples of sale of these techniques or principles

are listed below:

o The proposal should show a clear logic that can be easily followed
by persons not fully informed about the substance of the proposal

o The writing should be clear, concise, and aVoid jargon

o The degree of local resources available for utilization in the
project should be elaborated

o Evidence of conimmity resources and the support of power groups
involved in making the project plan should be highlighted

o The project strategy should be clear from the plan

o The plan should be addressed to the terms of the Request for
a Proposal (RFP), the priorities of the funding agency, or

other appropriate guidelines

o Empirical data should be used to support claims of the existence
of a problem and the solution devised for it

o Previous related pilot activities which have been hampered
by lack of finids should be discussed in the proposal document

o A sensitivity should be developed for the amount of money
which a particular funding agency would be willing to spend
on a specific project and the Cost Plan should be structured

accordingly

Brochure-writing skills are involved in activities associated with the

final production of the proposal document and include decisions concerning

the format of cover pages, types of bindings, quality of art work or other

devices which are used to make the proposal attractive. Some funding
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agencies require simple and inexpensive approaches, and it is wise to

check before spending too much time and effort on an elaborate design.

Summary

A detailed proposal document consists of a Tethnical Plan, Management

Plan and Cost Plan. The information contained in the Management and Cost

Plans provides answers to these questions: In what_ order will the proposed

project tasks be performed? When will the tasks be performed? What resources

will be required? How much money:will it cost to perform eath major task of

the project and to complete the entire project effort? The Technical,

Management and Cost Plan sections of the proposal should be so interrelat-

ed that it is possible for a pioposal reader to know exactly what objectives

are to be achieved, by what means, under what schedule, with what resources,

and how much it will cost to do so.

Before the proposal development effort is complete, certain knowledges,

skills, and techniques often referred to as grantsmanship and brochure

writing should be brought to bear upon the final integration of the propo-

sAl document. There are many positive aspects to utilizing these skills,

and they can result in a proposal document of high quality.
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Exercise A

Ditection4: A44ume 04 th,i4 exaciae that you au a ptopo4at dihectot who

i4 attempting to complete the budget tiot a ptopo4al. You have identqied

a numbe4 oi cost4 which you want to inctude in the budget but have not a4

yet cta44i6ied them into vatiou4 catego44e4.

Li.4ted below ate the 20 do4t4 which you have identiiied. On the next page

i4 a tine 4.,tem budget into which you mu4t place the4e 20 co4t4.

Study the tizt below ca4eliutty. Then tau to the incomptete budget Ohm

on the next page and place each co4t into one oi the catego4ie4 4hown.

Notice that 4ome o6 the co4t4 have atuady been entmed 40 a4 to give

you a 4teo,t.

When you have compteted thi4 pottion o the exaci4e, tan to page Wand
check you4 anfrwem.

COST

1. Office Supplies 't 200

2. Statistical Services 200

3. Electric typewriter 352

4. Project Director ($13,000 base salary at 75% time) 9,750

S. Project Evaluator ($10,000 base salary, 3 months

full time) 2,625

6. Textbooks and Training Materials 400

7. Training Director ($11,000 base salary, 6 months

full time) 5,500

8. Benefits, 10% of salaries (excluding Consultants) 3,885

9. Project Team Senior Assistant ($8,000 base salary

full time) 8,000

10. Consultant ($100/day, five full days) 500

11. Computer costs 200

12. Project Secretary ($6,000 base salary, full time) 6,000

13. Duplicating
100

14. Indirect Costs (10% of Total Direct) 4,482

1S. Project Team Junior Assistant ($7,000 base salary,

full time) 7,000

16. Trip to RBS, Philadelphia, for Training Director 80

17. Total Personnel 43,260

18. Total Direct 44,812

19. Per diem, 1 day @$20/day 20

20. TOTAL
49,294
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Exercise A

,....
Ditectionts: ThAA i4 the budget imm which you alte
Exekcibe A.

Put one oi the budget item4 likom the pitevious page
pkovided.

to comptete aa paltt o6

on each o6 the tine4

I.

Line Item Format Budget

Cost Line item #Items

Personnel
A. Project director (#4)
B. Secretary (#12)
C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

Sub-total for personnel costs

$ 9,750
6,000

1

2

3

4

6

7

8

II. Benefits (#8) 3,885 9

III. Total personnel (#17) 43,260 10

IV. Materials and supplies
A. Office supplies (#1) 200 11

B. 12
Sub-total for materials and supplies 13

V. Services
A. Statistical services (#2) 200 14 .

B. 15
C. 16

Sub-total for services 17

VI. Travel
A. Trip to RBS (#16) 80 18
B. 19

Sub-total for travel 20

VII. Equipuont Electric typewriter (#3) 21

VIII. Total Direct Costs (#18) 44,812 22 -

IX. Indirect Costs (1114) 4,482 23

X. Total costs (#20) 49,294 24



a

1---

Dirtection6: Check yowl. an4KWA4 6AM the pkevioca page with the Aotution
given betato. When you have compteted checking youh. Aatution, go to the
next page tiot the dikectiona to ExekciAe 8.
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Exercise A - Solution

I.

Line Item Format Budget

Cost Line item #Items

Personnel
A. Project director (M) $ 9.750 1

B. SecretarY(#12) 6,000 2

C. Tkaining Dinectot (07) 5,300 3

V. Pkoject Team Seniot A.64ist4Znt (#9) 8,000 4

E. PAoject Team JuniolL A4Ai4tant (015) 7,000 5

F. Pkoject Evatuatot (05) 2,625 6

G. Conouttant (010) 500 7

Sub-total for personnel costs 39,375 8

II. Benefits (#8) $ 3,885 9

III. Total Personnel (#17) 43,260 10

IV, Materials and Supplies
A. Office Supplies (#1) 200 11

B. Textbooks, etc. (06) 400 12

Sub-totz/1 for materials and supplies. 600 13

V. Services
A. Statistical services (#2) 200 14

B. Duplication (0'3) 100 15

C. Computa Costo (011) 200 16

Sub-total for services 500 17

VI. Travel
A. #16 $ 80 18

B. put diem 20 19

Sub-total for travel $ 700 20

VII. Equipment ElectriL: typewriter (#3) $ 352 21

VIII. Total Direct Costs (#18) $ 44,812 22

IX. Indirect Costs (#14) 4,482 23

X. TOTAL Costs (#20) N4 o,
A-.

$ 49,294 24
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Exercise B

Dixections: AA pkoposat dikecto4, you took at the.tine-item budget just p4e-
4ented on the puvious page and decide that you woutd tike to bkeak down the
costs 04 the vaxious items by assigning costs to the Out tasks which youk
pkoject witt invotve.

On the Ottowing page 4.4 a 6okm 04 making such an objectives-component
tcokmat budget. You ake to 6itt ix att blank spaces with a cost tiigute.
Some o6 the spaces have been compteted to give you a statt.

The items Listed betow have costs which ake to be assigned to a 4peci6ic ob-
jective. Assign these costs onty to the objective indicated.

Att othek individuat item costs axe to be pko-kated among the Out tasks
ewe t 04 8ene6it4 which is catcutated az 10% o Peksonnet costs and the

4 otats and totats tines which ake 6ound by adding the appkoptiate num-
belts in the cotumns.

Study the tat betow and then p4oceed to comptete the btank spaces in the
Okm pxovided on the next page. Retiek to page 20 Ot costs oi items not
tisted baow.

Remembek that the total'ts must equat those given. Be suite to check you4
additi.on.

Items assigned to one task Cost Task

I. Personnel
C. Training director $ 5,500 B.1

F. Project Evaluator 2,625 B.2

G. Consultant 500 A.1

V. Services
C. Computer costs 200 B.2

VI. Travel
A. Travel to RBS 80 13.1

B. Per diem 20 B.1



Work Breakdo wn

.

Structure

Pr oject Goal

Mission A

--....
Mission

,------
B Total

Task A.1
Task B.2

Items
Task A.2 Task B.1

I. Personnel
A. Project Director

2,437 2,438 2,437 1,438 9,750

B. Secretary
1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 6,000

C, Training Director

5,500

D. Project Team Senior Assistant
8,000

E, Project Team Junior Assistant

7,000

F. Project Evaluator

2,625

G. Consultant

SOO

Personnel sub-total

39,375

II. Benefits (excluding consultant)

3,885

III. Total personnel costs

43,260

IV. Materials 5 Supplies

A. Office supplies
B. Textbooks

SO SO 50 SO
-

200
400

Materials and supplies sub-total

600

V. Services
A. Statistical services

SO 50 50 50 200

B. Duplication

100

C. Computer

200

Services sub-total

SOO

VI, Travel
A. Trip to RBS

80 80

B. Per diem

20

Trmll sub-total

100

VII. Equipment - Electric typewriter
88 88 88 88 352

VIII. Total Direct Costs
9,268 8,769 14,918 11,857 44,812

IX. Indirect costs (101 of Direct Costs)

X. Total

49,294

29C)
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Exercise BSolution

DikectionA: On the next page ia a AuggeAted sotution t4 thiA ex-
ekciAe. Therm tan pkobabty be some mina dibiekenceA bedfaueen.it
and the Aotution you detived due to kounding woks, minok addition
ekkoh4, and so on. Howevek, they Ahoutd be keaAonabty ctoAe. A

dibiekence in any og the Aigulte4 at the bottom oi the cotumns oi
ovek ten dottakA ($10) pkobabty mearA you Ahoutd kecheek youk tii-
guneA. Pay Apeciat attention to whethek you aAAigned co4/4 auoci-
ated with a Apecitiic objective to that objective.

When you have compteted evatuating youk AotutionA, twat to Ex-
etcae C.



Work Breakdown
Structure

Project Goal
.

TotalMission A //r Nission B

Items Task A.1 Task A.2 Task 8.1 Task B.2

I. Personnel
A. Project Director 2,437 2,438 2,437 2,438 9,750

B. Secretary 1
1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 6,000

C. Ttaining Director 51500 5,500

D. Project Team Senior Assistant 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 8,000

E. Project Team Junior Assistant 1,750 1,750 1,750 1,750 7,000

F. Project Evaluator
2,625 2,625

G. Consultant .., .500 500

Personnel sub-total 8,187 7,688 13,187 10,313 39,375 .

II. Benefits (excluding consultant) 768 768 1,318 1,031 3,885

III. Total personnel costs 8,955 8,456 14,505 11,344 43,260

IV. Materials & Supplies
A. Office supplies 50 50 50 50 200

B. Textbooks 100 100 100 100 . 400

Materials and supplies sub-total 150 150 150 150 600

V. Services
A. Statistical services SO 50 50 SO 200

B. Duplication 25 25 25 25 100

C. Computer
200 200

Services sub-total 75 75 75 275 SOO

VI. Travel
A. Trip to RBS

.......... 80 ........ 80

B. Per diem
-.....- 20 20

Travel sub-total
100 100

VII. Equipment - Electric typewriter 38 88 88 88 352-
VIII. Total Direct Costs 9,268 6,769 14,918 11,857 44,812

IX. Indireth.
tl

costs (10i of Direct Costs) 927 877 1,492
r

1,186 4,482

X. Total 10,195 9,646 16,410 13,043 49,294

t, 29'4
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Exercise C

Dinection4: 44 pkopmat ditectox you teview the 6unding agency's guidelines
and discovex that they wilt not giant 6unds 6ox such a pxoject in exce44
$35,000. This means that you witt have to 6ind some method o6 getting youx
budga witkilt the $35,000 cost limit.

Betow list you& 4ugge4tAon4 6ox Aedueing the budget to the Limit given.
Thete £4 no one coxxect pxocedurce 6ot accomplishing this task and no
4e4tniction4 on how you axe to modi6y the budgets except the logic o6 the
situation. Seveut suggestions 6ox teducing the co4t6 6ox the pkopo4ed
puject axe puvided on the next page.

List youk 4ugge4tion4 betour and then tam to the next page to compake yout
solutions with the ones 4ugge4ted.
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Exercisr., C--Solution

aitection4: Lihted below aAe home huggehttd wayh oti Aeducing the budget.
Alt 04 4ome combintation o6 thue might be emptoyed to obtnin the delted
amount ($35,000). You might atho have devi4ed way's to cut cohth which have

not been tihted. In any ca4e, the impact o6 each teduction hhoutd be caA-
tiwely con4i4eted. Tutn the page when 6inihhed.

I. The most obvious way of producing all or a substantial part of the required
budget cut is to eliminate one or more of the tasks. This is one of the

advantages of an objectives-component budget. This kind of budget lets

. you see what each task or work package costs. Thus you can drop the least
inportant of the tasks and proceed to work with the budgets of the remain-
ing ones.

II. Personnel

A. Project Director's time contribution could be cut to 1/2 or 1/4 time
assuming he would be performing the management function of directing
the project effort along with his other duties.

B. Training Director's time could be cut to three months fulltime.
This would mean an overall reduction in the time allocated for
training.

C. One Team Assistant position could be cut and the other's time
commitment reduced.

D. The Project Evaluator's position could be eliminated. His duties would
then be incorporated into the responsibilities of one of the other
positions or some contributions could be secured from evaluators hired
by the school system.

III. Materials Supplies

A. Office supplies for the project might be provided by the schools in-
volved out of their general supply fund. The cost would then he ab-
sorbed into the project indirect cost figure.

13. Textbooks and Training Materials might be supplied by RHS in exchange
for a report evaluating their effectiveness. A separate contract

would have to be negotiated for this purpose.

IV. The Training Director could ask his question of RBS via telephone instead
of a trip.

V. The typewriter could be provided by the school.
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Exercise D

An impontant component oi the pkopoAat document 4A the Management
Ptan. Lated betow ake Aevekat AectionA and/ok topi44 uthich might be
included in thiA component. Makk thoAe ittmA which ake moAt tikety
to be included in a Mamlement Man with an "M", thou 4tem6 which
woutd be optionat to include with an "0", and thoAe itemA unlikely
to be incar the Management Han with a "U".

A. Work breakdown structure

B. Project organizational Chart

C. Responsibility guide

D. Budget

E. Work flow diagram

F. Proposed schedule

G. Needs assessment

H. Project personnel descriptions or vitas

I. Audit plan

J. School district organizational chart

K. Facilities descriptions (e.g., Library)

L. Internal reporting procedure
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Exercise 0Solution

An impontant component o6 the ptopo4ae document A.4 the Management'
Han. Listed below ate 4evetat section4 and/on topics which might
be inctuded in this component. Math those item4 which au mo4t tiiiketq

to be inctuded in a Management Ptan with an "M", those items wiac.
woutd be op.tLonai to inctude with an "0", and tho4e item4 untikety
to be ix kn the Management Ptan with a "U".

M A. Work breakdown structura

M B. Project organizational chart

0 C. Responsibility guide

U D. Budget

M E. Work flow diagram

M F. Proposed schedule

U G. Needs assessment

M H. Project personnel descriptions or vitas

U I. Audit plan

0 J. School district organizational chart

0 K. Facilities descriptions (e.g., Library)

0 L. Internal reporting procedure
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Exercise E

In youA capac,42y az Ropozat DiAectot, you have ',Audi:tied the

it:Vowing memo 64om the Supetottendent 06 Schooth. Oti the activitieh

huggehted, home aAe petlfoAmed in the nouat coultze oi devetoping the

pkopozat, home zhoutd be abandoned, and zome au what *ay be tamed

GAanthmanhhip activitich. Ciltete thoze which qou think IOU ilito the

categoty otc Gunthmanhhip.

6-

TO: Proposal Project Director.

FRON: Superintendent of Schools

SUBJECT: Development of the Proposal

The following list of proposal development activities were

suggested during our conversation last Friday.

1. Arrange to have the final proposal document bound with an

attractive cover.

2. Call the program director in Washington to discuss specific

procedures as outlined in the agency guidelines.

3. Once contact is made with the agency's Washington office,

call the program director once a week to inform him of your

progress.

4. Play golf with the program director wher he visits the site

of the proposed project.

S. Include detailed empirical data regarding the problem defini-

tion in an Appendix.

6. Include letters of support for the project with the proposal

document.

7. Be sure to use jargon familiar to the funding agency, especi-

ally that contained in the Request for Proposal (RFP).

I shall look forward to periodic reports on the progress of the

proposal development effort.



Exercise E--Solution

Sug9e4tol activaiea one, tuo, Om, and lieven may be temed
Gaant4man4hip actiatie6. Numbem ifive and Aix avutd occua in the

noamat cou'oe oi devetoping the ptopoaat. SuggeAtion 3 ohoutd be

diocaaded aA an maize paactice unte64 the IfundiAg agency Apeaticaty
iteque4t6 &lett an amangement.
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Directions and Choices Folloging the Practice Exercises

Wed upon the 4e4-evatuation oti you& pap/mance on the exete44e4,
you have &then:

A. acceptabty AatiAged the objective oi due/Gibing Alt dealt the
4ttp6 invotved mating the Management and Co4t Ptan4 o a
ptopoot document, and 4hout4 now tuAn to the po4t-te4t Lound
on page 32.

Re6etence4 dot additionat matting au asted on page 16 oti the Modute Manuat.

B. not satiaged the objective, and shoutd tead the /section oi tea.son text

on the Cut Ptan begtnning on page 12 and then tewolth any exetoiaea

you did not Aotve Aoti.46actoAi2y.
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Post-Test

VixeetionA: PteaAe take time to anAwex caxes5atty.the queAtionA given beim
Ottougng the Apecidic dixectionA gimen.

.....
LiAted below, to be coed a4 kupon4e4 icot que4tion4 1-to 4, axe Om type4
.o15 coAtA aAAociated with the CoAt Ran Ok Budget oi a pxopoaat. ChooAe .the

xtAponAe which but 4ui.t4 the degnitionA pheosented.

A. Indirect costs or overhead
B. Direct costs
C. Unallowable costs
D. Total costs

1. Costs charged to the project for items such as salaries and wages,

travel, equipment and supplies

Costs associated with overall functioning of the project, including

Direct and Indirect Costs
111M.1.11.111.81416

3. Costs of project support not easily determined by direct measurment,

such as heat,light, electricity and custodial services

4. Costs such as entertainment, coffee breaks, construction of build-

ings and honoraria

Citcee the tetta oti the beat amsweit don each o6 the tiottowing queations.

5. What name is applied to that section of the proposal detailing the work

breakdawn structure, time estimates, tentative schedule, and statement

of personnel services, facilities, equipment, travel itinerary, and

materials .to be secured?

A. Management Plan
B. Technical Plan
C. Cost Plan
D. Evaluation Plan
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6. What are the activities associated with the final production of the pro-

posal document including decisions concerning cover pages, binding,and

art work often called?

A. Brochure writing skills
B. Contract negotiation
C. Proposal management
D. Sponsorship

7. Special knowledges, skills, and techniques brought to the proposal develop-

ment situation in order to help ensure funding for a project are often

referred to as:-

A. Negotiating skills
B. Contract negotiation
C. Grantsmanship
D. Sponsorship

F04 que6tion4 8 to 9 indicate T (Tnue) 4.6 you ague with the 4tatement and

F (Fat4e) L you do not.,

8. The Management Plan shows how much money it will cost to perform

each major tac of the project.

9. The Mhnagement Plan will answer questions such as, "Tn what

order will the proposed project tasks be performed? %hen will the

tasks be performed?"

Cottectty comptete the zentewle betow on the tine puvided.

10. Costs for items such as personnel salaries, travel expenses, and equip-

ment and facilities are exhibited in the proposal by the

LTunn the page and check youn an6wen.4..
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Directions and Choices Following Lesson Pbst-lest

Vitations: The cottect anurem to Le44on 1 pat-teat axe tiated down the

tight maxgin. Check put cotteet te4pon4e 6.

Vitection4: I4 you anaweted ,h. ox iewet queation4

com.eaty, you have not acce. demonattated know-

Ledge 04 devetoping the detaited ptopo4a2, and 4houtd
Aetect one-on mote o4 the Ottowing cout4e4 oi action.

1. Read the Luzon text beginning on page. 10.

2. Remokk the. .e.e.64son paat-te.st.

DitecttonA: 16 you awaveked nine ot make quezt,Looto
coAkeaty, you have acceptailty demonattated knowtedge
o4 devetoping the detaited ptopo4a2. Reiekence4 10k
additionat keadimg ake Lated on page 16. o4 the Modute
Manua

Termination Instructions

Multiple Choice

1. A (B) C

2. A B C (D)

3. (A) B C D

4. A B (C) D

5. (A) B C D

6. (A) B C D

7. A B (C) D

True/False

8. F'

9. T

Completion

10. Budget or Cost
Plan

Number Correct=

This Le44on on devetoping the detaited pkoposat Ls now comoteted.
Luzon 8 entated "ftepating the Finai Ptopo4a2 Oocument" La the next

teason in the sequence;
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Overview and Objectives

OVERVIEW

The previowslessons have been concernedwith the development of the Mhnage-

ment Plan, Cost Plan, and Tethnical Plan components of the proposal document.

This lesson presents the various management activities necessary for

organizing and preparing the final proposal document. Several additional

.
sectiens for inclusion in the document are discussed, and procedures for

organizing, editing and a final review are discussed. The completion of these

activities represents the ending of the operations phase of ,he proposal

development.

The next lesson is concerned with terminating the proposal development

effort or project. Topics of discussion include proposal document submission,

proposal negotiation and contractual arrangements, and closing-out proposal

development.

OBJECTIVES

lhe student in completing this lesson should be able to describe the

activities involved in preparing and incorporating components such as the pro-

posal abstract, legal assurances, target population description, special equip-

meht justification, and community, school, and staff descriptions into the final

proposal document. The specific objectives of the lesson are as follows:

1. The student should be able to describe the role of the proposal director

in managing the preparation of the final proposal document.

2. The student should be able to describe the activities involved in

preparing components such as the proposal abstract, legal assurances,

target population description, special equipment justificatiOn, and

community, school, and staff descriptions.



Pretest

Di4ection4: Ptea4e take-time to anhwert caneSully the que4tion4 given below
tiottowing the 4peci4e daection4 given.

Ciltcle the tette& oti the but anmveA Oh each o the 6.'21:ming queAtion4:

1. Who has the responsibility of assuring that the time schedule is kept

so as to avoid having the proposal project personnel work overtime

at the last minute?

A. Superintendent
B. Proposal Director
C. Secretary
D. Project Staff

2. To what basic group do the goal and objectives of the proposai project

refer?

A. Board of Education
P. Community, School and Staff
C. Superintendent of Schools

D. Target Student Population

Fool. 6tatement4 3 timough 8 w4ite T (Tnue) i6 you agAee with the Atatement,

and F (Faze) iA you do not.

3. Certain unusual or vecial items of equipment which have been listed

in the Budget or Cost Plan should be described separately (in a

separate section) in detail. This discussion should include infor-
mation about special features of performance, and repair and service

needs.

4. Staff qualifications and school and communits; descriptions are elements
of the proposal document which the funding agency considers important

in assessing the capabilities and qualifications of both the school and

the community to handle the project.



5. The major components of the final proposal document vary widely
I from agency to agency.

6. A poorly typed and duplicated proposal can often negate all of the
efforts of the proposal development team.

7. Internal review and the acquisition of formal approvals should be
carried out after the final proposal document is approved.

8. An important facet of Grantsmanship is learning about both implicit
and explicit criteria which will be used by the funding agency in
evaluating the proposed project.

FoA item6 9 and 10 campeete the 6ottowing ztatements.

9. The section of the final document which includes statements about
racial or sexual discrintination, equal employment opportunity, and
protection of human subjects is termed

10. A brief description (one or two paragraphs) of the proposed project,
emphasizing the major objectives and procedures making up the
project is called the

[Twin the page and check
yoult an&WeAZ



,
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Directions Follawing Lesson Pretest

Ditecti.onz: The cottect answets to Lesson 8 pute42 ate fisted dawn the
A4,ght maAgin.,. Check you& cottect tesponzez.

t:1

DiAectionz: 16 you ansulmed eight ot Owen queztionz
cottectey, you have not acceptabty demonzttated knowt-
edge o6 ptepatng the 6inat ptoposat document and shoutd
/Lead the tezzon abzttact and content outline on pages
7 and 8. Then begin the content pusentation
tultrUng to the tezzon text on page 9.

Ditectionz: 16 '9U anumted nine ot mote que6tion4
cottectty, you h acceptabty demonzttated knowtedge
o6 ptepati_ng the 6inat pupozat document and zhoutd
tead the tezzon abztAact and content outeine on page
7. Then you desite to skip the content ptesen-
tati.on, you may do zo by ptoceeding di/Leafy to the
oactice exeuise on page 18. 16 you do desite to

/Lead the content ptesentatZon, tun)/ to page 9.

Midtiple Choice

'1. B

2. D

True/False

3. T

4. T

5. F

6. T

7. F

8. T

Completion

9. Legal Assurances

10. Abstract

Number Correct=

,)
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Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

ABSTRACT

This lesson discusses the activity of managing the preparation of the final

proposal document. Included are discussions of the proposal abstract and legal

assurances, target population, special equipment justification, and community,

school, and staff descriptions. Ihe role of a proposal director in this

activity is also specified. Considerations which may arise during the com-

pletion of this task concern the special forms requiring signatures, and the

final typing, editing, and internal review processes. These are all managekent

areas with which the proposal director must be concerned.

CONTENT OUTLINE

A. Preparing the final proposal document involves incorporation
previously detailed components (the Technical, Management, and
Cost Plans, and other sections required by the funding agency)
into a final proposal document, allowing adequate time tor revision,
editing, and proofing. Typical sections required are proposal
abstract; legal assurances; target population description; special
equipment justification; and connnunity, school, and staff descriptions.

B. The proposal director's management tasks may be simplified by
observing several precautions.

--
1. Follow work schedules closely to avoid a rush to meet the sub-

mission deadline.

Involve the proposal team in "mopping up" activities.

C. The proposal director must prepare, or supervise the preparation
of several additional proposal components.

1.. A proposal abstract provides a brief description of the proposed
project.



2. A legal assurances section must be compiled, presenting assurances
(signed by proper school district officials) related to racial
or sexual discrimination, equal employment opportunity, invasion
of privacy, etc.

3. Another section should detail the tar et population, relating the
goals and objectives of the propose project to the needs of the
target population.

4. A sk)ecial equipment justification section provides detailed infor-
mation on certain special items of equipment, including perfor-
mance, features, repair and service requirements, etc.

5. Cnunity School and Staff Descriptions provide vital details
abouf-Taci Ales anETtaffquarincations.

D. Assembling the final document oft requires already existing components
to be rewritten according to specified funding agency formats. Some
fumding agency formats dictate a particular sequence to the proposal

,' canponents, or specify signatures of proper officials in designated
\ places.

Final typing and editing must be fully provided, so that the proposal
team's efforts show to full advantage.

An internal review is suggested, in which "working" copies of the
proposal document are circulated to key school district personnel,
with time available for final revision.
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Lesson Text

Introduction

At this stage of the proposal development project the proposal develop-

ment team, under the direction'of the proposal director, should have prepared

preliminary detailed drafts of the several sections of the Technical plan,plus

the Nhnagement Plan, and the Cost Plan (or Budget). These components now

have to be incorporated into the final document, along with the several

supporting sections that might be required by the various funding agencies.

This lesson presents the various activities which have to be managed in order

to bring the proposal document into its final form.

The Proposal Director's Role

The management tasks at this time can be complica:ted by any one of

several possible situations. One might be that the deadline date for sub-

mission is close at hand. If the schedule is allowed to slip too much, this

often means that a flurry of activity might take place, with personnel working

late hours or overtime in order to have the total final document ready before

the deadline. This illustrates the importance of planning a schedule in the

proposal development Planning Phase and adhering to it in the Operations Phase.

A second possibility is that the team may now feel that their primary efrort

is done and leave the "mopping up" of the final sections to you. Using the

task force to review and edit typed sections of the proposal, and encouraging

their participation in internal review and approval sessions, will.help to

eliminate this possibility. Another possible situation may arise from the

desire of a team member to "polish" his section of the proposal until it meets
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his personal and professional standards. The proposal director will have to

work with such persons so as to achieve their satisfaction, while insuring

that the total effort is not delayed because of the delay ia producing a part

of it.

If not previously developed or written, there are.several sections of

the proposal still to be prepared. The task of the proposal director is to

pmpare them, to have members of the proposal development team prepare them,

or to have appropriate offices in the school district prepare them under the

guidance of the proposal director.

Proposal Abstract

One of the tasks to be performed is that of preparing an abstract of the

proposal. The basic function of the abstract is to provide a brief description

of the proposed project, emphasizing the major objectives and procedures. In

some cases this abstract may have to be prepared on a single page and in a

specified format. At most, an abstract should not be more than two pages in

length. A properly prepared abstract will give the reader of the proposal a

quick summary of what the proposed project is all about. The same abstract

might also.serve as a description of the project once it is funded, and as

such can he used by the ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) informa-

tion storage system, which serves to inform a large educational audience of

what the project is all about. The abstract typically follows the title page

and/or signature page of the proposal document, and preceeds the technical

and other plan:, previously developed.

I



Legal Assurances

One of the more recent developments in the proposal process is the pre-

paration of what is called a legal assurances section. Mbst federally

funded projects, and many state funded projects, require sudh.sections, covering

items like the following:

o racial or sexual discrimdnation
o equal employment opportunity
o invasion of privacy
o minimum wage rates
o pro..ection of human subjects in researdh
o accountability for federal funds
o conformity with local wage, travel, and consultant policies.

Sudh asSurances may have to be written, but most probably they exist as funding

agency supplied preprinted forms or statements (sometimes called "boiler plate")

with several appropriate blanks to be filled in or completed for each proposal.

Signatures then have to be obtained from persons authorized to sign for the

district. In some cases persons such as the.school board president may have

to sign, in which case he or she would have to be contacted. The placement of

the assurances section varies in the final document. Sometimes it is an early

section in the body of the proposal document, and sometimes it is in an appendix.

It is also possible that such assurances might not be asked.for as part of the

request for a pruposal, but would be included in the final contract once the

project is approved.

Target Population

Another section which you will have to have prepared is one providing

a description of the target population. It.is possible that a draft of this

section may have been developed as part of the Technical Plan. If so; it can

be put into final form at this time. If not, this section should be prepared now.
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The goals-and objectives of the proposed project are addressed to the needs

of a target population. The description of the target populatian is derived

fram the needs assessment.information which caused the project to b'e planned

initially. The target population sample, if one is to be used, should he

described in as specific terms as possible. In most cases the proposal will

deal with .all of the students of the target population, but there are situations

when resource and time conStraints result in a narrowing of the project down

to a sample of the total student population. If so, this fact should be

clearly stated in this section, and the criteria by which the sample was

selected should be justified by reference to standard statistical procedure

'or to specific standard reference literature.

Special Equipment Justification

In the development of the cost plan certain unusual or special items of

equipment may be listed which require detailed justification. Such justifi-

cation may be explained in a separate section of the proposal document. The

features and performance of.the equipment must be carefully specified, including

repair and service requirements. The commercial availability of such materials

must be determined. Information with regard to prices, cost of possible

service contracts, and rental costs, needs to be secured. A final decision then

has to be made as to which brand or type 1.:o purchase. lhis decision must also

be justified and documented. Frequently the funding agency will require proof

of competitive bidding.



Another task to be completed is that of wTiting that section of the

proposal which provides supportive and descriptive information and data about

key project personnel, school, and community. Each major professional person

may have to supply a brief personal biography outlining his educational and

professional qualifications for the position he is to hold on the proposed

project. This information is important, since project approval often depends

upon a judgement of the degree to which the project core staff is capable of

carrying out the project. Descriptions of the school and community are equally

important in many instances, since the facilities available in both places may

be a key to project success. Library facilities, overall staff qualifications,

and geographical location for consultant availability may become important

considerations in project approval. These descriptions should be carefully

prepared, in order to accurately present the qualifications and capabilities

of both the school and community to handle the project. If such supnorting

evidence is lacking in any way, common practice is to utilize the services

of consultants with unquestioned reputations in the appropriate areas.

Assembling the Final Document

AL about this time in proposal development, the proposal director is

ready to have all of the plans and supporting sections pulled together into

a final proposal document. Even though all the sections may have been prepared,

certain data in them may have to be rewritten to conform to specified funding

agency formats. Usually there are specified formats for the cover or front

pages which show items such as title, submitting agency, and project dire,tor,

and whicli have places for authorized signatures. In some cases d buket



summary page may be required in addition to the more detailed cost plan

included in the body of the proposal document.

The proposal director should check on the format required by,, or most

acceptable to, the fmding agei, The funding agency may request that the

various parts of the proposal oe assembled into a particular sequence. The

major components of a proposal, however, tend not to differ greatly from

agency to agency. The proposal director may want to distribute to the pro-

posal development team a list or format outline like the one below, and to

describe or discuss the nature of each component.

1. Title and signature page

2. Abs tract

3. Technical Plan

a. Needs assessment

b. Goals and objectives

c. Procedures or strategy

d . Rat ionaie

C. Evaluation plan

C. Audit plari

g. Dissemination plan

h. Community involvement plaii

4. lanagement Plan

a. Project organization chart

b. Schedules

c. Project personnel descriptions and

d. School and conununity descriptions (including acilitie:,

services)

5. Cost Plan or Budgets
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Regardless of specific format requirements or type of profiosa1 being de-.

veloped, these are the basic components recognized to exist in some form

or another in nearly every proposal. These components and their functions

should be familiar enough to the proposal director and the develonment team so

that they can be automatica I ly incorporated in the final wri.ting of the

proposal.

Final Typing and Editing

From a management viewpoint you are now ready to begin one of the most

overlooked, and often time-consuming tasks that can take place in the

proposal development process. That task is the editing of the several sec-

tion.s, having them typed in final copy, 4)roofing the copy for errors,

omissions and missing .data, and making arrangements to have the document

duplicated in the required number of copies, including file copies and a

supply for later u.se by project personnel. The final appearance of the pro-

posal document reflects back upon the proposal development team and their

efforts. Regardless of how well conceived and organized, a poorly typed

and duplicated proposal can often negate all of those efforts. It might be

wise to consider the utilization of an editorial specialist to review the

several sections as they are prepared for final typing. Enough extra copies

should be kept to satisfy later reque-Ats from other schools for samples of

success fu I proposals.

Internal Review

One ep that might be undertaken prior to the duplication of the

final eepy is to have 311 intenial ivview Of the proposal by key persons ill



the local school district. This could be done by circulating "working copies"

with a deadline date for submission of possible final Changes. Another pro-

cedure is"to have a joint meeting of the proposal development team and

selected key personnel. A briefing session could be arranged in whiCh the

proposal would be presented. Internal reviews must take place early enough

so that there will still be time to make necessary revisions, obtain re.7._

quired formal approvals, duplicate all final copies, and place the copies

ih the mail or delivery service for submdssion to the funding agency.

While the proposal director or the proposal development team are not

likely to appear before the review panel and the funding agency, it is

generally helpful in the total development process to know how this external

review process takes place in the funding agency. This information can be

obtained by talking with agency personnel or persons who have served on

review panels. It is especially useful to know the criteria against whith

the proposal will be evaluated, as well as the process hyvolved. Some

agencies provide this hifonmition on request.

With the internal review of the proposal, the efforts of the proposal

development team are nearing an end. Ihe next lesson will discuss the actions

associated with proposal docimient submission, proposal negotiation and

contractual arrangements, and closing out the proposal development effort.

Summary

This lesson focused upon the nunagement activities associated with tlw

oroAnization, assembly, and wTiting of the final proposal document plus the

processe of proposal review at the local zuld funding agency levels. lhe

written sections of the proposal doctmient discussed were the abstract, assu-

'1'4
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rances and clearances, target population description, special equipment

justification, personnel resumes, and school and community descriptions.

Organizing and preparing the final proposal document usmaly involves the

three steps of designating information to be used in writing the final

document; selecting the proposal format to organize the information; and

writing, editing, reviewing and duplicating the Tinal document.
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Lesson 8--Preparing the Final Proposal Document

Exercise A

1Vinec2ion4: The Ottming AectionA contain exampte4 o zetected excehptA

6hom actuat pAopo4ats. TheAe excehpts ahe,ttam the 6ottowing section6:

1. AbAthact
2. Legat AAsuhanceA
3. Tahget Poputation
4. Equipment Jucation
5. Community, Schoot, and Sta66 DeAciliptionA

YOWL -Witt i4 to match each excehpt with the paAticuLan pupa:sat 4ection

o which it be2ong4 and to Zabe2 it accoAdingty in the Apace phovided.

hen compteted, tuAn to the ta4t page and check out woAk.

I. "XYZ County Adult Basic Education Division, in cooperation with City

Public Schools, wishes to propose a project as part of the City Model

Cities Program to be directed to the hard-to-reach, functionally

illiterate adults who are Mbdel City residents and who are unable to

enter the Adult Basic Education Program for various reasons.

"Model Cities has included in its planning process a recommendation to
fund 25% of this program due to the.fact that it will service the Model

City residents who are not at the present time receiving similar services.

The local school district, through an existing Mbdel Cities Community

School Program, is concerned about the hard-to-reach Indian population

Da the City area who do not enter the Adult Education Program because

of cultural restrictions--but who would participate if the edu-atinal
program were brought to this small comnunity on a one-to-one basis.--,.

lherefore, there is reason to expect full cooperation in this proposal./,

"It is believed that a program of this type will motivate individuals to-

ward an interest in adult education. Besides a high percentage of Indians,

there are many people in the city who are transients and need encouragement

to attend Adult Basic Education Programs. Utilizing the para-professional,

and materials selected to meet the needs of the individual participant,

the target population will be encouraged to avail itself of ')the educa-

tional resources of the community.

'fhe funds provided through this imaginatibre effort for recruiting the

hard-to-reach, functionally illiterate adult would be used for develop-

ing a relationship between the special services of the Basic Adult

Education Program and the para-professional who will be the primary

motivacor in the homes. The staff will include a coordinator and teach-

ers who will develop the program.
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"The para-professional staff will receive extensive training to inform
them of the health services available in the Nbdel Cities area, day care
facilities and other supportive services that will insure self-improve-
ment to Mbdel City residents.

'Through research consultants, it will be possible to set up a compara-
tive study between those people who are attending Adult Basic Education

Classes and those who are receiving individualized instruction through
this program.

"With the development of this individualized instructional program for
the hard-to-reach, functionally illiterate adult, it will be demonstrated

that an adult basic educational program can be effective."

This is an example of

U. "Major new materials consisting of outdoor guides, conversation guides,

and curricula that have already been developed in environmentL1 educa-
tion will be obtained. Material will also be rented to be previewed

by the teachers in the in-service course."

III

This is an example of

"The control of funds provided under this Title, and title to property
derived therefrom, shall be in a public agency for the uses and purposes

provided in this Title, and a public agency will administer such

property and funds and apply them only to the purposes for which they

are granted."

This is an example of

IV. "The program includes all schools, K-12, both public and private, within

the City School District boundaries."

This is an example of

V. A. Area--City, 77.6 square miles; County, 414 square miles; Metropolitan

2,154 square miles.

B. Population--(1970 census) City, 452,524; County, 924,018;

Metropolitan area, 1,384,851.

C. Population Rank--(1970 census) in United States: City, 29;

Metropolitan area, 21.

D. Population Trend--(comparison of 1970 census with 1960 census)

City, -50,026; County, +59,897; Metropolitan, +116,372.

This is an example of
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1.

"rhe Title III activities conducted under this project during the regular

school year, in conjunction with regular school activities, will be

carried out in accordance with the applicable current court order or

desegregation plan filed with the Office of Education (including modifi-

cations filed on Form 1-IEW441B), and all other:rifle III activities will

be carried out on a non-discriminatory basis in accordance with the

Regulation of the Department (45 CFR 80.3)."

This is an example of

VII. "The City Public Schools District comprises a total area of approximately

ninety square miles. It includes all of the City Amberley Village,

Cheviot, Golf Manor, parts of Silverton, Fairfax, Springfield, Anderson,

Columbia, Delhi, and Green Townships. The estimated population in 1965

was 550,000. The City Public SChools is recognized as one of the.better

large city school systems in the country. The 1969 pupil enrollment was

approximately 85,000. There are eight senior high schools, seventeen

junior high schools, and seventy-five elementary schools, and plans have

been made for the construction of four more elementary and two junior

high schools."

This is an example of

VIII. "First priority will be given to programs and services for the "educa-

tionally non-involved resident" (ENR), meaning persons who have not

been educationally or vocationally involved since leaving school. Within

this population we expect to find the following groups:

a. Residents with English language problems, e.g., aliens and newcomers

from Samoa, Philippines, and other non-English speaking countries.

b .
lJnenloyed residents .

c. Residents with limited education.

d. Residents seeking now interests, but ap

e.g., retired residents, sChool dropou

jobs.

rehensive of existing programs,

ami persons seeking be ter

e. flomebound adults, e.g., mothers with young children.,

This is an example of

R. "The staff of the Volunteer Instruction Pacs Project will have offices in

the Division of Program Research and Design which is located at the

Education Center, 230 East Ninth Street. This is the central administra-

tion offices for the City Public Schools. Desks, files, storage cabinets

and work tables, movable partitions for the offices, telephones, cameras,
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cassette and tape recorders, carrousel projectors and nedia preparation
equipnent will be purchased. The facilities already available at the
audio-visual center of the City Public Schools will be utilized. Most
of the activities will occur in the schools and no money will be expended
in these situations as it relates to their activities."

This is an exanple of
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Exercise ASolution

inection4: The connect an4wv4 to the exeAci4e ane given betow. Check

OWL wonk and then tuAn the page.

I. Abstract (1)

Equipment Justification (4)

III. Legal Assurances (2)

IV. Target Population (3)

V. Community Description (5)

VI. Legal Assurances (2)

VII. School Description (5)

VIII. Target Population (3)

IX. Equipment Justification (4)
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Exercise B

Comptete the Exaci6e. aceoulimg to the in4Stwetion4 given.

Part 1:

It is usually a good practice to ask selected members of the local

school district to review the proposal document before it is sent to

the funding agency. This is called the Internal Review Process. The

review committee should be composed of persons who have not been part

of the proposal development effort. In the spaces provided below,

list three groups of persons within the District from which you might

select your review panel.

1.

2.

3.

Part 2:

Once the review committee is selected, a memo should be written

to accompany the proposal suggesting the kinds of things the panel

might criticize. What aspects of the proposal document would you

want the committee to check? In the spaces provided below, outline

the memo you would send along with the proposal. The outline might

be in the form of questions you would want the panel to answer.

1.

2.

3.
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Exercise B--Solution

Part I:

It is usually a good practice to ask selected members of the local
school district to review the proposal document before it is sent to
the funding agency. This is called the Internal Review Process. The
review comittee should be composed of persons who have not been part
of the proposal development effort. In the spaces provided below,
list three groups of persons within the District from which you might
select your review panel.

1. Pakents

2. Schoof boaAd membous

3. Technicat on Evatuation ExpeAts (who have not seen the 0.opooat)

Part 2:

Once the review committee is selected, a memo should be written
to accompany the proposal suggesting the kinds of things the panel
might criticize. What aspects of the proposal document would you
want the committee to check? In the spaces provided below, outline
the memo you would send along with the proposal. The outline might
be in the form of questions you would want the panel to answer.

1.

2.

Is the ck_cument eompletc.? Doe/5 4 conta4:n aft the pkopeA mate,tiaZs?

Akv mannek?

Ake tcciwicat tcluns expfained by icootnotes?
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a

Exercise B

Presented below is one possible sequence of the components of a

proposal document. Wbuld you agree that this is the normal format?

If you have suggestions regarding changes that might be made in the

arrangement of the major components or subsections of the proposal,

a worksheet has been provided on the next page for you to list your

recommendations. Space has also been provided to list resources you

might consult in order to determine the proper sequence of the sections.

POSSIBLE SEQUENCE

I. Cost Plan or Budget

II. Management Plan

A. Project organizational chart

B. Needs assessment
C. Rationale
D. Schedules
E. School and community descriptions (i.e., facilities and services)

III. Technical Plan

A. Abstract
B. Goals and objectives
C. Evaluation plan
D. Project personnel descriptions

F. Audit plan
F. Dissemination plan
G. Community involvement plan

IV. Title and Signature Page

v. Procedures or Strategy
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Exercise B--Worksheet

List below the changes you might make in the possible sequence of

proposal document components presented on the previous page. Your work

should be in outline form.

What resources might you consult in order to determine the proper order

of the proposal document components?

1.

2.

3
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Exercise B--Solution

The arrangement of the sections of the proposal document which is

presented in this lesson and exercise is only one of many possibilities.

Agency guidelines will usually include directions regarding the sequende

of parts preferred by the agency and what information they should con,

tain. The format and content of the proposal should follow these guidelines.

The changes you suggested should show a logical order of the divisions

of the proposal and should take into consideration the.total document.

Mbst importantly, however, all the information that the funding agency will

need must be included in the proposal.

SUGGESTED SEQUENCE

I. Title and Signature Page

II. Abstract

III. Technical Plan

A. Needs assessment
B. Goals and objectives
C. Procedures or strategy
D. Rationale
E. Evaluation plan
F. Audit plan
G. Dissemination plan
H. Community involvement plan

IV. Management Plan

A. Project organizational chart
B. Schedules
C. Project personnel description
D. School and community descriptions (i.e., facilities and services)

V. Cost Plan or Budget

Resources to consult about proper order of proposal document components.

1. Agency Guidelines
2. Agency Program Director
3. School District Project Management Office

I f
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Directions and Choices Following the Practice Exercises

Based upon the se4-evaluation '96 your,. pertionmance on the exmcis es,

you kave eithea:

A . acceptabty 4a.tA4 iied the objective o6 dmotibing the pupaAation
o6 the 6inat pnopoliat document, and showed now twat to the post-

test 6ound on page 29.

Relic/Lances 6ott. additional /Leading aim listed ol page 16 06 the Modute Manuat.

B. not 4 at,L6 died the objective and should 'Lead the te44on text

beginning on page 9 and then Azwo,,k the EU/1.6444 .

'
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Post-Test

IDitectZon4: nease take time to ansura caiteiutty the queStions given betow

iottowing the 4peci6ie dikeetion4 given.

statements 1 thtough 6 wAite T (T/tue) ii you ague with the statement,

and F (Fatise) 4.6 you do not. .,

1; Certain unusual or special items of equipment which have been listed

in the Budget or Cost Plan should be described separately (in a

separate section) in detail. This discussion should include infor-

mation about special features of performance, and repair and service

needs.

2. The major components of the final proposal document vary widely

from agency to agency.

3. Staff qualifications and school and cammunity descriptions are elements

of the proposal document which the funding agency considers important

in assessiag the capabilities and qualifications of both the school and

the community to Y,aLdle the project.

4. Internal review and the acquisition of formal approvals should be

carried out after the final proposal document is approved.

,
A poorly typed and duplicated proposal can often negate all of the

efforts of the proposal develcpment team.

6. An importa.o.t facet of Grantsmanship is learning ab--:t both implicit

---and explicit ,:riteria which wili be used by the funding agency in

evaluating the proposed project.
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[Fox items 1 and 8 eomptete the gattowing Atatementz.

7. A brief description (one or two paragraphs) of the proposed project,

emphasizing the major objectives and procedures making up the

project is called the

8. The section of the final document which includes statements about

racial or sexual discrimination, equal employment opportunity, and

protection of human subjects is termed

Cixete the tette& oi the.best anmex tiox each oi the liottotaing questi.ons:

9. To what basic group do the goal and objectives of the proposal project

refer?

A. Board of Education
B. Community, School and Staff

C. Superintendent of Schools
D. Target Student Population

10. Who has the responsibility of assuring that the time schcdule is kept

so as to avoid having the proposal project personnel work overtime

at the last minute?

A. Superintendent
B. Proposal Director
C. Secretary
D. Project Staff

1

"Nan the page and check
yota anuoms



iDitection4: The cottect anwet6 to Le44on 8 putt-tut axe tated dawn

the kight matgin. Check yout cokuct u4pon4e6.
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Directions and Choices Following Lesson Post-Test

Ditection4: 16 you an4weted eight ct kale& que4t4.or4

cottectty, you have not accepabty demon4ttated

knowtedge a pupating the 6inat ptopaelae document

and 4houtd AeZect one ot mote o6 the tiottowing

comze4 o6 action.

1. Read the te44on text beginning on page 9.

2. RelAVAIZ the te44on po4t-te6-t.

Vitectionz: 16 you anbiweted nine ot mote que4tion4

cottectty, you have acceptabty demonistkated knowtedge

o6 pupating the 6inat ptoposat document. Re6ekence4

additionae keading ake Zated on page 16 o6 the

Modute Manua.

Termination Instructions

Mue/False

1. T

2. F

3. T

4. F

5. T

6. T

Completion

7. Abstract

8. Legal Assurances

MUltiple Choice

9. A B C (D)

10. A (B) C D

Number Correct=

LThi_tb Ce.s6on on plepcming the 6inat. pkopo4at document a now compZeted.

L.an 9 entitted Ttopo4ai Tetmination" ..i4 the next Zason in the 4equence.

_
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Int don to Lesson

This lesson contains the ollowing items. Mice sure that each
item is present before starting to work through the lesson.

Booklet containing the following items

Introduction to lesson
Overview and objectives
Pretest

Lesson Abstract and Content Outline
Lesson text
Practice Exercise
Post-test

Page

. 1

3

4

7

9
15
24
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OVERVIEW
Overview and Objectives

The previow; lesson was concerned with the various management activities

involved in preparing the final proposal document, the last major tasg of

the operations phase of the proposal development process.

- This lesson, the last in the module, is concerned with the management

activities of the termination phase of the proposal development process.

These activities center around the submission of the proposal document to

the funding agency, subsequent proposal negotiation, and the closing-out

of the proposal development pfoject.

OBJECTIVES -

The student in completing this lesson should be able to describe in

detail the activities'Involved in the termination of a proposal development

effort. The specific objectives of the lesson are as follows:

1. The student should be able to describe in detail the activities

involvedinsubmittingaproposaldocumentto a funding agency.

V
2. The student should be able to describe in detail the activities

involved in proposal negotiation.

3. The student should be able to describe in detail the activities

involved in the closing-out of a proposal development project.
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Pretest

DiAection4: Ptembe take time to an4wen cautiutty the queotion4 given betow,
6attowin9 the Apecitic dinee2ion4 given.

Fon que4tion6 1 to 4, indicate T (Time) you agnee with the Atatement
and F (Fat4e) you do not.

1. One last step to be managed before the proposal document is sent to
the funding agency is securing signatures from the authorized
officials in the school district.

2. A proposal director should send the original signed proposal copy by
registered mail with a return receipt requested.

3. Acknowledgement by the funding agency of the receipt of the proposal
document is not made until after the review process has been
completed.

4. A5 a result of the review process, a proposal document is sometimes
modified to incorporate suggestions for modification and then resub-

,

mitted to the funding agency. ea

Comptete the tiottowing ztatement. I

5. A meeting between repreSentatives of the school district and the funding
agency to make whatever modifications may be necessary to the proposal
project document is called the session.

Cincte the eetteit oti the best answeA 6oit each oti the tiatowing quest-Zonis. --]

6. The school district must be sure not to spend or commit money prior to
what point in time in the proposal development effort?

A. Submission of the project final report.
B. Nbiling the proposal to the funding source.
C. The effective date of the project.
D. The negotiation session.

4-9



7. Management activities such as submitting the proposal document and ne-
gotiating with the funding agency belong to which phase of the proposal
developnent effort?

A. Planning
B. Termination
C. Preparation
D. Operations

Wing the fist oti thAee activitie4 betow invotved in the twoination pha4e
o6 the pAoposa devetopment e66oAt, match each with the 4tatement which
best deseAibes it.

A. Writing the project history and final report.
B. Retaining important records and documents.
C. Releasing personnel of project responsibilities. ,

8. Includes retaining a copy of the RFP (request for proposal), proposal
submission guidelines, and proposed project organization chart.

Includes ensuring that the proposal project team members have com-
pleted their termination tasks.

10. Includes a description of the tasks that were performed while de-
veloping the proposal.

ITuAn the page and check yom answeAs
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Directions Follading Lesson Ftetest

Dinections: The aotitect an6weiu. to Lea4on 9 Ione-tut axe li4ted down the
itAjht matgin. Check put. cottect tespon4e4.

Dikection6: l you anstoeud eight ot Owen. que4ti.on6
cotte4ty, you have not acceptabty demouttated knowt-
edge oti pitoposat tetmination and 4shoutd 'Lead the &mon
abstAact and content outeine on pages 7 and 8.

Then begin the content pitmentation by tutning to the
te44on text on page 9.

Ditection6: 16 you awtoeted nine ot mote queotionz
contectty, you have aaceptabty demOnsttated know&
edge oti ptopozat tamination and 4hou1d uad the te4zon
allstnact and content outtine on pages 7 and 8.

Then you dmite to skip the content ptesentation,
you may do zo by ptoceeding ditectty to the pkactice
exetcise on page 15. 4 you do desite to 'Lead the
content ptesentation, turtn to page '9.

True/False

1. T

2. T

3. F

4. T

Completion

5. negotiating

NUltiple Choice

6.
A 13 (C) D

7. A (B) C D

Nhtching

8. A (B) C D

9. A B (C) D

10. (A) B C D

Number Correct=



Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

ABSTRACT

This lesson deals wiih the fourth arid final phase of the proposal

development effortproposal termination. The various activities which

have to be managed during this phase inclu4k submitting the proposal

document, negotiating with the sponsoring agency, seeing that the proposal

development project history and final report are written, ensuring that'

*portant records and documents are retained, and.releasing the personnel

from their propospl development responsibilities.

7=ma OUTLINE 1

A. The proposal termination phase of the proposal development process

includes activities such as submitting'the proposal document,

negotiating with the funding agency, and closing out the proposal

development effort.

B. After school officials have reviewed a "working copy'! of the proposal

and final changes made, formal approval and signatures from school

officials and the project management office are secured.

1. The time-consuming process of obtaining formal approval

and signatures should be carefully planned, and incorp-

orated into the proposal development project schedule.

2. Copies might also be sent to the state department of

education, or prospective consultants.

3. The proposal may be rejected, categorized as acceptable

subject to certain modifications, or accepted but not funded.

C. If the proposal is accepted, a negotiating session including the

proposal director and the school district's fiscal officer is

scheduled, to modify the technical, management, or cost plans as

necessary.

1. The "objective"-referenced budget is useful here, sLowing

clearly the effect of proposed budget cuts upon project

tasks and objectives.
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2. The end product of proposal
mutually satisfactory grant
between the school district

negotiation should be a

or contractual arrangement
and the funding agency.

D. Closing-out the proposal developmen effort involVes writing a

project history and final report, retaining important records

and documents, and releasing personnel of proposal development

responsibilities.

1. The project history will detail the tasks performed in

developing the proposal, emphasizing aspects of the

project unique to the proposal development process.

2. Important items which should be carefully retained

include: a copy of the Request For Proposal, communi-

cations with the funding agency, records of expendi-

tures, and proposal development documents.

3. Rr4ease of personnel from proposal development respon-

lities should only occur after team members have

completed their termination tasks.



Lesson Text

Introduction

previous lessons in this module have been concerned with three sequential

phases of the proposal development process--proposal planning, preparation,

and operations. This lesson is concerned with the fourth and final phase,

proposal teriination.

The various activities that have to be managed in.order to bring the pro-

posal document into its final form were discussed in Lesson 8. This.lesson

is concerned with submitting the proposal document, negotiating with the

funding agency, and closing-out, or ending, the proposal development effort.

Proposal Document Submission

Before a proposal is submitted to a funding agency, it should be reviewed

by the appropriate school officials and receive their formal approval. The

nature of the internal review process was discussed in the previous lesson.

After that process has been completed and any suggested changes incorporated

into the final proposal document, it is usually necessary to secure formal

approvals from the project management office and school officials such as

the assistant superintendent for instruction, the superintendent and the

school board. School board approval may require an appearance before that

body. Even if a personal presentation is not required, it may still be

necessary to have the proposal approval listed as an item on the board's

agenda.

Copies of the proposal document are usually sabmitted to the funding

agency, even when the source of funding is the school board itself. Funding

agencies often request twenty or more copies, of which ane or more have
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the original signature of the appropriate school official(s) (often the

superintendent).

The process of obtaining approval for the proposal document and the signatures

of the appropriate school officials can be quite time-consuming. Thus,

the proposal director should carefully-plan and monitor this process to ensure

that the approvals and signatures are obtained well in advance of the dead-

line date for submitting the proposal. He should check to see if the deadline

date is the calendar date by which the proposal is to be post marked or if

it is the date of receipt by the funding agency. The original signed copy

should then be sent by registered mail with a return receipt requested.

The remaining proposal copies can be sent by less expensive means. An ac-

knowledgement of the receipt of the proposal can be expected within a few

days to cne week. Mbst funding agencies will return a formal letter ac-

knowledging the receipt of the proposal, stating the processing number assigned

to it, and indicating to whom one should write or phone in the event any

question arises regarding the review and disposition of the proposal. This

letter may not arrive until a few weeks after the proposal is submitted.

In addition to the fundiqg agency, it may be necessary to send copies

to other agencies external tc the local school district. For example, if the

proposal is submitted to the federal government for funding, it may also be

necessary to send an additional copy to the state department of education.

It may also be advisable to send copies to prospective consultants. The

review process varies with different funding agencies. Some use their

own staff members to review all proposals submitted to them, some hire con-

sultants or form a review panel, and others employ a combination of these

approaches. When the review process has been completed, the . 'iool district will

receive official notification of the iejection or acceptance of the proposal.



Rejection may not be outright. For example, the proposal may be

categorized as being acceptable subject to certain modifications, and a
ft

request that it be resubmitted may be, made. '-

Full acceptance may not be outright either. The proposal maybe accepted

but not funded until more monies become available to the agency. This may

possibly involve waiting until the start of a new fisc'al year. If the pro-

posal is accepted for funding on the planned project start date, the funding

may be conditional upon certain modifications being made in the proposed

project activities and/or budget. Such modifications are discussed in the

section which follows.

Proposal Negotiation

Following notification that a proposal has been accepted for funding,

a negotiation session between representatives of the local school district

and the funding agency is scheduled, either in person or by means of a con-

ference call. It is usually beneficial for the school district to.have the

proposal director and the district's fiscal officer present at such negotia-

tion sessions regardless of how they are handled.

The purpose of the negotiation session is to make whatever modifications

may be necessary to the proposed project's technical, management, and cost plans.

Usually the concern ic to clear up issues and problems in the proposal, so

that the district can more .successfully complete the proposed project. Both

program (project activities) and budget items may be modified before the

final approval and funding of the proposed project.

The "program", or "objective"-referenced budget for the proposed project

discussed in Lesson 7 can be most helpful during this negotiation process.

The funding agency may want to reduce the amount allocated to a particular

25)8
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.budget category in the line item budget. By referring to the objective-

referenced budget, the effect of this reduction can be interpreted more

readily in terms of its effect upon project tasks that will have to be de-

leted or revised. In turn, the effects upon various project tasks can be

interpreted in terms of reduced or modified project objectivts. This kind

of information can place the local school district in a more powerful hargainthg

position when negotiating with the funding agency. It also.can prevent the

district and funding agency from unknowingly compromising the oducational

-.)

enefits of a project through somewhat arbitrary budget and/or program modi-

ications.

The final output of proposal negotiation should be a mutually satis- ,

factory grant or contractual arrangement between the school district and

the fun-ling. agency. This arrangement is then formalized in same type of

grant award or contract document. The school district, of course, must be

sure not to spend money (make binding commitments A the performance of

work or the purchase of materials, supplies, and equipment) prior to the

effective date specified in the grant award or contract document.

Closing-Out Proposal Development

Thf, closing-out of the proposal development effort involves typical

project termination activities, such as writing a project history and final

report, retaining important records and documents, and releasing personnel

of project responsibilities. Although the nroposal director is primarily

responsible for performing these tasks, it is quite probable that he will

want help from members of the proposal development team. These tasks are

discussed below.

9 9
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Writing the Proposal Development Project History and Final Reportv-The pro-

ject history proyides a documented, written record of the history ofthe pro-

posal development effort. Properly prepared, it can be quite helpful to

school district personnel charged in the future with developing proposals.

The project history* should certainly include a description of the tasks

that were performed in developing the proposal. Particular aspects of the

project that are unique to the proposal development process should be em-

phasized. For example, communica ions and relationships with the funding

agency, released time for the proposal development team, and arrangements for

the involvement of parents and other community members in the development of

the ploposal should be of interest. to future proposal directors.

A Project final report for the proposal development effort may or mai

.4

.not be required. If the proposal development project was funded by an ex-
p

ternal agency under a planning giant, a project final report will most likely

be required. If, however, the local school board "picked-up" any costs

associated with the development of the proposal document, a final report may

or may not be required by the board. The final,report for a proposal develop-

ment project should follow the same format as the final report for any project**

Retaining Important Records and Documents.--WhetheY or not the proposal effort

was funded by an external source, certain records and documents should be re-

tained. Some important items would be a copy of the Request for Proposal (RFP).

any communications with the funding agency, proposal guidelines obtained from

A detailed discussion of how to write a project history appears in Lesson 12.

of Mbdule 2, Basic Principles and Techniques of Project Management, of the

Educational Project Mhnagement Instructional System(EPMIS).

* *
A detailed discussion of how to write a project final report appears in Lesson

12 of Module 2, Basic Principles and Techniques of Project Mhnagement, of the

Educational Project Manag2ment Instructional System (EPMIS).

29 (1
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the funding agency, records of any expenditures, and proposal development

documents such as the work breakdown structuie, work flow diagram, organi-

Zational chart, and management responsibility guide. These records and document,

z

should be*stored for easy access once the proposed project is approved and

funded or when someone needs advice or help in a similar proposal develop-

ment effort.

Release of Personnel from Proposal Development Iesppnsibilities.--One of the

tasks of the proposal director is to release the proposal team members from

their proposal development responsibilities. In some.cases this may involve

releasing personnel from employment or transferring.them to other positions

within the school district. In most cases team members will have been per-

forming their proposal development tasks, in addition to their usual duties

as regular employees of the school district. The important point for the

proposal director to remember is that he should be sure that the team mem-

bers have completed thcir termination tasks before he formally releases

them from their responsibilities. Otherwise, he may find himself left with

all of the "clean-up" activities.

Summary

The fourth and final phase of the proposal development process is the

termination phase. The primary activities of the phase are obtaining the sig-

natures of appropriate school officials on the, original proposal document,

sending the original and the required number of copies of the proposal to the

funking agency, negotiating the proposal with the funding agency, and typical

project termination activities such as writing a project history and final re-

port, retaining important records and documents, and releasing personnel of

their proposal development responsibilities.

29i
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Exercise A

Dikecti0n4: You, 44 plcdpmat d2tecto4, have teceimed notgication 6tom the
iunding agency to avtange io4 a con4exence catt next Thuuday at 4PM. Vulcing

that time the 4choot di4ttitt wat,be invotved in negotiatLng the pkojeg
comtkact OIL gunt with the 4pon4oh.

The pukpobe o tiva exekaze iA to give you expekience in making deciAion4
about what 4e4oukce4 you wilt need to have on hand lick the negotiation 4e44ion.
You need to think in tekm o4 who 4houtd be ptuent, what Aeiekence 4uppoAting
mateniat4 you,need to have on hand and what 45strtategy you and youk Atiowentativa
wat adopt.

In the Ottowing 4ection4, check tho4e key pemonnet you woutd 44k to be
pheaent, the docrient4 you woutd aunt to have avaitabte, and the Athategy you
might etect. When compteted tuAn the twit page.

1. Personnel to be involved in conference call.

A. President of the PTA

B. Subject area Specialist (mathematics)

C. Proposal Project Director,

D: Proposed Project Mhnager

E. Business Mhnager, or School Board Tteasurer

F. School System Attorney

G. Public Relations Director

H. Assistant Principal of Sanders Middle School

I. Coordinator of Federal Programs

J. Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum.

K. Superintendent of Schools

L. Other

292
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If. Documents to be available for reference.

A. Copy of the Request for Proposal (RFP).

B. Schedule of school system salaries and wages.

C. Progress report on the proposal 'development effort.

D. Agency guidelines.

E. Proposal document.

F. Other

G. Other

H. Other

: z"

III. Negotiation strategy to be adopted.

A. No concessions to be made to the funding agency.

B. Concessions to be made on overall budget but not on schedule allotted

for the project.

C. Equipment may be leased instead of bought.

D. Concessions to be made'\66. equipment to be purchased but not on

personnel.

E. Other
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Exercise ASolution

Inkcexion4: You, a4-pkoposae diteam, have teceived noti6ication Otom the

6unding agency to amange 604 a coniehence cat next Thuksday at 4PM. Dwang
that time the zehoot distAict.wiet be involved in negoV.ating the pAdject

cantkact ok pant with the 4ponzolt.

The punpose o6 thb., exna,Se 4.3 tO g.ive you expek4lence making de-sioni
about what ke4ouitees .;ou (eat need to have on hand 60k the negotiation session.

You need to think a i'CkM5 06 who Ahoutd be pkesent, what ke6ekence 04 4uppokti1l g
matoliats you need to have on hand and what stAategy you and Put Az-
pkesentatives w.i.ft adopt.

1.4 the 6oaow6Ig 6ections,.check tho,se key peAzoonet you pad ask to be pkesent,

the document's you wouid want to have avaifabfe, and the stkategy you might dect.

When compteted twin the east page.

I. Persennel te be involved in conference cull.

A. President of the PTA

B. Subject area Specialist (nathematics)

x C. Proposal Project Director

X D. Proposed Project Manager

X E. Business Manager, or School Board Treasurer

F. School System Attorney

G. Public Relations Director

IL Ass)stant Principal of Sanders Middle School

I. Coordinator of Federal Progims

J. Assistant Superintendentfor Curriculum

h. Superintcndent Schools

L. Other



II. Documents to be available for reference.

X A. Copy of the Request for Proposal (UP).

B. Schedule of school system salaries and wages.

C. Progress report on the proposal development effort.

X D. Agency guidelines.

X E. Proposal document.

F. Other ~

C. Other

H. Other

41110=11MOMIN011iw ....

Negotiation Strategy to be adopted.

There is no one correct answer to this question. It is

, a decision made by the proposal director and the representatives of

the school system in preparation for the conference call. A list of

those items on which you would and would not compromise should be agreed

upon ahead of time.
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Exercise B

Vitectiona: A6 Pkoject Vikeetak, you have neceived a mtmc tkom the Pko-
gnam Management 066ice VM0) Aeque4ting iniottmation tegaltding the di4-
pozeition o6 pexsonnet, equipment, and matekiatA invotved in the ptopirmat
devetopment e66oAt. Ptovidoilvbetow 4,6 a ti4st oti AuggeAtid item6 *Leh
might be included in a kedspon4e to the Ab. Cheek on2etko4e item4 which
youcodutd'ittp(ott to the MO olt mitteA'coOo.U'brzaproIttive di the
e664-exent management o6 the TeAminatioringar o the pkopoult pkojecte

.111110.
1. Disposition of equipment used during the proposal development effort.

2. Retention of duplicate copies of receipts for payment to the con-
sultant.

3. Copy of RFP on file.

4. Release of proposal team members from their proposal development
responsibilities.

5. Retention of proposal guidelines obtained fram.the funding agency.

6. Retention of draft copies of the proposal.

7. Progress on development of project history.

8. Mlemorandum announcing initial meeting of proposal development team.

9. Transfer of personnel to other positions 'rithin the school district.

10. Copy of the bill for the conference call for the:negotiating session
with the funding agency.
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Exercise B--Solution

Dikection6: The coktect anzureitz to Exekcioe 8 ake given Extow.

Check youk wall and then tiihn the page.

X 1. Disposition of equipment used during the proposal development effort.

2. Retention of duplicate copies o-47. receipts for payment to the consultant.

X 3. Copy of RFP on file.

X 4. Release of proposal team mcmbers from their proposal development

responsibilities.

X 5. Retention of proposal guidelines obtained from the funding agency.

6. Retention of draft copies of the proposal.

X 7. Progress on development of project history.

8. Memorandum announcing initial meeting of proposal development team.

X 9. Transfer of personnel to other positions within the school district.

10. Copy of the bill for the conference call for the negotiating session with

the funding agency.
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Exercise C

Thete arce many activitte4 aAsociatedtath the AubmiAAion o the

ptopoAat document to the 6unding agency which need to be cateiutty

monitated by the pkopolat ditectot. Puaented bctow ate Aevetat

poAAibte aetivitie4.which might occult duting thiA petiod. Etiminate

thoAe which do not cleat immeaatety with the ptopoAat AubmiAAion

ptoce64 by dtawing a tine thtough them.

1. Conduct the internal review process.

2. Obtain formal approvals from the proper project management

office and school officials.

3. Have the specified number of copies of the proposal duplicated.

4. Send the original, signed copy of the proposal separately to.the

funding agency by registered mail.

5. Prepare history of the proposal development effort.

6. Send copies of the proposal to prospective consultants.

7. Check deadline to see if it is the date by which the proposa'

must be postmarked or the date by which it must arrive at the

funding agency.

.8. Make sure that ali final documents are complete including the

necessary Appendices (no blank pages inserted by mistake during

the duplication process).

9. Arrange for pick up or delivery of the proposal package to mail

or express office.

10. Send copy of final proposal document to the Superintendent's

office for reference use.

2 Qs
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Exercise C -Solution

Activities 1, 5, and 6 4houtd have been ckossed Jut. The Aiitat

activity woutd have taken ptace wett belioke the actuat ptopo4at

zubmia4ion pkoce44 began. Recok6 witt have been kept darting the

coukze o6 ths pxoposat pkoject bo that a histaty o the eit5ofl2 may

be wnitten (Item #5), but the dctuat-ptepakation witt not begin

untit Wen the pkoposat 4.4 submitted.

Atthough it ib veky impoktant to send a copy o the pupa:sat docu-

ment to pkospective consuttants (Item #6) in ptenty time 40 that

they may iteview it beioke stakting to with, this activity is not

conzideked pakt oti the actuat pnocess o6 submitting the pkopozat to

the 6unding agency.
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Directions and Choices Following the Practice Exercises

Bazed upon the .4et6-evatuation o6 youx pentiomance on the exek-

ciAes, tom have eithen:

A. acceptabty 4ati.66ied the objeeUve o6 deactibing in
detait the activitie6 invotved in ptopouct tetmLna-
tion and 4h0u2d now tan to the post-tezt liound on
page'24.

Re6etence6 eon ciditionat /Leading aite Zated on page16 o6 the Modute

Manwat..

B. not 4at446ied the objo.ativo, and Ahoutd 'Lead the te.64on

text beginkting on paqe. 9 and then taewoniz any exenciae..6

you did not 4o.eve zaactonit.y.

.;110
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Post-Test

aiimetion4: P1ea4e take time to anmovt. atomically the queAtiono given below,
gottowing the. 4peci6ie dinectionA given.

Cikcee the tettek oi the beAt anwek 6ok each o6 the iottouxing queAtionA.

1. Management activities such as submittiag the proposal document and ne-

,gotiating with the funding agency belong to which phase of the proposal

development effort?

A. Planning
B. Termination
C. Preparation
D. Operations

2. The school district must be sure not to spend or commit money prior to

what point in time in the proposal development effort?

A. Submission of the project final report.

B. Mhiling the proposal to the funding source.

C. The effective date of the project.

D. The negotiation session.

Folt, quationA 2 to 6, indicate T (Ttue) i6 you ague with the Atatement

and F (FatAe) i6 you do nat.

3 Acknowledgement by the funding agency of the receipt of the proposal

document is not made until after the review process has been

completed.

4. As a result of the review process, a proposal document is sometimes

modified to incorporate suggestions for modification and then resub-

mitted to the funding agency.

S. A proposal dir:Ictor should send the original signed proposal copy by

registered mail with a return receipt requested.

6. One last step to be managed before the proposal document is sent to

the funding agency is securing signatures from the authorized

officials in the school district.

.791
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'Comte& the iadowing 4tateinent. I

7. A meeting between representatives of the school district and the funding

agency to make whatever modifications may be necessary to the proposal
project document is called the session.

(Ming the ZiAst 426 thkee ac,ti.thai.ea Wow inuatved in the teiunixation pha4e
o6 the. pkopo4at devetopment e66o)tt, match each with the Atatement which
but de4eA,LbeA ,,= 1111.

A. Writing the project history and final report.
B. Retaining important records and documents.

C. Releasing personnel of project responsibilities.

8. Includes retaining a copy of the RFP (request for proposal) proposal

subadssion guidelines, and proposed project organization ch:trt.

9. Includes ensuring that the proposal project team members havt com-

pleted their termination tasks.

10. Includes a description of the tasks that were peiformed while de-

veloping the proposal.

Ttan the page and check yowt answw
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Directions and Choices Followinglesson Post-Test

DitectionA: The couect anAwekA to'LesAson 9 poAt-teot ake.liAted down

the Aight mamin. Check youk emeet,kupon4e6..

DikectionA: 16 you anaweted e.Lgh.t ox teAA queAtionA
cakkectty, you have not ace p.ta.bey dimonAtkated knowl-

edge o6 latopasat tekmination and Ahoutd Aetect one ok

make o6 the 6ottow4ng eoukAeA o6 action.

1. Read the teAAon text beginning on page 9..

2. RewoAk the tvoson past-tut.

Dikectitn4: 16 you andtomed nine oJt mote quat2on4

cokkeetty,.you have acceptabty demonAtAated knolutedge

o6 the ptopo4a2 telt:SU:MUM pxoces4.' Relieunce4
additiona teading ate i16ted on meld oi the

Modute Manual.

Termination Instructions

TThe Le44on on pnopozat teAmination ib now comptaul.

Multiple Choice

l. A (13) C D

2. A B (C) D

True/False

3. F

4. T

5. T

6. T

Completion

7. negotiating

Matching

8. A (8) C D

9 . A 8 .(C) D

10 . .(A) 8 C D

Number Correct=


